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Nellie F. Chapman, end their
three children
William F., Alvin and Fannie
E.,
mourn the low of a
devoted husband and
Abyrum Merrithew, one of Belfast’s aged
and most respected citizens, died at his board- father. Mr. Jellison was a faithful and consistent Christian
although he never identified
ing place with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Krouger in
East Belfast, Dec. 22nd. He was born Sept. himself with any church. He was . member
of the Maine Mutes
L, 1820, in Deer Island, the son of the late
Association, always atEzekiel and Mary Hubbard Merrithew. At tended their sessions, and at one time acted as
The
funeral took place
that time there were four log cabins on the chaplain.
Sunday at
2 p. m„ Rev. A. A. Blair
Island, all occupied by his father and his
officiating.
brothers. His mother died when he was three
The funeral services of Mrs.
weeks old, and for three years he was boarded
Mary Norton
who died, Dec. 13th, were
:>ut until his father married again. When he
held, Dec 17th at
her home in Palermo, Rev. G. J.
was five years old his father died and he went
Palmer ofto live with his uncle, Roger Merrithew, in ficiated. Seven children, Josiah Norton and
Norton
of
Islesboro. At fourteen years of age he began Shepard
Augusta, Mrs. Mae Hall of
life for 1 imself and had had only four months Windsor, Mrs. Etta Grady of Weeks’ Mill. Mrs
Sarah
Beldin of Prentiss, James
schooling. He followed deep sea fishing on
Norton
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the Cape Shore and Western Banks and later
was the proud owner of a thirty-ton fishing
boat. In 1864 he enlisted in the Coast Guards
under Capt. Chas. Baker and went in service
at Fort Washington on the Potomac, where he
was on guard duty until the close of the war.
He was a life-long member of the Methodist
church and always interested in its work. He
never used liquor as a beverage, but in later
He
^ears was obliged to use it as a medicine.
began the use of tobacco when ten years of
age and declared that its constant use for 82
rears had never injured him. After giving up
the fishing life he came to Belfast and en?aged in painting. When 24 years of age he
married a daughter of Capt. Joseph Ginn of
Vmalhaven, and they had two children, Alfred
E., who died at the age of 21 years, and Ella E.,
now Mrs. Lewis of Chicago, who visited her
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Master James Webster, Castine’s oldest citidied Dec. 18th at his home in that town,
aged 91 years, 5 months and 18 days. Al-

the Master

Arthur E. Andrews died early Monday, Dec.

his home with them. He was unmarried.
Services were held Christmas day,
Rev
Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist church

Belfast, officiating.

The Churches.

m.

the

First Parish Church

(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45
a. m. Sunday school at noon.
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
The Christmas music, which

was so

much

enjoyed at the Universalist church last Sunday
morning, will be repeated next Sunday morning.
The services at the Un.iversalist church for
the week will be as follows: K, O K. A. Satur10.45; Sundav school at

his

confined to his home the latter
life

he

will be missed by

a

years
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At the
more

the Bantist

Methodist church Linvill F. Whit-

planned and

worked out the decorations.

and rail were draped with white
bunting and covered with sprt ys of pine. The
pastor, Rev. D. B. Phelan, preached a Christmas sermon in the morning and Mrs. B. N.
Pendleton sang solos at both morning and
evening services. At the evening service
Miss Alice E. Simmons read a Christmas sefurnished
lection and
a. double quartette
Christmas music.
The

the Bangor News
says that Rev. Hosea W. Rhoades of Belfast
will soon resume his pastorate at the Baptist
church and with his wife and two children will
occudv

of

sons.

of

oarsonace.

The Men’s

the

altar

Unitarian Sunday school had a Christchurch parlor Tuesday afterThe services at the North church will be as noon. Santa Claus appeared with a bag of
follows: Junior C. E Thursday at 3.45 p. m.; I gifts and made things interesting a little
while for the children and then hastened
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning away to gladden other hearts with Christmas
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school cheer. The gifts Were distributed by the pasSunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at | tor, Rev. C. B. Ames, and the exercises were
| all in song. Helen Wescott sang a solo and
6 30 p. m.
Hanshue and Grace Hazeltine a duet.
The annual meeting of the North church I Betty
will be held in the vestry Jan. 2nd. Supper
The Baptist Sunday school had a Christmas
will be served at 6 o’clock; roll call of mem! tree and entertainment in the vestry Tuesday
at
7
30.
If
unable
bers, reports, business, etc.,
evening. The entertainment consisted of a
to be present, members are urged to send £
little Christmas play, in which the various
I
message to be read at the meeting in response
I classes brought gifts to be distributed amorg
1
to the roll call.
the less fortunate people of the city, and
A party and supper will be given the chil
| Christmas songs by the children. After the
Universalist
school
the
of
or
dren
Sunday
j entertainment the gifts on two large ChristWednesday Jan. 1st. In the afternoon the mas trees were distributed by Santa Claus.
children will gather at the vestry and pla] Igames, and supper will be served at 5 o’clock
MAINE LEGISLATURE OPENS JAN. 1st.
All children attending the Universalist Sunday
This winter at the Maine Capital is likely to
school are invited.
be one of the most eventful and intere -.ting in
church
will be a,
The services at the Baptist
the State’s history. With the Legislature divided as it is politically and important legislafollows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even
tion to be urged and demanded, it behooves all

i friends. Mr. Webster was born in Belfast,
Me., but went to Castine with his parents |
& A. M.. of North when he was nine years old, and lived there
the following officers: during the remainder of his life. He was a
W., Neal F, Dow; J. shipbuilder by trade, and built over 20 vess-ls
1 reus., Frank Perkins; which sailed out of Castine harbor. Among i
i
Ernest E. Babson; J. them was the J. W. Dresser, Silas N. Martin,
kwrer-!- Yarnum.
James Webster’s Lydia and The W’hip. After
shipbuilding work ceased he had a shop connon \j{ Seaside
chapter, nected with his home in Perkins
street, where
i e held Monday evening,
he built many small boats and did jobbing of
d: and macaroni
supper
Outside of working hours
various kinds.
kick. The installation !
Capt. Webster took a great deal of comfort
n, and a social dance
with his violins, playing for hours. It was a
Mhis of Pythias hall, with
familiar sound to one passing his home to hear
><rcnestra.
I
the strains of his music, and every one, both
United Order of the i
old and young, loved to visit him at his home
rred the degree on three
j and listen to his old fashioned music. He
hursday evening. A banquet
made, during the latter part of his life, 15
U their regular
meeting violins, one of which is made out of 225
pieces
there
ening
will be a box
and weighs 15 ounces. This is now in the
•’■ill provide a box lunch
1
of
his
son
William. He leaves five
possession
’B®r::atnen will pay for it.
service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
children, Albert Webster of Vinalhaven; Wil- ing; morning
at 12 o’clock. All who do no
general
and
department liam of Castine; Mrs. Lucy Tolman of Vinal- Sunday school
r
attend Sunday school at any other church an
klne Patriarchs Militant
haven; Mrs. Fannie Robinson of Whitinsville,
invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m
mgor, Dec. 19th and Major Mass.; Miss Ava Webster of
Whitinsvillle, cordially
service at 7.30 p. m.
Kiev of Portland was Mass. The late O. R. Webster of
this city was Evening
'L
succeeds Brigadier Gen- a son of Master Webster and had
inherited his
The services for the week at the Firs
art of
Bangor, January mechanical genius.
The funeral was held Methodist church will be as follows: this
‘o inree
years.
from the home on Friday, Rev. Mr. McKoon of Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sun
1,1
the Unitarian church officiating.
"meeting of Aurora Rebekah
day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday schoo I
1 'a3t
at 12 m.; Epworth League praye* meetinj ;
Tuesday evening,
j;
were elected: Noble
Mrs. Annie M. Taylor died at the home of Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise am [
>wker; Vice Grand, her daughter, Mrs. Warren B. Pierce, East j Evangelistic service at 7.00 p. m. each Sunday
Recording Secretary, Belfast, Dec. 20th. She was born in Etna in i evening.
!‘'
I inancial
Secretary, 1834, the daughter of the late J. Uelson and : A series of services will be held in the
Trustees, Win. K. Mary Friend Carter. Practically all of her churches on the first
Sunday of January, Feb1
j
-Ku and Mrs. Annie R.
life was spent in Belfast.
She was twice mar- ;
ruary, March and April, and these services ar<
Led officers will be anried. Her first husband was Phillip Eastman for the
people of the community, and to then
ti
of Belfast, by whom she had one son, Frank
January,
will be welcomed all who desire to attend
secretary of the Eastman, now deceased. He second husband Notices will appear in the
!
paper before eacl
Protection, has issued was Thomas Taylor of Belfast, who died 12 service, w ith the announcement of the
preachk
members containing years ago. Since his death she had made her
er and the church in which the service is to b<
new system of home with her
who
was
adopted daughter,
held.
be .subordinate
lodges, formerly Kate L. Foss of Siockton; but who
Rev. Randall Capen, a former pastor of th<
the officers are
had been as their own child since she was two
a *otal
bonding institu- years old and had borne their name until her Belfast Baptist church, is expected to visi
,<nnale *odKe 18
this city some time during the winter. Mr
r
responsible marriage with Mr. P ierce. The deceased was
Hi ,i
Capen recently returned from Swatow, China
der the new sysa devoted Christian and for many years a
where he had been engaged in missionary worl
>sed for the bond
member of the Methodist church. She was
for the past eight years, having resigned hii
apartments of the order,
!Pbeloved and respected by all who knew her
here to labor in the foreign field. He
agreeable to Four brothers and two sisters survive:Wm. W. pastorate
.®“l>ordinat*>
lcl' ha8 t>een
made many friends while in Belfast and wil
made by the Carter of
Daniel F.
Toledo, Ohio; George M
grand lodges for
be warmlg welcomed.
the fiscal and Walter L. Carter of
§1
tL
Levant, and Mrs.
J
l':'
somewhat exceeding one
The North Church Guild will take charge o;
i.
"liilion
John and Adrian Batson, both of Addison.
The cu8‘ to the
lodges
Wsd
The funeral took place at her late home Sun- the January Parish Supper, the committee
“* fi8cal
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrist, Miss uvelyi
P»t to is
year 1913 will
day afternoon at 3 o'clock, Rev. C. B. Ames, being
hundred dollars inUnitarian, officiating in the absence of her Morrison and Mrs. J. W. Jones. The suppei
‘Smei direct to the
will be given on the night of the annual meet
pastor.
18
lnc°rporated in one 1
ing of the church and parish. The Guild ha<
th
*th*
Wh’Ch is bonded- and
Simon Jellison died at his home, 28 Belmont voted to renew the incandescent
lights in th<
«
19th
aged 59 years, 3 months and banquet hall and vestry, place mazdas ir
*h,ch »
aM>li«a' avenue, Dec.
made
e
11 days. He was born in Monroe, the son of
lndemnity company
place of the 16 c. p. lamps, to install an adlhe lodir
Moses and Esther Treat Jellison, but had lived ditional
light in the stairway leading to th<
in Belfast many years, and was employed in
banquet hall, and to have the work done bethe shoe factory.
His wife, formerly Miss fore the January
parish supper.
to
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Miss Myrtle Jenkins is employed in The City
National Bank.

Paul R. Smith, a student>t Bates
College, is
spending the Christmas vacation at home.

Miss Hattie E. Johnson is spending the holidays with friends in Winterport.

busi-

Mrs. J. W. Jones returned last Saturday from
visits with relatives in Boston and
vicinity.

Miss Rena E. Cunningham is
spending
Christmas with friends in Pittsfield.

Mr3. Nellie Finch left last Monday to spend
the holidays in New York.

Frank Mudgett of Coburn Classical Institute
arrived home Friday for the Christmas vacation.

Mr. J. H. Peavey of Bangor is spending the
holidays in Belfast with Mrs. M. A. Peavey

W. A. Mason returned last week from
trip to Boston.

a

ness

Louis V. Jones, Belfast, is
the National Home, Togus.

on

furlough from

and

family.

Seth Banton of Freedom spent the week-end
in Fairfield with his sister, Mrs. Charles Danforth.

Miss Faye Eaton of Livermore Falls returned home Monday from a visit in Belfast with
Mrs. Ella A. Small.

Miss Edith Strout is at her home in East
Belfast during the Christmas recess of the
Portland schools.

Miss Grace A. Lord, teacher of Grade VIII
will spend the school vacation in Hallowell and

Mr. W. jj. Widdefield of the Consumers Fuel
Co. went to Boston to spend Christmas with
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery.

Mrs. Gertrude Burdin Cook of Rumford,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Burdin, the past week.

Miss Ella Erskine, teacher in the
Citypoint
school, is spending the vacation at her home in

Mrs. Sarah Ward well of Penobscot is visit*
Mrs. Arthur Stantial.

ing her daughter,

Newport.

Miss Elizabeth J. Daniel of Boston arrived
in Belfast

Tuesday evening to spend the week
with Miss Evelyn M. Peavey.

Bucksport.
to

Fred W. Pote left Monday for Orange, N. J.,
spend the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Sum-

Lathrop.
Ralph A. Bramhall
of Colby College are

Mr. J.

Albert Gammans of New York is
and sister
at their home on Church street.

spending Christmas with his father

ner

mas

Linville F. Whitmore
home for the Christ-

and
at

Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton and daughter,
Louise, returned home Dec. 20th from a

vacation.

of

several

Miss
visit

weeks in Boston and Lawrence,

Miss Marian Hazeltine, who is teaching in I Mass.
Bingham High school, spent Christmas j
Miss Katherine Pillsbury, who is spending
Day at home.
the winter in Boston, came to Belfast for the
Mrs. W. H. Snow and son Harry left last Fri- holidays, and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wilj
day for a two weeks’ visit in Haverhill, Mass., j liam K. Keene.
and New York City.
the

xuioo

uuim

ciiuieum

ui

L/uaii'ii
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Miss Alice I. Whitten, who is teaching in j
city last week on her way to North port to
East Corinth academy is at home for the I
spend the holidays with her s.ster at her sum| the
mer h )me, Red Gables.
I Christmas holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford J. Fattee and son Dana
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens entertained
wards of Rockland were Christmas guests of | went to Boston last Saturday for a vacation
Miss Sue Winchell of Brunswick, the cellist
visit with relatives.
onr* Mvo « Q T
t>_r
of the Chapman company, at luncheon during
Miss Edith C. Wilson of Gardiner arrived her recent visit to Belfast.
Morris L. Slugg, superintendent of the Coelast Saturday for a short visit with her
Miss Helen Doak, who is taking a post gradsister.
Mortimer Co., is spending the holidays with
Miss Amy L. Wilson.
uate course at the Rhode Island school of Dehis mother and sister in Carteret, N. J.
Miss Edna M. Bedell left last
Saturday for sign, Providence, will arrive home today to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford returned
the Home Farm in Auburn, where her parents spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
by last Saturday evening’s train from a two are
Mrs. George R. Doak.
;
spending the winter.
week’s sojourn in New York and Boston.
Miss Hazel B. Barnard assistant in the
High
WEDDING BELLb.
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Larrabee of Islesboro
school, left Saturday noon to spend the vacawere in Belfast, Dec. 18th and called
upon Miss tion at her home in Lewiston,
Libby-Dunn. Herbert Carlyle Libby, proBeulah F. Philbrook at the Tapley hospital.
Mr. George H. Lakie left last Saturday for fessor in the department of Ei glish at
Colby
Mr. and Mrs. Frank French have returned to
Farmington, N. H., where he has employment, college, and Miss Mabel Esther Dunn, daughtheir home in Winterport after a visit in Old I
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Morse Dunn, were
j Mrs. Lakie will join him later.
Town with Mr. and Mrs. Horace M. Burnham.
Thomas B. Foster, who is attending Harvard united in marriage Saturday at noon at the
|
Norman Read arrived in town Friday mornMedical school, is the guest of his parents, Dr. home of the bride’s parents, 73 Pleasant stre -t,
ing on his regular businesa trip and was the and Mrs. B. B. Foster, in Portland.
Waterville. The ceremony was performed by
j
guest over Sunday of his father, Mr. Geo. T.
Rev. Wilbur Fiske Berry, D. D.,
Miss
Shaw
of
Simmons
Marjorie
]
College is tor of the Pleasant street M. E. formerly pasRead.
church and was
the
Christmas vacation with her
j spending
witnessed by immediate friends and members
Mrs. Georgia Hook and
little grandson, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Shaw.
\
of the Kaffe Klatsche club, of v hich the bride
Everett Hook of Searsmont, are spending the
Miss Lconia Achorn, who is teaching school iu a member. The
double ring service waa
winter with Mrs. John Thompson, Congress |
in Lubec, arrived last Saturday to visit her used. The bride
j
graduated from the Waterstreet.
i uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. William Haugh.
ville High school -in 1899 and the groom
Miss Louise J. Read spent several days last
Frank Hazeltine arrived last Saturday from in 1898. Both were students at Colby
college
week with friends in Rockland; and went
the Yates school, Lancaster, Pa., to spend the and both studied at the Dr.
Curry school
from there to Portland, to visit her brother
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben of
holidays
in
Boston.
The groom
expression
Arthur.
Hazeltine.
is the son of the late Isaac (’. Libby of BurnMiss Gladys Pitcher, teacher of music in the
Miss Isabel Towle arrived
Saturday from ham and Waterville. He received his earlier
public schools of Chelsea, Mass., arrived TuesDanbury, Ct., where she is teaching school, to education in Waterville, graduating from the
day to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and High school in 1899. He attended Colby ColPitcher.
Mrs. Frank L. Towle.
lege and later entered Harvard, graduating in
Mr. George W. Burkett, who is in Boston
1904. While at the High school he was the
Miss Marian Wells, who is
the
spending
for the winter, arrived last Saturday to spend
founder and the first editor in chief of the Nauwinter in Boston studying voice culture, has a
the holidays with his daughter, Mrs. Edward
tilus,the official school paper. In later years he
! position as soprano soloist in the
Episcopal
A. Wadsworth.
was the author of several books of short stochurch in Allston, Mass.
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur I. Brown have gone
ries, and with Miss Mary Redington compiled
Miss S. Edith West, stenographer in the ofa popular book entitled “Selections for Public
to Augusta for the winter. They spent Christ| fice of the Youth’s Companion, Boston, is
mas with their son, Arthur F. Brown, in MeReadings.” Three years ago Mr. Libby bespending the holidays with her mother, Mrs. came a member of the
chanics Falls.
faculty at Colby, havSarah West in Main street.
I ing charge of the department of public speakThe engagement is announced of Miss EmMiss Ethola W. Frost of the Music Depart- i innr nnrl nfflniofimr
ror,f.n.
T«
ma Sewall Alden, daughter of Mrs. Henry L
ment of the Acadia College, Wolfville, N. S.,
tion with these duties he was also superinAlden, of Camden to George Alexander Mac- is
spending the Christmas vacation with her tendent of the public schools in Waterville.
Donald of New York city.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost.
He was recently elected to a professorship at
Frank Hazeltine arrived Saturday frorr
Miss Gertrude Coombs, a student at St. 1 Colby in the department of English and is also
Yates school, Lancaster, Pa., to spend the holiJoseph Convent, Portland, arrived home Sat- registrar. He is a member of the Zeta Psi
days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazurday noon for the Christmas vacation with fraternity. The bridal party left during the
eltine, Northport avenue.
her parents, x\ir. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
! afternoon for a short wedding trip and on reMrs. Roscoe Murch and son, John, who have
Miss Alice P. Poor, daugnter of Hon. and turn will reside at their new home on Burleigh
been visiting in Belfast for the past few
Mrs. C. O. Poor of Belfast, a librarian in New street. They have the best wishes of an unmonths, returned Monday to their home in this
York, will pass the Christmas recess with her limited number of friends in their v Med life.
city.—Ellsworth American.
sister, Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan, in Lexington,
Nickerson-Anderson.
The
marriage of
Mrs. Josephine M. Arey of Camden, widow Jxloso.
Arthur Nickerson of Frankfort and Miss
of Arthur B. Arey, late of the U, S. Navy, hai
Mrs. Florence Anderson Otis, the soprano of
Dorothy Anderson of Bangor was solemnized
been allowed a pension at the rate of $12 pel the
Chapman concerts, sings in the church by Rev. George A. Martin in the Grace M. E.
month, dating from Oct. 18, 1912.
quartet in New York with Mrs. j. Harvey Self,
parsonage, Bangor, Tuesday afternoon at 1
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Hervey Stevens of Bow
formerly Miss Kate Bickford of Belfast, and o’clock. The
single ring service was used.
doin College, Brunswick, are spending Christ
are
friends.
great
they
Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson will reside in Frankmas with Dr. Stevens’ parents, Mr. and Mis
Miss Kva, daughter of Mr. and Mrs VV. E. fort.
Mason I. Stevens, in West Northport.
*Valuo Avenue underwent a
suc-

tree in the

■

|

us to follow developments closely.
This can best be done beyond the limits of
the Capital City by careful reading of the old

of

reliable and modern equipped Kennebec Journal, a Maine daily that is commanding attention and respect among the country’s best
newspapers.
This winter the

Kennebec Journal will not

only publish daily the entire stenographic reports of the Legislative proceedings, but will

j

J

j

rto

j

■

Wigul,

Miss

Gertrude Coombs arrived Saturday

from St.

Joseph Convent-Academy,

Portland

;

■

and unexpected.
Walter Mitchell of the U. S. Navy

Maine newspaper, the

Kennebec Journal

Chapman,

Winchell,

Bradbury

for the session.
Address Kennebec Journal, Augusta.
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Mary E. Pierce

in Boston last

Thursday nieht i

en route.

Music and

Drawing

in

Maine

Schools

The remarkable advance that has been made
in the introduction of music and drawing in
the public schools of Maine is clearly indicated
by the special tabulations made for the last
school year. In forty cities and towns of the
State provision is made for special instruction
in drawing at a total cost of $18,000 while
seventy-five cities and towns expended a total
of $27,296 for special instruction in music.
These figures, of course, do not show the entire expenditure of the Slate in these special
subjects since they are taught by the regular
c ass room teachers of very many towns which
do not provide special instructors.

Dr.

!

George B. Phelan of McGill University |
>

Montreal, and Mrs. B. N. Pendleton of Islts
boro were guests over Sunday of their parents >
Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan. The family wen
to Islesboro Monday to spend Christmas wit! 1
Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton.
Prescott and son Herbert, wE >
have been guests of Mrs. Prescott’s mothei
Mrs. Churchill, in Rockland, returned to thei
home in Northport last week and Mr. Prescott »
who has been in ill health for some time, ha ''
Mrs. J. F.

been

visiting his father in Virginia.

R. Russ of New York city is at horn
foy the Christmas vacation, which he is spend
s
Business in footwear is generally dull, as ing with his father, Charles R. Russ, at th
usual previous to the holidays, but regular de- Head of the Tide. Mr. Rubs graduated in th >
the
factories class of ’98 of the Belfast High school and ha
liveries are going forward and
continue busy, as producers have a good volspent the greater part of his time since ii
ume of reserve contracts on band.—Dun's ReNew York and Waterbary, Conn.
view Dec. 21st.
The

Shoe

Situation.

Frank

were

Sunday night.

shown about

the

“WATERY1LLE WINS; BELFAST

city

in the

SECOND.”

car.

by the Wa
S. Pitcher entertained im- terville Sentinel Tuesday
mornirg of the
members
of
the
the
confornially
Chapman
awards in its prize contest. The Sentinel
cert company anu a few members of the Beli says:
fast musical society after the vesper service
Outdistancing her nearest competitors by
more than a
million votes, Mrs. Fiizaleth
last Sunday afternoon. Tea was served.
Cobb, wife of Dr. Stanley A.Cobb, has won the
Mrs. Alice 1. Thumbs, who has been in South
$2070 Velie 40 Touring car.
Central Maine has voted the ladies highest
Bend, Ind„ for several months with her daughter, Mrs. Charles Millhouse, arrived home last honors. Miss Georgie M. Sheldon of Belfast,
the
captures second position, thus
Saturday. She was accompanied by her son, j big fully equipped Studebaker 20 winning
Touring car.
Mr. J. C. VV. Perry of Portland, whose guest
In addition, she is entitled to the prize for the
most yearly subscriptions during the “Banner
she was for a week. Mrs. Perry will join her
Week,” ard therefore w ill have $150 in gold in
husband here later in the season.
addition to the §885 automobile.
on
were
that
disappointed
learning
Many
Miss Sheldon was a leader frem the start,
Richard
P.
Whitman
of
Mrs.
CamMr. and
and last Saturday headed the list witn 320,972
not
be able to come to Bel- votes to her credit.
pello, Mass., would
fast for Christmas, as Mrs. Whitman was sufMaine Automobile Association
fering from tonsilitis. It was a great disapThis is the announcement made

Mr. and Mrs. E.

was th<
prepared to handle this winter’s proceedings as has never been done before.
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L
A rlnonpfl nnt inos rtf oil tho
V»p*»rMitchell, for a few days last week, leaving
j ings are published in the Journal, a matter of
importance to those who are Saturday to join a trjining ship which is b
j the greatest
sail Jan. 2nd for the south.
watching new legislation.
The Journal also publishes at opening of
Misses JVlabel A. Uraig ana J&ana u. t,raw
of
session biographical sketches of members
the Legislature, accompanied by half tone ford arrived Friday irom Mt. Holyoke coi !
portraits.
lege, South Hadley, Mass., for the Christma 1 :
The price of the Daily edition will be $1.25
vacation. They were the guests of Miss

is

FA VC R OF THE ACADIAN HOTEL

IN

1

portorial organizations

brought together

for

COMPANY.
spend a two weeks’ vacation with her paStates
The
United
District court, Portland,
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
Prof. Wiu F. Schoppe arrived trom Orono
|
occupied for three days last week with
W. Wallace Conner was a recent guest o:
last Saturday for over Christmas and will leave
this morning for Skowliegan to judge the Som- the case of Caroline R. Clarke of East Orange,
his parents in North Castine and was accom
panied home by his little daughter Dora, wh« erset Poultry Association show. Mrs. Schoppe I N. J., against the Acadian Hotel Co. of Cas! tine, in which the plaintiff sues for $7500 for
had been with her grandparents for some time
and little son will remain for a longer visit,
injuries received by falling down
Mr. James Clement the senior member o
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Peirce, who were mar- persona*'
j the stairs of the hotel. After the evidence
Clements Brothers, proprietors of Seaside 1 fieri in ^pain several montns since, arrived in
I
was all in Judge Putnam directed a verdict of
Inn, Seal Harbor, is spending the holidays ii 1 Bangor Saturday night for a visit with Mr.
the jury in favor of the defendant. In directBelfast with his brother, Mr. Amos C. C'em
Peirce’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mellen C.
ing this verdict, Judge Putnam pointed out
ent.
Peirce, on Cedar street.—Bangor Commercial. that the plaintiff admitted having nothing to
Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce and daughter, Mrs. Es
compel her to go about the hotel in the dark
Dr. Austin Thomas is now located in Unity
ness; that she knew of the danger of the stairsie P. Carle, went to Boston yesterday b
after an absence of a few years, and he has way and that she had neglected to take the
spend the remainder of the week with Mis resumed the practice of medicine among old precaution of feeling her way along by the
Mary E. Pierce. They will return home Mon friends and others in the village and vicinity. wall while passing through the hallway. Attorneys for the plaintiff in the case filed exday.
His many friends extend to him a cordial wel«
ceptions to the instructions given to the jury
the court and the directing of the verdict.
Messrs. Robert F. Dunton and Ralph I. Mors 5 come home.
by
1
With the completion of the testimony for the
recorded a deed in the Waldo Registry las
Ray Lindgrin and Stephen C. Clement ar- plaintiff, ex-Congressman Littlefield, of LittleSaturday transferring to them the large farn rived home Friday from the University of neia <x j_«urieneia oi i\ew rorn naa nioveu 101
t had not been provand buildings of Charles W. Mason in Mont
Maine, and Linwood and Harold Jones, Harold a non suit, claiming that
| en conclusively that the defendant neglected
ville.
Richards, Foster Crocker, Roland Stevens, to show due care and that the plaintiff had exMiss E. Maude Barker and her guest, Mre
Houston Small and Marthon Doak came by ercised due precaution. The motion was overruled and eight witnesses were examined for
Annie Canney of Bangor, left Monday to spent l boat Saturday.
With the completion of this
j the defense.
the holidays in Caribou. Miss Barker will g
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury eiiteitaiiied ; testimony, Mr.. Littlefield, attorney for the
to Massachusetts later for a visit of severs
at dinner Mrs. Florence Anderson Otis, Chev. j defense, moved that the court direct a verdict
for the defendant, which was done.
months.
Giordano and Mr.
last
to

Charles F. Smith, coininander of Fred £
Gurney Post, G. A. R., Saco, has been appoint
ed aid on the staff of the National commande
The honor was uhsolicitet ^
of the G. A. R.

ever

very

peration

appendicitis Dec. 15th,
She i» grateful for the postal card snower
sent l*j her many friends.
cess

a staff of trained newspaper men at
the Capitol to cover committee hearings and
to bring out in detail and in meaning every incident of importance.
With one of the strongest editorial and re-

maintain

on a

NUMBER

j

the custom for several years,
toys, books, games and clothing, etc.,
were received at this concert to be distributed
among the children of the city whose Christmas joys are few, and the money offering was
this year divided between the local work and
the A. B. C. F. M., for two hospitals to be
built in the newest republic, China. One hospital is the only medical relief of three million people; while the other reaches eight hundred thousand, and every dollar received by
the Board for this purpose will treat ten per-

gifts

The third lecture in the course on China will
be given at the North church next Sunday
evening at 7.30 o’clock. The lecture will be
illustrated with many interesting slides. The
public is cordially invited.

correspondent

to Christmas.

As has been

noon.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

The Lee

no

Offering.
Chorus, “It Came Upon the Midnight Clear.”
Prayer and Benediction.

day night; preaching service Sunday morning
at

was

North Congregational church held their
annual Christmas concert in the church at 3.b0
p. m., Sunday. It was a Missionary Christmas
and the service, entitled “The Light of the
World,” was as follows:
“O Little Town of Bethlehem.”
Hymn,
Call to Prayer,
Supt. H. M. Prentiss.
Musical Response by School,
“As With Gladness Men of Old.”
Supt. Prentiss.
Prayer,
Recitation, “Christmas Everywhere”
Lillian Davis.
Christmas Carol,
“Holy Night.”
Exercise, “America, and the World’s Children," Miss Katherine D. Kittredge, four
girls and four boys in costume, introducing
“North,” “South” “East” and “West,”
“China,” “India,” “Africa” and “Turkey.”
Rev. D. L. Wilson.
Brief Address,

Rev. D. B. Phelan will hold services in the
at East North port next
Sunday at 2

The services at

there

The

chapel
p.

Baptist church

pertained

Forum, which meets at noon at
Universalist church, will next Sunday begin the discussion of Socialism in its relationship to our social and economic life. The time
will be spent in stating the principles of socialism.

careful

an

as

attempt
at Christmas decoration, but the pastor, Rev.
W. F. Sturtevant delivered a sermon appropriate to the day. His subject was the Child
and the Home and the discourse showed an intimate knowledge of and a warm love for the
little ones as well as appreciation of the great
influence for good their innocence exerts. The
regular choir gave several selections of Christmas music and a large and very attentive audience was present. The evening service also
At the

23th,*at his home in Belmont, at the age of 27
years. 5 months and 25 days. He had been in
poor health for a long time. He was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews and made

ahility, being
unusually orderly,
and painstaking nature, and served one
in the State legislature.
of

selections, were
Rev. C. B. Ames, and
announced in the last issue of The Journal.
the

Smith cemetery.

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

rents and

Ctprh liquors into States and
here the manufacture and
;r;c:.sare pr«>oy law foster various forms
n
v
•:
defiance of law; and
v w
erpending in both the
,'
‘•e:
and
house of representaitK
»
l ilis to prohibit interjoi which are intended
im
T
n of the laws of the
tes
y a:> imported,which bills
i
Anti Saloon League

in

of American citizens. With his paother relatives, when a young man,
he came from Albion to the Fenobscot valley
ind settled in Greenbush, near what is now
known as Olamon village, on lands purchased
3f the State, then reached by means of a spotted trail. He resided in this vicinity until
L891, when he came to Old Town, where he has
since resided. His first wife, Caroline A. Folsom, by whom he had the two sons above
mentioned, died in 1872. Several years later he
married Abbie M. Vickery, who survives him,
Mr. Scott was well known throughout the
county and State. In his home town of Greenbush he filled every office of importance in the
gift of his fellow townsmen and with marked

specimens

the traffic in intoxi-

Maine

At the Unitarian church the decorations
A
were simple, but appropriate and effective.
dozen or more small evergreen trees were arranged about the platform, laurel wreaths
a beautiful
were ’used in the window*, and
bunch of chrysanthemums graced the table in
front of the altar. The sermon by the pastor,

and two sisters and an aged mother. Mr.
Snowman haa been a stone cutter at Hurricane
and Vinalhaven for 38 years. The funeral was
held in Bucksport Wednesday.

was even

in

many thousands in the
reel that he worked them
the order. The present
State Grange, C. S. Stetrecentiy refused with
.a

rt,.

the

William H. Scott died Dec. 14th at his home
Old Town at the advanced age of 87 years, 3
months and 17 days. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Abbie M. Scott, and two sons, V. infield L. Scott of South Braintree, Mass., and
Clarence Scott, Esq., of Old Town; also by a
3ister. Anna B. C. Pratt of Passadumkeag, and
a brother, Capt. O. T. Scott of Islesboro.
The
ieceased was one of a family of six children,
who survived the ills of childhood, a son of
David and Betsey (Coombs) Scott, was born in
Albion, Me., and was of English and Scotch[rish descent—a combination which has always stood the test for the making of our best

‘'raniner >f Maine owes his raise in
his work in grange cir-

I,"'

Following

then able to get around with a
cane.
Until his eyesight failed he was a constant reader of the newspapers and kept well
Informed on current events.
ne

own hail, which is the
cultural and social activity in
and village, and a factor
ed with in the industrial
the State as a whole.—

*■'

ore

and

<urpassed nowhere in the
ership that is equalled in
a membership of almost

j,

tot

standing

a

birthday.

cial street, where he enjoyed all the comforts
nf home. For three years he boarded in Boston, but was homesick when away from Belfast.
His grandmother, Mrs. Mary Merrithew, lived to the age of 101 years. He was a
Mason, but preferred quiet home life to clubs
>r societies.
Self educated, bright, active and
companionable, his memory reaching to early
pears, his stories of former days were always
nteresting. He became blind in recent years
and it W'as a severe affliction to one of his active mind and fairly well, preserved body, as

Bartlett, pomona; Hazel K.
Bartlett, gatekeeper; Belva
steward.

■

his last

18 years ago.
For years he boarded
with Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Fletcher on Commer-

Esancy,

Isadore

Mrs.

k.
....

mas.

^

E. D. Tasker, Jackson, (post office address
Through the generosity of Mr. Wm. R.
R. F. D. 4), has been
Samuel G. Staples died very
appointed a
suddenly Friday Chapman an audience that taxed the capacity Brooks,
of the peace.
nome in Sandypomt.
of the First Parish (Unitarian) church enjoy- justice
Be was sitting in his chair
Miss Claribel Marsh of Boston arrived Tuesreading a paper ed a memorable vesper service last Sunday
when he passed away. Heart failure is
were in town for
day to spend Christmas with her parents, Mr.
sup- I afternoon. The artists who
posed to have been the cause of his death. the concert Saturday evening gave evidence of and Mrs. W. E. Marsh.
Mr. Staples leaves a wife to mourn his
Mrs. Amos Clement returned last Thursday
loss; a the real Christmas spirit, which was as warmly
brother, Coburn Staples of Augusta; two sis- appreciated as the rare musical treat. With from a few days’ visit with her
son, Dr. James
ters, and a number of nieces and nephews. He Mr.
Chapman himself at the organ, Miss Sue D. Clement, in Portland.
was about 60 years of age.
Winchell, celhst, Miss Florence A. Otis, soMrs. Virgil Wardwell of North
Castine.with
Salvatore Giordano, ten- her
The many friends of Fred Snowman of Hur- prano, and Chevalier
children, is visiting her parents, Mr. and
or, all giving generously of their wonderful
Mrs. Eastman Dodge, in Belfast.
ricane Island, formerly of Bucksport, will be
earvico which was iiBDressivelv
Mrs. George G. Wells returned last
grieved to learn of his death last Saturday
Saturday
conducted by Rev. Charles B. Ames, pastor,
from a three-weeks’ visit in Boston with her
morning. Mr. Snowman was 55 years of age,
remembered
De
was one that will long
by
and leaves,beside his widow,four
daughter, Mrs. C. Hervey Howes.
children, two those present.
son. and two daughters: also three
brothers
Mrs. Clara Batchelder and Mrs. Addie Ed-

about

the

1

on

ieath of his first wife he went to Northport,
where he married Betsey Knowlton.
They
moved to Belfast later and his wife died here

31et.

Dec.

:cur

p

The Universalist church was decorated with
small evergreen trees and the pulpit was
draped in white, covered with holly sprays. A
rested on
large jardinere of holly and rislcus
the communion table and a vase of white chrysanthemums was placed on the altar. The
to Christsermon and music were appropriate

Saskatchewan, Can., and Fred Norton of Palermo survive and all were present.
Interment
was

--—,

CHRISTMAS IN THE CHURCHES.

survived

of

Prairie (story)..
lis of
Keal Estate. .Agricul1 he Bangor Poultry
ine
the

r,

Ma,^,^.

|

1

to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Howes, as they have not seen her since her
marriage. Mrs. Howes will leave this, Thurs-

pointment

H.

day, morning for Campello
with her daughter.

to

spend

a

week

Bowdoin graduates who ap“International Who Is Who in
America,” are Dudley Allen Sargent, 1875,
noted for promoting physical training and well

Among

pear in

the 29

the

known in this city, where his early life was
spent, in part, and Hon. Frederic Clement
Stevens, 1881, member of Congress from Minnesota, also a former resident of Belfast, and
whose brother, Dr. John Stevens, was in practice in this city until recently.

Portland, Me Dec 20. The annual meet
of the Maine Automobile association was
held here this evening, followed by a public
good roads meeting. The following were elected directors: Hiram W. Ricker, Poland
Springs; E. A. Doten, John F. Thompson, Wm.
N. Taylor, Silas R. Adorns, Lyman H. Nelson,
Portland; A. Q. Miller, Auburn; Hartley C.
Baxter, Brunswick; L. G. Bunker, Waterville;
L. T. Tuttle, Caribou; Alton C. Wheeler, South
Paris. Logan W Page, director of the Federal bureau of public roads, was unable to be
present and his address was read. Other
speakers were A. G. Batchelder, New York,
chairman of executive committee of American
automobile association; Maine Highway Commissioner Parker L. Hardison of Houlton, and
Lewis R. Speare, president Massachusetts Au-

ing

tomobile association.

County Correspondence.

Does Backache Worry
You?

Personal Reminiscences.

To the Editor of The Journal.
Doubtless many remember John Lane of
Some Belfast People Have Learped How
Brooks, who came there from New
To Get Relief.
While
about
75
years ago.
Hampshire
How
people suffer from an aching
many
in Portland, Me., I spent a few days
back?
with his son John, who owns a farm
How few know the cause?
about 12 miles out of the city and travels
If it hurts to stoop or lift—
winters in the South as agent for a hardIf you suffer sudden, darting pains—
1 am now with my mother,
ware firm.
If you are weak, lame and tired,
comin
She,
a sister of John Lane, Jr.
Suspect your kidneys.
L. LanWatch ior nature’s signal.
pany with her daughter, Sadie
The first sign may be headache or dizziness,
der, and a very affectionate family spend
Scanty, painful, or toe frequent urination,
many happy hours in summer traversing
Nervousness or a constant, dead-tired feelthe Pine Tree State in an automobile. A
ing.
E.
C.
their
brother,
few days spent with
Avert the serious kidney diseases.
Lane of Brooks, 72 years old, reveals the
Treat the weakened kidneys with Doan’s
insurance
with
too
is
he
fact that
busy
Kidney Pills,
and other business to attend Quaker
A remedy especially for sick kidneys.
Endorsed in Belfast by your friends and
meeting any more and it appears almost
doubtful whether he will be able to stop neighbors.
Their sister, Mrs. A. E.
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Belto die on time.
are a
Dow, is often seen in the Va. stores, and fast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills
have been used in
her husband, M. J. Dow, does not grow fine kidney remedy. They

[Deferred.]
CENTER BELMONT;
Sam Morse recently shot a fine buck deer
near his home... .Prof. Elmer Ness, educator
of horses, from Florida, passed through this
place on Friday last on his way to Seanmont,
his old home, with a fine string of performing
ponies and hones, thirteen in all....Ice boating is being enjoyed on Tilden Pond. The ice
is in good condition and a number were out
Sunday to take advantage of it.
PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Jessie Harding, Mrs. Kate Harriman
and Mrs. Evelyn Harrison were in Bangor
shopping last Saturday.... Miss Anzelia Harriman visited her sister, Miss Kate Harriman,
in Bangor several days last week.Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Quimby of Stockton visited friends
here last. Sunday.... Mrs. Evander Harriman
visited her sister in Sandypoint last Sunday
Miss H. K. Heagan visited at Wm. Smith’s
in Stockton Springs several days last week.
....

SEARSMONT.
Mr. Will Bickford had a shock last week....
Mrs. Fred Marden and son Ernest and Mrs.
Aaron Ridley went to Belfast Saturday in Mr.
Marden’s automobile... .Jay Moody, who took
Donald Fogg’s place in the store of V. A. Simmons & Co., has had to resign on account of
asthma.... Miss Josephine Knight has gone to
North Upton, Mass., for the winter.... Minnie
Paine is teaching school in Belmont-Mrs.
Abbie Ordway is clerking in the dry goods de-

I
my household for the past four years and
and other members of my family have derived
company
great benefit from them. I willingly recomA few days at the Stiles ranch reveals mend this remedy to other kidney sufferers.”
ideal conditions in many respects. Their
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos3on Robert has not only enjoyed the best ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
educational privileges of the present day, ! for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
but the unusual privilege of his grandother.
|
uicu
auu
i;vcu
Having
parents
When I met his sister in
same house.
Portland a few- weeks ago for the first of travel. Time was when men felt in

especially when
of young people.

in the

seen

old very fast,

partment of V. A. Simmons & Co.’s store.

in

time, without giving my
that I

was

almost

mother

her

brother,

who has been very ill,
duty bound to behead those of an oppos- is gaining slowly.... Mr. and Mrs. James Webing religious faith, from the same mo- ster and two sons and Mr. and Mrs. F. Porter
tives which have prompted the Chinese Webb attended the meeting of North Waldo
to oppose western progress. Most church Pomona Grange in Brooks, Dec. llthi...Mrs.
died at the home of her son Addison,
people act from honest motives, though Ryant
Dec. 14th, after a long illness. She is survived
there is occasionally a Judas in the camp.
two daughters and three sons.... Mr. Arthur
From east and west I hear a discussion by
and family of Poor’s Mills were
Thompson
|
of what will be the result of placing
guests of Mrs. Thompson’s sister, Mrs. James
children too early at the helm. God’s Webster, Sunday-Mr. Fred Flye of Freewisdom in turning Adam out of his I dom, who has been visiting his sister, Mrs. F.
home for disobedience has been question- } P. Webb, returned home Monday... Miss
ed. A man who would thus treat his chil- Louise Cunningham and her friend Miss Chardren has been denounced as worse than lotte Staples of Belfast are attending the State
a brute.
The statement has been made Grange in Portland this week.

I told her

closely related

as

a

as

name

I

as

to

was

wrought up in the same neighborhood,
school and church, and often in the same
She .said: “I do not remember

family.
ever having

seen

Such

you.”

changes which more than
century has brought about.

the

are

fourth
Her moth-

one

and my grandfather
were twin brothers and their wives were
4win sisters, all married the same day.

grandfather

er’s

former occasion 1 spoke of seeing
Her husband,
my grandmother’s sister.
Elijah Cook, had preached evening after
evening in East Thorndike and Jackson,

On

a

n

that the

over

mother’s brother, Tobias Jones, lived
of
many years on Sprout Hill in the town
Brooks. He could doubtless have told
many stories of the

hardships of pioneer

His granddaughter, Eva Gould,
life.
and son, now own hundreds of acres of
She says she
that fertile Sprout Hill.

enjoys attending Quaker meeting

turn

The method of re-

taught by Jesus in the parable of

as

few days of pneumonia. He had a very bad heart trouble which
was the immediate cause of his death-Mrs.
M. B. Whiting closed the school Thursday
noon on account of illness, but was able to re-

only been sick

He had

person since the days of Jesus had
I had the audacity to say in the language
of Jesus, “Come unto me and I will give
no

you rest.”
Most people

a

today are good Catho- sume her duties Monday.... Walter Vose of
lics and allow their priest to do their Belfast, who has been working for C. O. Dickreading

connected

“Man

with the Hoe”

Phil-

ey,

has

Many of them
are his faithful

far too many followers.
live in fine style but still

'orick, and her husband, still enjoy the

was taken sick last week and went home.
_Mrs. C. 0. Dickey was sick last week, and
Walter Dickey is now on the sick list-Miss
Effie Baker will hold services in the chapel
next Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

thinking on all subjects
with their highest interests.

and

Markham’s
Frank

NORTHPORT
Mrs. A. B. Whitten went to Winterport Dec.
11th to visit her sister, Mrs. Baker, returning
home Monday... .Miss Lffie Baker, deaconess,
was a guest of Mrs. C. O. Dickey last week....
Edwin Mahoney died quite suddenly Dec. 14th.
EAST

speaker

her ancestors, but the cares of life
prevent her from often enjoying the
Mrs.

the more

the prodigal son has been pronounced
consistent with the nature of God. The
today dwelt upon the fact that

as

privilege.
My old schoolmate,

disobeys

child

in-

well

as

more a

he should be loved.

the river still lives
though gone
the hearts of his countrymen. Grand-

and

OAK HILL, ^Swanville.)
Miss Helen Knowlton,

intellectually. Bradford, a TROY.
privilege of wrenching the precious dolCharles Call is at home from the hospital at
lars from the fertile acres of their an- ] leading Congregational preacher, taught Belfast, where he underwent an operation for
that we learn
cestors. It might be proper to pause that it is more important
appendicitis.... Mr. and Mrs. Perry Martin of
each scriptural anectode
Pittsfield visited in Troy one day last week.
here and remark the difference between ; a lesson from
than that we believe in it as a historical
Delmont West, Elmer and Leon Bagley rethe Maine table and the western pioneers ;
his followers | turned from Holeb last week with five deer.
table. It is nothing unusual in the west i fact. Jesus prayed that
Walter Hawes of Chelsea, Mass., is visitmight be one with Him as he was one |
to have a half bushel of doughnuts and
relatives at the Center-Miss Angie Garcoming
He
the
Father.
with
practically
Christmas
other things in proportion for
in Lewiston and Auburn last week
followers

....

...

:_j.

..

Uirii

CII1U

remainder
Maine
-i

we

llOVt

of

in'-

£-4.U

“**'•

pmn.vuv

the year.

have ChristmaB

|

manded

But here ir
seven

days

ir ! he

week, all the time.
The remark has been made that the

Thorndike,

time is not far in the future when the
young man who has not inherited a fort

celon

His followers to possess the
and power which

Arnold

...

Erdene

George M. Cole,
Me., Dec. 16, 1912.

BUYVUUIN BUYS rLAY

visited

Dodge is spending a week in Boston
with his cousin, Fred R. Weymouth... .Miss

light, knowledge
possessed.

same

Pierce.is

at home from

Whitefield.N.H.,

where she is teaching, for the Christmas vacation_Miss Edith Coffin of Bangor is vi.iting
her brother, Clarence Coffin-The History
class,recently formed,have received their books
and will meet with Mrs. Mary Dodge Saturday
afti rnoon, Dec. 21st.

BAIN 1 A LLAUS

md sisters. There were beautiful floral offerees sent by her friends. The bearers were
dillard Grant, Ralph Curtis, Fred Hartson and
fohn Small. The interment was in the cemeery on the hill.. .Mr. John Small left Saturlay for New York, en route for Florida, where
le expects to remain several months, employid on a yacht... Miss Faustina Griffin, who
ias been teaching in Brewer, is at home for a
vacation....Fine weather here for the time of
rear.

Miss Haskell Entertains.

Sufferers*!|fj||

WM.o. poor & soN
We have been In business in this town
for some time, and we are looking to
build up trade by always advising our
patrons right.
Sc when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we
stand back of it with the manufacturer's
iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves
you can depend upon it that we give our
advice not in order to sell a few bottles
of medicine to skin sufferers, but becruse we know how it will help our
business if we help our patrons.
We keep in stock and sell, all the well
known skin remedies. But we will say
If you are suffering from any
tiiis:
kind of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis,
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full
size bottle of D. D. D. Prescription.
And, if it does not do the work, this

kPPLETON.
The mystery connected with the burglaries
;hat have been of frequent occurrence for
learly three years in this place was solved by
:he confession of a young man by the' name
>f Austin Simmons, a deaf mute. One night
ast week Will Purington was passing the
JAMES OTIS KALER.
louse of Harry Pease and hearing some one
as
from
the
and
a
window
The death of James Otis Kaler, who was
outside,
shoving
up
there were no lights in the house, and thinking better known as "James Otis,” recalls attenthe thief was making another attempt to tion to the interesting career of a man whose
fine qualities of mind and heart enabled him to
burglarize the premises, he called one of the fill an exacting place in journalism at the early
leighbors to assist in capturing the fellow, age of sixteen and in later years to win the dewho succeeded in making his escape, but the voted affection of a host of juvenile readers—
the most exigent and sure-eyed critics of sinnen who were watching for him were near
cerity. Mr. Kaler gained his training in the
enough to know that they had at last got on best of schools, the newspaper office; but he
the right track of the thief, who lives about found his metier when he began to write
stories for boys, and he pursued the new task
two miles from the village. Harry Pease and with
such assiduity that in thirty-two years
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Elmer Ripley drove to his house, which was he became the author of almost 150 books. It Atfor the
County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
will
be
December. A. D. 1912
reached about one hour before the arrival of
remembered, to his abiding honor, that
he
cherished
a keen sense of his responsibility
E. VOSE, administratrix of the estate
the young man. His father and sister, with aB a founder and
conserver of youthful ideals
of Charlie .1. Vose, late of Knox, in said
whom he lives, could not believe the boy could and ambitions and that he never "wrote down” i I'ounty of Walao, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at public or
be guitty of the deeds of which he was ac- to an unworthy motive. The boys whom lie
entertained and instructed have therefore good private sale and convey certain real estate oi
cused, and as he denied having made any of
said deceased, described in said petition.
warrant to deplore his death. To his friends
the breaks laid to him, State Detective R. F. the loss
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
seems irreparable.—Boston Transcript. |
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Leader of Lewiston was called to assist, and
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
he, with the help of the sister, who could talk
PENCIL PORTRAIT OF PLAISTED.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
with Austin, after working for more than an
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Brief pencil sketches of the governors County, on the 14th day ol January, A.l). 1913,
hour got him to admit that he was guilty, and
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
went with his father, the detective and Mr. lately in conference in Richmond, Va,, j if
any they have, why the prayer of said petiwere published in the Newark
Evening i tioner should not be granted.
Pease to the barn to the attic of the house and
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
News. One of these is of particular inother places where he had concealed the many I
A true copy. Attest:
terest to Maine. It reads: “Governor
Chas. I*. Hazeltine, Register.
articles he had stolen, and which have since Plaisted of Maine is
rightful owners, there
be much sympathy for the father and
sister, who are honest and respectable people,
and it is not believed that the young man will
be arrested, but it is known that he has stolen
from twelve or fifteen dwellings and stores,
and from some of the places from one to four
or five times.

»nrl tririIn

SWANVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Nickerson,- Miss Louise Cunningham,
Miss Harriet Nickerson and Mr. Irr Veazie
are in Portland this week to attend the State

Grange-Mrs.

morlrori

Potatoes.

Aroostook

will be unable to support

a

family

Bowdoin

Potatoes have been coming in
days very slowly indeed.

though
course

the roads are fairly
wagons must be used

good,

Alof

and

our

the haunts of their childhood to
the ripe experiences of life. We

enjoy
spent
ffiggins, wno a^

evening with Ross C.
faithful son all these years, has main-

an
a

i

children

are

enrolled;

Nearly

everyone

eon

of

reference to the site of the new Halldale
schoolhouse_Mr. Embert Ramsay has returned to Pittsfield, where he is attending the
.Maine Central Institute. The evening before
WINTERPORT.
hie departure his friends gave him a surprise
Mrs. Walter Haley, who has been quite ill, is ! party.... Mrs. C. Berry and Mr. John Tibbetts
improving.... Mrs. Clementine Stubbs is very have sold the etumpage of their soft wood to
low....Mrs. Flora Knowles and her daughter, Emery and Rose.... A dance was held at the
Mrs. Lizzie Burbank, have returned from a two grange hall last Friday night.Oramandel
weeks' visit with relatives in various parts of Morse caught a fox in a trap set at a spring
the town....Mrs. Alma Dow of Frankfort is last Saturday.... Mrs. Frank Cushman visited
in

On

the

treatment

A

Horses, Cattle,

of

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,

Birds

Those who grew up with me here in
the Pine Tree State are scattered to all
us have
part3 of the earth, and some of
returned to meet again in the land of our

w

here

a

For Every Living Tiling

barrel of old clothes was sent,

sold

a

piece of land adjoining his lot

on

Main

Friday evening when nearly

home

A. A. For

on

the Farm

B. B. For 6PRAIXS,

Lameness, Rheumatism.

C. C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic.

Distemper.

WORMS, Bots, Grubs.

D

D

For

E

E

For COUGHS, Colds,

F

F

For COLIC,

j

|

Influenza.

Bellynche, Diarrhea.

G. G, Prevent- MISCARRIAGE,
H. H. For KIDXEY and Bladder disordered
I.

I. For SKIS DISEASES. Mange.

J. R. For BAD

I

Eruptions.

60 cts. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.

For Sale
One

of

the finest

resi-

dences in Belfast—containing

consider and investigate whether

or

not

taught that the same light which
shone in Him was to shine in his followIs man the embodiment of a great
ers.
Jesus

life-giving principle

or

the mere reflection

of the wonders of the past?
Sunday afternoon we met

church,

at

the Union

where the sermon and

Sunday

school lesson dwelt upon the parallelisms
found in the development of the body
and the soul. On the way to the old
■.Center church, Dec. 15th, I noticed the
tarns and tons of stone wall which Uncle
Enoch Coffin was building during the
Wm. Higyears of my boyhood. He and
gins and most of the Snow family, who
were present when I last attended church
there, have passed on to the evergreen
shore. Today there are scarcely a half
.dozen of my acquaintances among the
SO or more who gathered. Church sentiment is by no means keeping progress
•with other progress. People are more
zealous for their mother’s faith than
they are for their father’s methods of
raising crops, handling goods or .mode
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GEOKUF i

&

Attest:
Chas. P. II

,■

Norm
iEXECUTOR’S
by gives notice th

pointed executor of

!

of

MARY V. SAYW vKH
in the County ol Wald>>
bonds as the law direct
A
mands against the estat
desired to present tieall indebted thereto ar-*
ment immediately to .!,<
••

Thorndike, Maine,

mv

a

WILLI A

Haverhill, Mass., Oct

—-

d

■--

1(EXECUTRIX'S
by gives

N >TI( h

nonce

pointed executrix of

Untic

of

FERDINAND A
late of stock
in the

j
j

probate.

County of M ain
having demands again
ceased are desired to i1'
tiemenr, and all luddite
to nu

Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice td
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successive!}
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Ptobate Court, to be held al Belfast, within and for
said County, on the i4;hday of January. A. I)
1913, at ten of the clock hef. ie"in>on, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
petitioner should not be gianted.
GK«». K JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazfj/unk, Register.

!

ke payment inm
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?t<>dkt-m Springs, !>•
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» BMIMSIBAIbu
A s Tiber hereby
been duly appoint*tate of
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A BRIE
B. BA II
in the County of
bonds .is tbc law dn•
demands against thdesired to present i!
all indebt. <1 thereto a1
.•

ment

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second I’ues
day of December, A. 1). 1912.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Carrie O. Merrnl. late
of Cunningham, Kansas, deceased, having been
presented for probate,

imme«iiateiy.

Troy, November III.
rKtx’s noj ii
by gives notice ;
pointed executrix of t I:

Ij-xtai;

of

KUlJi (’. FREEMAN
in tin*

Cotrnty ctf >'
having deiiiiinds agai

ceased

are

desired

t<>

tlement, and all indebt*
to make payment tint:

■

Lincolnville,

JU
Decern-

-Notice of Administraii
Real Is

on

|
!

to wit: A certain lot
uated In said Belfast, w

j

to wit: On the

on

count of administration of said estate for allowance.

standing, bounded

bon estate,
Miller; on the

\\TALDO

SOUthea*
the southwest by 1

Containing one-eighth
ie3®.

Dated this ninth day

AdministJv.lfte of

j
|

;<!■

norths

1

est»’

deceased.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three I
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper publish* d in Belfast, in said Comity, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held ai Belfast, on the 14th
day of January next, and nhow cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not

D. &

S'w5u.

m.

weeks

a

"'4

h

be allowed.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy,
'ttest:
Chas. p. Hazkltink, Register.
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
on the 10th day of December, 1912,
Norton, executor of the last will of Ambrose L. Norton, late of Liberty, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow

posta card and you will

NOTICE

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

weeks
a

!

that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, on the 14th day
of January next, and show cause, if
jany they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register,
88.—I'n Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 10th day of December, 1912,
Mary J. Nickeison, executrix ot the la?t will of
Thomas C. Nickerson, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first and
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Couuthat all persons interested may attend at a
•obate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of January next, and show |cause, if aiiy
they have, w hy the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
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Corner Cross and Fedei

WALDO
fast,
A. H.

MiMeT
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f

tv, that all persons
Probate Court, to be
day of January next
they have, why the sh,

on

FINE FURS

^

i'1

pubfi>!,,

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belft
last, oil the 10th day of December. 1912, !
Fred T. Chase, executor of the last will of Hen
rietta M. Luce, late of Belfast, in said Countv,

....

Curtis,

|

|

....

MILLINERY

sj

| ^

Ordered, Tliat noti

A true Copy.

^

§
f

L

IjTTALDOSS.—In

Hazkltine, Register.

"j

1 $
S fi

m

court
Vf fast, on the 10th
Alice T. Tenney, min
of William s. KeenCounty, deceased, hav
linal account of adiniiuallowance.

day of January next; and show cause, if any
they have, why the stilt* secomrt shouhi not be
allowed.
GEO. E JOHN** ’N, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest:
CHAS. P HAZELTIXE,

S

I. V.

Attest:
Chas. P.

^

f.

notice

weeks successively,
a newspaper

c#
mi

\k
f

weeks successively, in
newspaper publish,-,! -,
that all persons inn n
bate
Court io be held
day of January next.
they have, why the said
allowed.
A true copy.

at
a4

*

S$.—lil Court of Probate, held at HeiPursuant to a licen^
the 10th day of December, 1912
last,
Judge of Probate for t
James Pattee, trustee under the last will of
Sarah Staples, late of Belfast, in said County j shall sell at public am
deceased, having presented his .third account j day of January A, P
of said trust for allowance.
the forenoon, at the oti
Ordered, that libtlee thereof be given Mii-et? | in Belfast, Maine, the f
weeks successively in The Republican Jou: w tl, a i estate belonging to A
newsletter published in Belfast, In *aid county, Belfast, irt the County
«
that all pel^ons interested may attend
Prothe
bate Court, to tfe held at Belfast, on tin- 14*h 5 Maine, deceased,

Thompson.

Waldo County Hospital.Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
last Wednesday from a business trip to BosSecond-hand lumber, consisting of boards
Banton of Knox were at W. L. Tasker's SunThe Ladies Sewing Circle met Dec. 11th
ton
and timbers. Apply to
and Mrs. C. E. Howard are attendday.Mr.
The Y. M. C. A. of the college in- with Mrs. Lowena Rice....Mrs. Louise Leach ing the State
CLARENCE M. KNOWLTON,
Grange in Portland this week.
infant daughter of Augusta is the
cludes nearly eighty per cent, of the Johnson and
47tf
or H. C. BUZZELL.
will also visit Mr. and Mrs. Burton
They
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
student body in its membership, which is guest
Lamb-Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hall of Knox
Crocker.... Miss Lanra Blanchard arrived
probably the largest percentage of an if home Friday from a two months’ visit with were at G. E. Spear’s Sunday.
college in New England. The leading her aunt, Mrs. Warren Burrows, in West NewTHE LOS ANGELES TIMES.
men in the college, prominent in athletics,
ton, Mass....Mr. John Clements has moved
societies, dramatics and scholarship, are into one of the Hopkins’ tenements on the hill.
To the Editor op The Journal: I send you
on the cabinet.
F. F. Perkins arrived home Saturday from rhe Times to
One hundred men are
day which, I think, will interest
enrolled in the fifteen voluntary weekly Northern Maine for a two days’visit.... The re- ?ou. It contains the wonderful experience of
Bible classes, which are taught by stud- mains of Miss Vera E. Rollins, who died Dec. his paper in its fearless and continued fight
ents who are trained by members of the 7th in the Boston City hospital, arrived Mon- lor industrial freedom. The editor, Gen. H.
I
-ANDand were taken to the home of her parents ( I.
Otis, a native of Maine, has by his great
faculty. At the weekly meeting promi- day
and Hie funeral held Tuesday afternoon. Mr. ,
ibility built up one of the largest dailieB in
nent ministers and laymen from the
of the Congregational church,
he world and helped largely to make Los
State are the speakers. President Hyde Frost, pastor
conducted the service.' Miss Rollins entered
*
Vngeleg one of the most beautiful and rapidly
h as said that within the past few years
the Christian association has so develop- the hospital Dec. 3d and was operated on for (rowing cities in the United States I. M. P.
ed that it is today the most important what was thought to be appendicitis and alMiss Effie
Milliner.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 7,1912.
student organization in Bowdoin.
though the operation was successful she gradually failed owing to weakness of the heart.
The copy of The Times came duly to hand, a
Her mother, Mrs. Styles, went to Boston as < 2
FOILS A FOUL PLOT.
page issue, a splendid specimen of modern
came
telling of her serious con- j ournalism. The sender, Mrs. Patterson, was
When a shameful plot exists between liver soon as word
and bowels to cause distress by refusing to dition, but found her too low to recognize her. : ormerly of Belfast.
act, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills, and end She was one who will be much missed, and all
"P suffered habitually from constipation,
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
such abuse of your system. They gently com- mourn her death. There was no school on the
loan’s Regutets relieved and strengthened 9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
all
business
afternoon
of
the
funeral
and
places
, he bowels so that they have been regular
pel right action of stomach, liver and bowels,
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
and restore ycur health and all good feelings were closed during the service. She leaves a , ver since.”—E. Davis, Grocer, Sulphur
JOHN R. DUNTON or
Sdtf
RALPH I. MORSE.
mother, stepfather and several half brothers i Iprings, Texas.
26c at all druggists.

life and a Y. M. C. A. was organized in
the Academy.

copy.
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FOR SALE

It mie-ht be well to

true

Order* d, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a Copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the
second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazf.ltixk, Register.

DENTIST,

nnmilar tPenrv.

B

a

;

A

from Thorn-

T7>

Ordered, That

A

*

allowance.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
December, A. D 1912.
VTANCY P. MERRYM AN. executrix of the last
ii will of James G. Mevrvman, late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
that the actual marpresented a petition praying
ket value of the property of said deceased now in
! h#*.v bards, subject t>> the payment of the collat
eral inheritance tax, the persons interested in
the succession thereto, ami the amount of the
tax th. reon may be determined by the Judge < f

CONDITION, Indigestion.

Dr. W„ C. LIBBEY.

.......

minty, deceased, hav
final account of admit

A

FEVERS. Milk Fever, Lang Fever.

Chas. F.

n V

wM’
mkm

YLJ ALDO SS.— lu (’<i
V>
last, on tin- 1( i|,
Margie M. ilirsch, aun
of Finest K. Ilirsch,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of w aldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 1912.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last.
will and testament of Joseph H. Brown,
late of Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a » robatc Court, to be held at
Beliast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GKO E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

Labrador, where some of Dr. street to G. H. Clement, who intends to erect a dike. His hofsefi Started suddenly and his particulars apply to
Grenfell’s sailors will keep off the cold bungalow and garage on it....Mrs. Patch of foot
got Into a Wheel. Doctor T. N. Pearth rough clothes contributed by the col- Christian Hill is very sick....Mrs. De Rusha son of Morrill reduced the fracture..».Miss
of Brewer is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Rose
Gracia C. Luce and her pupils at the King*
birth. We hear them tell of handling lege men; prisoners in the State prison
Fogg-Miss Frances Lougee is home from dom held a successful box social last Saturand
lumbermen
in
the
nine
be
will
yoke
the
camps
carload, driving
goods by
the State Normal school at Farmington during
day evening, at the schoolhouse... .Miss G. A.
of oxen on the western plains, and of the diverted by the old magazines collected the
holiday vacation... .Chester Curtis of Varney has gone to Joseph Wentworth’s in
this life, as by the Freshmen religious committee.
found
have
they
.“huge joke
West Winterport and Chandler Brothers will Waldo to board for a time-Dr. W. L. West
Deputations of three college men are run the saw mill at
volayed on us poor mortals.
McKenney’s wharf this of Belfast was at T. S. Erskine’s Tuesday and
Sunday morning, Dec. 8th, we met at being sent to many towns in the State, winter_Mr. James E. Nason, the well known at P. W. Jaquith’s Wednesday_Miss Emma
the Friends meeting house in Brooks, where the Bowdoin fellows try tfi show boat agent, passed away very suddenly at his Blood of Knox is at Mrs. F. A. Cushman’s.
The cause of his Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roberta of Knox were
where our fathers have worshiped for the young men of the community what home Friday afternoon.
generations. The subject of “Jesus, the the manly Christian life really is. At death was heart failure. The funeral was held at O. C. Cushman’s Sunday.Mr*. G. A. 93 MAIN STNEET,
BELFAST. MAINE
Gordon was in Knox Saturday at Mrs. Delon
light of the World” was ably handled the last place visited the largest religious Dec. 17th at the Methodist church.
according to present standards. It was meeting for five years was held, thirty- SANDYPolNT.
and Saturday to see his wife, who is at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merrithew returned day
alluded to as a reflected light, which is t wo boys took a stand for the Christian
and in

«&£

Ha?

Chas. 1'.

and

Trained Animals, mailed free.

hospitable paternal mansion in town attended the Christinas celebra12 rooms and a bath. Hot
with dignity and sobriety. It is an un- tion, at which one student played Batita
and cold water in six sleeping
usual event -that our class in the little and distributed the presents. This is the
red sciroothouse has not been broken dur- only religious service in the town and the
rooms.
Excellent closet and
ing the last 30 years, but all are still liv- Bowdoin men are accordingly doing a the
guest of her ailftt* Mrs. Joshua Crockett.. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cushman of Searsmont
real
work
of
unselfishness.
and
The
read
to
Journal,
Joseph
HigFine
ing
Mrs. Augusta Snow will remain at her home Sunday... .Miss Emma Blood is stopping at storage accommodations.
Christmas cheer from Bowdoin was
gins, in his 94th year, was able to husk
the winter and will have the (fare of Mr. Frank Cushman’s.A. R. Dyer broke
during
also carried to a settlement in New York,
stable connected.
For other
nearly 100 shocks of corn the past fall.
the little Dockham girls.... Oscar Cole has both bones in his right leg below the knee
the

jRlS
*?#

Attest

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. 1’. Hazkltine. Register.

iJpP
Mi

117 ALDO SS.—In ('oin t .it
>? fast, on the iot11 ,i:,
Charles O. Dickev. admii
ot Frederick
Dick -.
said County, deceased, ha
and final account of
fate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice ii
weeks successively, in j,
a newspaper published -,,
that all persons interest ,,
bate Court, to be he
dav of Jaimii-v n.-\r
they have, why the sa:,,
allow’eel

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
ami allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.

FREE BOOK

able to be out again-Mr. Valorous Spearing
of Monroe is the guest of his grandson, Master Kermit Nickerson... .The sale, supper, fair
and entertainment given by the L. A. S. at
Comet Grange hall last Friday evening was a
decided success in every way. The proceeds
amounted to about $90. Leeland Small got the
doll, Eddie Ames got one quilt and Mr. George
Beals the other quilt.
Mr. Thomas Curtis,
Miss Harriett Nickerson and Mr. McKinley
Damm furnished excellent music, and “The
Sweet Family” has to be seen and heard to be
appreciated. We tbank Miss Grace Gilkey for
her kindly assistance. Much credit is due the
president of the society, Mrs. W. E. Damm, for
her untiring efforts. She ha9 given willingly
and generously of her time, her money and her
labor. The lower hall was tastily decorated in
holiday apparel. The dining-hall—perhaps
those who have been to Swanville to dinner
before think they know, but they don’t. The

-MiBB Geneva Varney is staying with Mrs.
Joseph Wentworth of Waldo-Mr. Henry
Clement was circulating a petition last week
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farmers have a deep-seated antipathy
against using wagons in which to mark'
et
Green
Mountains
are
potatoes.
going from $1.25 to $1.27, while Cobblers
bring about $1.35 to $1.40.— Fort Fairfield Review Dec. 18th.

DON’T

Verner
North Sullivan
Christmas cheer Was aiso carried to a
the gtiests of relatives here last week-\
mill
town, where the college men
nearby
Chandler Ellis has gone to Bethel, Vt., for the
have been conducting a Sunday school j
winter-Miss Susan Rainy was the guest refor some years. All the children in town
cently of her sister, Mrs. Luther Ames_
are reached; the Catholics are
taught by Carol Trevette and little son of Lynn, Mass.,
a Catholic
boy from the college and the were visitors at Burton Bachelder’s last week.
Protestants by another student; fifty

ingredients.

positive no-puy

( n our

At a Probate Court hem at ifeltast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. 1». 1912.
certain instrument, purporting to be the Iasi
will and testament <»f Susan iSl. Gilchrist*
late of Knox m said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

for
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level.
Carrie A. Ferguson and Cheney Higgins
and wife, after having spent more than
30 years in distant lands,have returned tc
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Lufkin, who has been
weeks, returned Friday
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College students showed the
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
Every lady wants the finest of every i true Christmas spirit just before leaving
At druggists or sent prepaid on receipt
of price.
thing, regardless of income or the needi for their vacation by collecting money to PROSPECT
Mrs. Jennie Dockham went to Portland Mon- j
Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Co., Cor. William
of old age. Possibly old age pension! give some needy families in Brunswick a
j
day to attend the Maine State Grange as a in getting up the menu that night they sur- I v.nd Arm Streets, New York.
Dinners
were providChristmas.
of
for
the
ill;
a
happy
be
many
remedy
might
ed for a number of families, and service- delegate from South Branch Grange-Among passed themselves.
in life. It would be perfectly fair foi
those who visited Bangor last week were Mr.
able presents bought for the inmates of
me to contribute to the support of the
and Mrs. George Dockham, Mrs. W. S. Killman
the poor farm. In the afternoon a crowd
CENTER MONTVlLLEsimilar
aid
to
receive
whet
if
I
am
aged
and Miss Ora Libby-Mrs. Helen Gray spent
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Adams were very
!
of the boys went around town distribut- several
I get old. Such a system would obviate
days last week in Bangor with her
^NEEZE, SHIVER AND ACHE WITH ,
ing the presents and bringing some daughter, Mrs. Fred Cunningham... Stars grateful to thirteen of their neighbors who as- ^ Colds and Grippe when Foss’ Cold and
.dhe necessity of providing for old age
sembled Friday afternoon and cut their winGrippe Pills will stop it in ONE day. A box
So large a proportion of the people have Christmas cheer; at the poor farm songs Guidamore has gone to Connecticut, where he
ter’s wood... While Mr. Allen Dyer was on his
proved themselves incapable of making and carols were sung, and an impromptu has employment_Mrs. Ralph Averill left way home last Friday night, he was thrown mailed you for 25 cents. For sale nly at
for Woodbury, Vt„ to join her husCITY DRUG STORE.
such provision that this system woulc entertainment was given by some of the Monday
from his wagon and his leg was broken. Great
band, who is employed there_Edmund Dockaid in placing humanity on a more com. Glee Club men and others interested,
is
Mr.
felt
for
and
his
Dyer
sympathy
family.
une

•ooling

Hanpoo

A true copy.

Boston for a few
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Nickerson_Mr. McKinley Damm, a
student from Hebron, Mr. Emery Cunningham
from Bucksport, Miss Doris Nickerson from
Castine and Miss Annie Nickerson from Searsport High, are all at home for the holidaysMr. Kenneth Greeley, who has been visiting
friends in town for a few days, returned to his
home in Hampden Sunday night-Miss Mary
Ford of Belfast was a guest of Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson last week_Miss Hazel Nickerson
wa6 sick and unable to attend school last week.
She was attended by Dr. F. C. Small, and is
in

in

H|

T0t,

tor!,

way of moving about that makes one V\ fast, on the 10th day of December, 1912.
think he is good-naturedly hustling some- i Arthur E. Dockbam, guardian of Allie iW.
of Searsport, in said county, having prebody. His moustache, which is long, Clark
f.*r alsented his final account of
bushy and upturned, gives him a robust, lowance together with bis guardianship
resignation of said
military air. To see him escorting Mrs. trust.
Plaisted about in one of her highly fashOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
ionable gowns—and Mrs. Plaisted is some weeks successively, in 1 he Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
dresser, be assured—is to enjoy a pres- that all persons interested may attend at a Proentation of the contented husband who bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14tb day
has not ceased to believe his wife the of January next, and show cause, if any they
why the said account should not be almost charming woman in the world, or have,
lowed and resignation accepted.
to give that belief public expression.”
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
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•‘Our Personal ( luarantee
loans ikin

Miss Jessica J. Haskell, the first assistant in
the Hallowell High school, entertained the
Senior .class, Thursday evening, at her home
on Academy street.
Besides the actual members of the class others were in the company
and it was s delightfully social evening. Miss
Haskell was presented by the class with a
beautiful picture, the subject being the birthplace of William Shakespeare, Stratford-onAvon, in Warinckshire^ England. The gift
was a complete surprise to Miss Haskell.
She
responded with appropriate remarks, assuring
her guests of her appreciation of their kind
ness.
Refreshments were served.
Music,
games and other pastimes were the features
of the evening.—Kennebec Journal.
Miss Haskell is a former resident of this
city, a graduate from the Belfast High school
and later from Wellesley College.
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You Run No Risk When You

Use This

Remedy.
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FOR FALLING HAIR

Lobster.

ich follow, be it
and the
names
i people are not as
,-nts themselves.
corned in them is
i, long ago, and I

We promise you that, if your hair is falling
have not let it go too far, you car
repair the damage already done by using Rexall "93” Hair Tonic, with persistency and regularity, for a reasonable length of time. It is f
scientific, cleansing, antiseptic, germicidal
preparation, that destroys microbes, stimulate!
good circulation around the hair roots, pro
motes hair nourishment, removes dandruff anc
act to restore hair health. It is as pleasant tc
use as pure water, and is
delicately perfumed
It is a real toilet necessity.
We want you to try Rexall “93” Hair Tonic
with our promise that it will cost you
nothing
unless you are perfectly satisfied with its use
It comes in two sizes, prices 60c. and $1.00
Remember, you can obtain Rexall Remediei
in thiB community only at our store—The Rexall Store—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson
Prop., 93 Main street.
out and you

man

came

rowing past

and sold twc

dozen shorts to one of the oilerB, for fitty
cents. One of the assistant engineers
turned a stream of boiling water into a
tub and they cooked the shorts then and
there. Half of them, remembering past
favors, were saved for my friend Asa,
but there was nothing to hold them except a pillow-case off the bed of the assistant engineer.
Which Was done. Asa
tossed the pillow-full of lobsters into the
rear of the democrat
wagon which was
starting up town and covered it with a
a tarpaulin.
Half way up to the Centre
they met the captain driving down to the
harbor in another
democrat
wagon.
**
A
sl—
„l_
l_

H-—___

the“shorts”i8 the same aa Ridgeley’s
which is, in turn the tame all along the
coast among the receivers of this contraband goods: “I don’t want to ‘do’ the
Government; but so long as I know
everybody else is doing the same thing I
don’t feel like paying twenty-five cents
apiece for lobsters when I know I can
get shorts—with a little precaution—for
twenty five cents a dozen.” Which
Libby thereupon proceeds to do.
on

DELIVERED AT

Greeley’s High School Building

Two wardens

building

were keeping a close
neighbor, Orrin Swan, who
shorts
to
the faithful.
supplied
“I’ve
got some down in the harbor,” said
Swan, “but the wardens are keeping
close tabs on me; I can’t get to them.
But I’ll tell you where the mooring is if
you like.” The evening was clear and
starlit. Libby’s wife had two girl cousins
visiting her. She was intensely surprised when all three were asked if
they
wouldn’t like to go for a row in the harbor. “It’s all on your account,” she declared to the visiting cousins, “for Anson hates to row.
I have to beg him to
take me.” It was late twilight when
this courteous host reached down with an
oar, slipped it under a line, and brought

watch on his

a

surface of the water.
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CARTER’S OFFICE.

MASONIC

The principal portion of the north end
the building is taken up with the
study room for the first and second year
pupils. There are 210 seats in this airy,
of

well lighted portion of the building. All
doors are equipped with anti-panic openers, that is, the weight of anyone seeking to get out throws the door wide so
there can be no jamming in case of
emergency.
MEN’S REST ROOM.

Announces

to

in the building is the men’s rest
which opens from the right of the
main corridor in the north end of the
building. Here are lockers for coats,
every toilet facility and other conveniences to numerous to mention. It is
easy of access from the study room, to
which reference was made above.

c*

to u<

a. m.

to 12 m.,

1 to 3 p.

and

we

.ee

that

you are

supplied

Ranges

playing cards to meet the demand at this season.

Nothing Better for
Heating or Cooking
Let

Toilet Articles

show you

us

Kitchen Utensils,
Tin, Agate and

m

-WE CARRY-

Colgates'Soaps,
and

AluminumWare,
Cutlery, Etc.

23tf

Bargain.

THE LATEST DESICNS

The winter evenings are at hand
and we have a large stock of

Creams

Perfumery

and the best of everything in
these lines.

A. A. HOWES & CO,
Groceries, Drugs

Price $39.00.
C. O. POOR,
28 Church Street, Belfast.
49

floor, which gives a good view of the
stage from any part of the room. A
grand piano is also a part of the equipment. The seats are comfortable and

will

by Fred Timm and A. Colburn

Hallett & Cumston Square Rosewood
Piano with cover and stool complete.

uuw

the big room attractive in every way.
Access is gained to it by two wide entrances opening from the main corridor.

them, write

IN

that he has limited his practice

Cash

large part
building. It
a

not carry

and,

TEMPLE, BELFAST.

Telephon connection.

a

aim

dealer doe.

filenwood Congress
Stoves
Playing Cards

7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

AUDITORIUM.

oiagc

rour

gents

ciear are, a clean
nearth, tnd ihe rigours
of the game.— Charles Lamb.

AND KLfRACTION.

rooms

ocdio,

f

Berry Shoe Co., Portland, Me,

51

»

diseases of the

One of the neatest and handsomest Office hours—10

lids ii/w

x-

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

room,

If

Sold in Belfast

iOXViri

MAIN STUDY ROOMS.

The auditorium occupies
of the east wing of the

|

Charles F. Swift’s,

behind these offices is the
a large, airy one, with a
its principal feature.

THE

A. H.
TRADE MARK

Ribbon, Broken and Winter Candies, Assorted
Kisses, Etc., go to

Immediately
as

Rubbers

Good Investment

a

Mfrs.

FOR

windows.

table

for

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

the

director’s room,

long

/’V

Buy MALDEN

druggists.

TH F.

The office of Supt. Carter opens from
that of the secretary. A feature of this
room is a wide fireplace and the splendid
view to be obtained from the large, high

and

Medicines

William Lincoln West
j

]

women’s rest room.
Opening from the left of the main
corridor and beyond the assembly room
is the woman’s rest room. A beautiful
rug is on the floor an'd every convenience
is provided. It is finely furnished and it
is expected will be greatly appreciated.
The south end of the building contains
a similar study room as that on the north
in every detail, and will be used by third
and fourth year students.

FREE

Ex-Veterinary limpet tor Korean of Aniu.a
Industry V. 8. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
STREET,
BELFAST MAINE
Hospital N, \cr < I< fed.

SPUING

hones—Hospital 59-13.

I

ANIMALS

will send you one dozen Wilson’s Laxative Tablets for a 2 cent stamp to pa>

1

postage. These tablets will cure conj
stipation, as they act as a Tonic on the j
bowels instead of

Residence 69-1;

weakening

.s',

.C-

jM- a

A

tu n.

1

them.

1

CITY DRUG STORE, Belfast, Me.

&

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and pdano moving a specialty. Leavs
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Croefstreets, and they will receive prompt atten*

J.

a

Jk.

Telephone connection

14tf

Jk. A

126

W. W. RLAZO,
Waldo Aveaae, Belfast.

A- Ak A wV /A.
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MERTEN’S ROOMS.

Principal

E. H. Merten’s private office and class room are on the right of
the main entrance, but also has doors
opening on the main corridor. His class
room will accommodate from thirty to
forty pupils, is equipped with tablet arm
seats and all necessary paraphernalia.
ON THE SECOND FI.OOR.

Eleven class rooms take up a large
part of the west half of the building up-

These from north to south are
classes of the Misses Carena
Lee, Edith Dresser, Nettie Carey, Mary
McCutcheon, Gertrude Norris, Lura
Mercer and Lena Jackman. On the
other side of the corridor is the zoology
and biology department, with A. G.
Wood as instructor and a sewing room
with a good north light is just beyond.
stairs.

occupied by

IN THE SOUTH PART.

■

l?jbbeUs

at all

hours.

1

;;;ra,;iiily

main

a
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LOOK FOR THIS MARK

thank you from the bottom of
my heart/’ wrote C. B. Rader, of Lewisburg,
W. Va., “for the wonderful double benefit I got
from Electric Bitters, in curing me of both a
severe case of stomach trouble and of rheumatism, from which I had been an almost helpless
sufferer for ten years. It suited my case as
though made just for me.” For dyspepsia, indigestion, jaundice, and to rid the system of
kidney poisons that cause rheumatism, Electiic Bitters have no equal. Try them. Every
bottle is guaranteed to satisfy. Only 50 cents

a

SUPERINTENDENT

To wear rubbers over your shoes in wet weather
is to practice common-sense economy. Continual
wetting and drying will rot the best of leather.

COULD SHOUT FOR JOY.

His desk comview of the entrance. This is a
spacious and well appointed room. As
in all of the office rooms, the furniture
is of quarter sawed oak and is of the
latest type and solid, substantial design.
Here, too, is the master clock, which
operates the twenty-one subordinate
timepieces in the building, rings bells in
every class room, which ring automatically five days of the week during class

■

For$

tne

Save Shoe Leather

“I want to

office of the secretary.
mands

they

of the main corri-

SECRETARY’S OFFICE.

TnE

LV..1!;'

Ntto letVr

portion

ence.

■

■'

a

time.
The marble of the steps was quarried
in Western Colorado. Most of the columns are of imitation marble, but it
would take an expert to detect the differ-

■

:vilh

and

dor is revealed.
Through the kindness of Secretary E.
B. Coulter, the writer was shown through
the building last night and a thousand
and one questions answered. It might
be well to say that no description in type
can do justice to the fine building, admittedly the finest in the State at this

>

1

KEEP YOUR FEET
DRY and WARM

completeness of the
The building is equipped
with both gas and electric light and made
a beautiful
picture against the dark
barkground of the sky. On each side of the camp. There is no sound anywhere
the main entrance are two handsome
heard but the cry of loons as they alight
copper standards surmounted by large on the
lake, and the heavy flap-flapping
globes, which made the approach and of the gray-blue wings of a crane as he
the outer steps of the building as light
sails mast high overhead. The brink of
as day.
the lake is bright green with water
THE ENTRANCE.
grass, and veined with the muscular
a
Swinging open the big doors vista of roots of fir trees and birches stretching
white marble columns and spacious out over old rocks. There is a softer
arches of the ceiling aie revealed.
On green'of the mosses where the floor of
either side of the small hallway are the woods is laid down, and sprinklings
niches for statuary. Mounting the mar- of cool brown from fallen pine needles.—
ble steps a full view of the spacious Collier’s.
illumination.

■

..

public:

the outside was the

lt.

|

to the

Perhaps the most striking feature from

bag,

which he raised just to the
He laid his knife
Ifr,
open on the seat beside him and rowed in
to the wharf. There he carried the line
h
from the bag up to the caplog and made
-i.fT A ill lICHDj tW.
it fast, leaving the bag suspended below
(S':'!"
the water. This done, he continued the
WARDEN.
....
pleasant evening’s row without any of
meet a man who
his passengers suspecting what had occatetice of not buytired and I’ve still a power of driving sioned these manoeuvres.
i.-it fully described around to do
To get the bag from the wharf was not
before I shall be ready to
which he kept
get away. Do you mind if we shift over? so easy. All night long the wardens, on
i.-n's claws. Such
George, here, will drive the team home the watch for Orrin Swan, roosted at
the wharf’s head.. There was nothing
.■>)', mate of the when he has taken
you to the Centre.”
bough to know a So they shifted over the tarpaulin and for it but for Libby to leave it there.
nc and still young
“The warlobsters and berry crates and changed In the mornintr it was irnne.
sport of getting teams. Asa says he goc so interested in dens got your shorts,” said he to Swan
George’s telling about the time the sher- at noon, next day. “No, they didn’t,”
is to be a lobster
iff was chasing old man Crockett for said Swan. “Who did?” “I don’t know;
“is
more
s.ns Asa,
running a speak-easy that he never but it wasn’t the wardens. If it had
Prentiss.
Ezra
old
noticed where they were driving until he been them I’d have heard about it long
1 e end of the Maine
looked up and saw they were in Orville before now. Some other fellow gathered them in, probably about sun-up when
rybody’s laying for Tibbett’s barn, and Orville just
)!,'s been overboard out from the house. He clawedcoming
the the tide was low and he see them.”
up
Sometimes
.Item
Both malefactors supposed they had
and shorts inside the tarpaulin
overboard they hold pillow-slip
r
and said: “Well, I guess I’ve got to said farewell to that batch of shorts.
He don’t seem
oar.
be going now.”
"What’s yourhurry?” That evening, however, when Libby
r.t back at it again.
went home, his wife had a strange tale
says George, rather hurt. “I aint finishThe
well.
him
o\v
ed telling you how Crockett got out of for him.
where
Cove,
at
About dusk, it appeared, there came a
Squid
-op
the cistern,
afterwards.”
“Oh, old
o-ters and he used to
Crockett will
all right where he is smart rap at the kitchen. When it was
wharf and talk to us and there’s keep
something I've got to do. opened, a man, who seemed in a great
r
He would always
ov
Orville,
Morning,
Cap’n says he’s much hurry, threw a package into the hands of
-i the fishermen was at
for the use of the team. I hope Mrs. Libby, saying, “Here’s them lobobliged
sold a short lobster. I
sters you ordered.”
The housewife
your kitchen sink is working all right.”
r
;Abe because I bought
(You can smell boiled lobster the length smelled “shorts,” but did a little rapid
l!'
Once
there.
in
put
of a city block.)
Mr. Tibbett’s nose was thinking of her own, and paid for the
r
talking to me standing on working, but he looked straight at Asa package. There was lobster for supper.
wharf—I kept him and said:
But the next morning the woman who
"Thanks, Asa: my kitchen
over—his brother came dreen is
fine. And if I can ever lived next door happened in most casualworking
he other side of the do as much for
In the course of her general reyou, let me know.” ly.
■red a dozen shorts to “Thank
“if marks, she said, “Did a man call at your
Orville,”
you,
says
Asa,
1 d told him to be
ter
with a package last
night?”
ever I need anything, I’ll let you know,” house
ust last trip I’d dickI “Well, I don’t know but someone did,”
and walked away very brisk.
a
for
;
Wilmont
brother
said canny Mrs. Anson. “What I mean,”
THE LOUD ALARM.
we called there.
pursued the neighbor, “is a package of
When the engineer of the Ella was lobsters.”
same morning Ezra
“Lobsters?”
"Yes, Joel
of
that
some
L
he
used
to
on
an
autoyounger
go
oiling
met a man down to the wharf early this
suspect
Burnt Island have got matic little towboat which ferried pas- morning with a bag of lobsters; he said
going up there this sengers from Portland over to Gurry he couldn’t get around to deliver them at
tty kaam, so I wisht Island, and at other times of the day the house ’till evening.” “Shorts?” inme a tow part way.
kept busy hauling vessels around Port- quired the now-comprehending Mrs. Libh right on and we’d give land harbor. There was an old man by.
“Yes, shorts,” said the neighbor.
the
entold
over
on the island who was known to have
also
1
Billy,
“We had them for supper last night,
(
we got out into
a steady supply of shorts.
when
Joey Griggs and if they’re the lot I think they were,
,j.
B irnt Island crowd was his name. One day the school in- I don’t know but we had the first right
.1 us .veil and we didn’t spector was going over to the island; a
to them after all.
:
Ezra was mighty large man in frock coat, high hat, and
|T.
;ne a a powerface fricasseed in whiskers. On the way
AN AMIABLE JAILER.
jj.:,
e cast otF our lines
| over the engineer told the oiler tc watch
Morality is a majority vote. If temptThe
midstream.
for Uncle Joey, who was sure to be on ed to regard these Bocaccian confessions
(a.,
He was as scandalous, harken to the tale of how
1,
strong up-stream and the wharf when they got in.
wasn’t
imt::.
There
there. The school inspector was stand- a Hueksport man, sentenced to thirty
is?
soon as we ing imnressivelv on the fnrwarrl rlnnlr
As
im.
fw::
days in jail for selling short lobsters,
the tide, 1 gave the waiting for the gang planks to be put worked out his sentence. He rose at 6
threw-everything in ashore. The engineer thrusting his o’clock, went to his ooarding-place for
|iv:
u.
...----1
oil o-,.
t
pen. The same body half out of a cabin window, like a
,eel over; the Ella figure in a Punch and Judy show, caught 1 cutting ice on Round Pond.
At evening
It
i'inr old Ezra’s sloop
Joey’s eye with an elaborate wink. The he had his supper at the jail and slept
ike it had been a old man looked puzzled. The engineer ; there. The jailer’s only admonition to
lit
itwdine.
'Hi! Hi! pointed to the school inspector with hor- him as he left in the morning was, “Be
1
his tide’ll carry me rible grimaces. Joey looked worried. back this evening sure, Abner.” And
ti
t
I’d lose my whole The engineer pointed from the school in- during the same time another townsman,
>
u get a towline
r
spector to Joey and then up the wharf. while working out a sentence of thirty
e
"drs Billy out of
No more was needed for the comprehen- days for the same offence, earned $20
l' 11. <
room.
'We’ve sion of Joey Griggs. He turned and r«n digging clams during the day. When the
-A
it ■:
tii.-.’t hang around nimbly up the wharf at a speed which two started off to their work in the mornn Ik nip for you.
So was truly astounding in a man ordinarily ing, the constable, who also slept at the
red and waved so slow. All that day he hid in the jail and was fond of going to bed early,
Thanks, Billy. The spruce woods at the back of the island. would say, “Well, boys, the last one in
t"
won’t be bothered Next morning when Flora came in on locks her up for the night!”
E;
her regular trip Joey was at the wharf
to see the engineer.
D. A. R. AT HINCKLV.
“Peter,” said he,
“you done me an awful good turn yesNP1NC OVERALLS.
The second meeting of the Eleazer Partiday. I’ve brought you something.”
1.11
was hauled
He opened a tin pail and exhibited two ker chapter of the Daughters of the
caulking at Phil- quarts of boiled lobster me3t. “They American Revolution was held at Hinck"iple of very close was shorts,” said he.
ley, Dec. 11th, with Mrs. Emma Walker
-a>
Eleven members and
per. Orville Tiband Miss Floy.
■i ter warden. Asa
The session
two visitors were present.
FIRST AID TO A WARDEN.
t i.e is rather more
was called to order by the regent, Mrs.
the
when
Ezra
In
lobore
days
Prentiss,
ary man,and
Estelle Reed Richardson of Clinton, and
■ns better than the ster warden of Squid Cove, was most
the Lord’s Prayer repeated in unison.
more
ender-like.” active, he seized a hundred and twenty- All joined in singing America, after
a
working around two shorts in one forenoon up the Ken- which several important business matv
ning a fisher- nebec. They were on board of the Ella. ters came up for discussion. Meeting
l
the foot of the ! Ezra was dutifully heaving the short
with Salute to the Flag.
lobsters overboard. It was a sight that adjourned
a sweet tone of
The vegetable dinner which followed
Saic was
I think I have 1 grieved the soul of Asa Ridgley.
worthy of mention, being served
ght like.” Asa he to the lobster warden: “Why do yot from dishes over 100 years old. Mrs.
hat he had, so he throw them overboard here? it’s fresi Martha
Hayes of Clinton, member of
i- and two
pieces of water. They’ll only die.” The war the Silence Howard Hayden chapter of
tic overalls he puck- ! den’s face took on a look of serious conWaterville, presided, and deftly served
“That’s so,” said he earnestly,
's ith the twine and j cern.
The
with an ancient two-tined fork.
“What’ll
I
do?”
“I
don’t
know
whai
shorts. Then he
platters, pitchers, sugar bowl and white
said
the
“but
whai
folded
the
do,”
mate,
rest of the you’ll
;
handled knives were much admired, and a
tampers around them, you are doing won’t do the Governmeni sugar spoon,which had been in the family
The warder
under his arm, and nor no one else any good.
175 years, was a curiosity to all present.
iiis reefer in a man- thought long and hard: “I can’t g< It is noticeable that people always enjoy
eiess grace.
To get down the river with them myself; be
and
an old fashioned vegetable dinner,
1,,,',
he had to go direct- cause I have got to go off up to Freedom the D. A. R. ladies were no exception.
this
afternoon.
I
don’t
suppose you've
House; it was one
ti'i.
Pumpkin pie, doughnuts and Indian pud’*■ nights of a summer got any place around the boat where ]
ding were served and tea was poured by
the front door came could keep them?” The mate pointec Mrs. Walker’s cousin, Miss Bertha Hunsays he, “you are out an express box which lay on th<
I*’
ter of Oakland, Cal., from a teapot 150
looking for.” “Is that deck. “Maybe you could get the skip years old. Following the repast, musiL
g not to look ner- per to lend you that. But I don’t know
cal selections and social chat were enwhere you would get any ice, unless the
and candy and apples were served.
,0f, v,Orville. “You’re a
joyed,
cook
have
would
let
some
of
you
his, anc The event was one of much enjoyment.
ir,»": i i'!;,rr;hing and something
sink
he
ain’t
too
much.”
has
“Coulc
got any
L
gone wrong.
uruanu ana
you take charge of them?” asked the
VETERANS IN CONGRESS.
rx am
nitcicsieu
waiucu.
m
t0W!1
can
fix
it
mem,
but
r vr
“You don’t suppose I haven’t
'llId be glad to fix said Asa.
More potent than all the talk about
ll’
a man
^rst» at his got anything else to do about the boal the union of the North and South, than
Brdinp.
?*;?
He aint there yet,” besides look after a batch of short lob reunions between Union and ConfedI
I ain’t mate of this craft, erate veterans is the fact that in the
as gone into your sters, do you?
I
I’ve been setting am I?” “Don’t be offended,” sayi Senate of the United States there are
k
Prentiss.
“I
don’t
want to make yoc five men who wore the gray and three
could see. ’*
Asa
extra trouble, but”
and then hf
who wore the blue; in the House of
lei.f.
1 '!,s?,'rs begin to squirm.
1 to leeward of Or- thought another spell before he went on
It.
Representatives seven who wore the
t get the wind of “If you fellows was to take these shorts
gray and four who wore the blue, and
ented a month’s pay down river tomorrow, do you supposs in the House 14 men, some from the
;:
be could feel the you could throw some of them over- North and some from the South, who
eat -r
I
roots of his hair. board?” Said Asa: “Now let me asl served under the Stars and Stripes in
you one Ezra: would you be going dowr
!-!.v jumpers first,
the war with Spain.
-f aint that
the river tomorrow with us?” Prentiss
Side by side these 19 veterans of the
|
your
’■'tiler your arm?” didn’t see what that had to do with it, civil war, who fought on opposite side
®*
<ou see
they’re “Because, said the mate, “If you are, in the great struggle, and many of whom
.Pact
tore so badly that I ain’t the least interested in your propwere
wounded, not once, but many
f
\
"»:g around your osition. That’s all.” “Then,” said the
times, work diligently to transact the
1
l>'
warden.
“I’m
not
down
the
rivei
the cook there.
vast business of a reunited nation, and
going
you
me run over to
“Well,” said the with them work the 14 younger men who
the with you tomorrow.”
,u,!‘
“if
was
to
•
send
them
dowr
of
mate,
you
saw service in the first American war to
pair
overalls,
with us 1 suppose we might throw follow the struggle of the sixties. Alto*H th„:'.A •;,°ur plumbing it can’t river
some of them overboard.”
“On thal gether there are 33 men in the Senate
Vue8*! 8ays he did
Blend j.;- 8 Tibbetts tell him he understanding,” pronounced the warden, and House who have been to war.
Pair °f overalls, but “you may take them.”
led awav
There were ninety short lobsters lefl
A Pleasant Surprise Party.
the last
1(1
fron J eced,n8 sentence were when Prentiss stopped heaving then
A recent pleasant event at Miller’s
8treet- Mr. Or- overboard. The mate bought a new
want
t0 ,iay him f°r the washboiler, and all that afternoon the Corner, Lincolnville, was a reception and
?lts to the ld
P'umbing of the crew boiled lobsters. Everybody in the surprise party at the home of Mr. and
had lobster meat (Prenti s had gone Mrs. Frank Coggins in honor of their
was
considerably port
to Freedom),
“and,” concludes daughter, Mrs. Mary Hills. A nice parto accept on
lor chair was purchased by her friends
1,11 was no more Ridgely shamelessly, ‘“we threw overboard
six
lobsters
out
of the ninety, and presented by Horace Miller, who
it.” said Asa,
“ faVOr
pleasing presentation
40 right where we lay in the Kennebec, made a most
The water was brackish. But the lob- speech, after which refreshments were
sters would find the wet water fasl furnished and the evening was most
enough.”
pleasantly passed in social conversation.
enemy’s guns.
But for adventures with the warder The bride and groom were the recipients
than either of a complicated nature, Ridgley admits of many other valuable and useful
pres1
Ella was
'yae the following that his brother-in-law, Anson Libby, ents. Mr. and Mrs. Coggins and Mr.
0‘cam of Hucksport. has left him in the ama- and Mrs. Hills wish to thank all those
me hfcr
trips. A fisher- teur class. Libby’s apology for preying who so kindly remembered them.
up

Maine haa an inland lake, forty miles
froia a town, where in this year, 1912,
there ia still a solitude. It is as utterly
at peace under the sunset as when the
first Indian reached it through the tangle.
It is called Penobscot Bay. To come upon it the wanderer leaves the straight
highway that leads from Jackman, Me.,
to Quebec, and strikes into the wilderAt the
ness over an eighteen-mile trail.
end of the hard day of ferrying pools and
leaping logs, he reaches camp at the
head of the lake. The lake is three miles
long, with rich green trees on all its
shores and borders clear down to the
water’s edge. No dwelling is in sight
It would take a day of
nor in gunBhot.
walking to reach any human being other
than the little handful of folk at peace in

Brief l eal mention was made last
week of the opening of a new High
school building in Greeley, Colorado, and
perhaps a fuller description of the building from the Greeley Republican may be
of interest, as Belfast is moving for a
new school
building. The first paragraphs relates to the opening of the

THE WRONG DOOR.

3

THE ANCIENT WILDERNESS.

j
j

The south part of the building contains
the physics and chemistry department.
In the physics room is complete apparatus of every kind, with raised seats
for the pupils so that they can easily see
the demonstrator, J. W. Lakin is in
charge of this department, which cost
approximately $6,000 to equip, and few
colleges have so complete a set of modern anDaratus as is found here.
A small room for difficult and dangerous experiments connects the physics department with that of the chemistry. In
the latter are stone tables which will
never wear out, individual Bunsen burners and a system of strong suction fans
to eliminate odors.
Ada k room is also included in these
rooms for photographic work.
On the second floor near the two departments just named is a well lighted
room for the study of commercial sub-

jects.

IN THE BASEMENT.
In the basement will be found places
for coats and hats, the girls and boys
each having a separate department.
Here, too, is the dining room, where 300
may be served.
Here, too, are complete sets of lavatories for boys and gir's.
The engine room and ventilating system which supplies 15,000 cubic feet of
air per minute for 500 people at a temperature of from 68 to 72 degrees, automatically operated, is also here. This is
in charge of F. H. Sloan, engineer and

electrician.

Campbell is the custodian and
has pleasant quarters for himself and
his family in this part of the building.
J. A.

FAMOUS STA6E BEAUTIES.
look with horror on Skin Eruptions, Blotches,
Sores or Pimples. They don't have them, nor
will any one, who uses Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
It glorifies the face. Eczema Dr Salt Rheum
vanish before it. It cures sore lips, chapped
hands, chilblains; heals burns, cuts and bruises,
unequalled for piles. Only 25c at all druggists
Feel languid, weak, run down? Headache?
Stomach "off?” A good remedy is Burdock
Blood Bitters. Ask your druggist. Price $1.00
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The Tribune Farmer
Is
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thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most

weekly.

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The

subscription price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

*®“To new'subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.
——-——-

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.
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A few years ago The Journal printed
Washington
article entitled “A Shelf of Maine
Books.” It attracted some attention,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 23, 1912.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26.1912
and Mrs. Laura G. Richard’s, publishers, Already the “elder statesmen” ot the
wrote to know why she was not men- U- S. Senate are beginning to discuss
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
tioned, and when informed that she was the make-up of committees, in anticipaThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. not
represented on that shelf sent a com- tion of the assembling of Congress in exThe writer of traordinary session about March 20th,
set of her works.
plete
C 1ARI.ES a. PILSBURY.
B
the article had a piece of furniture that next. With the reorganization of the
was both a writing desk and a chest of Senate accomplished, in so far as its ofFor one square, one
ALtVERTISING Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week drawers. It had one shelf, and that was ficers are concerned, the Sergeant-at»r,J 25 c»nts for each subsequent insertion.
filled with Maine boons, and knowing Arms, Secretary and Chaplain, the SenSubscription Terms.
In advance, $2.00 a
something of many of the writers, and ate, through a committee on committees,

The Republican Journal

Whisperings.

an

Loss of Appetite
Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and is
often a forerunner of prostrating disIt is serious and especially so to
people that must keep up and doing or
get behindhand.
The b ? -1 medicine to take for it is
the great constitutional remedy

Ji^Xnage.

fe:.r; $1 00 for six
months.

It was not

months; 50 cents for three

‘'green Christmas” after

a

article. It is referred to now because of
the output of Maine literature in recent
President Taft and party are spending years, and the fact that with no special
Christmas at the Isthmus.
effort to make a collection there are now
shelves of Maine books in addition
Aroostook has 60 per cent of the sea- many
to the one referred to above.
One shelf
son’s potato crop on hand and lower
includes an autograph copy of James G.
prices are looked for.
Blaine’s Twenty Years in Congress and
The Panama canal is six-sevenths dug an autograph copy of Williamson’s
and an army of 40,000 persons is rushing Bibliography of Maine; another the
it to completion.
complete works of Holman Dry, “What
To our readers and our advertisers,
and all, The Journal wishes a Happy

and

Prosperous
promise tlia't it

Year,

New
will

with

its best

use

the
en-

deavors to make it so.
Maine clams, fresh in the shell, are to
be shipped regularly from Jonesport to
Boston this winter, ar. innovation that
will tend to fill Bostonians who appreciate Maine clams with ioy—and clams.—
Boston Globe.

Yes, and they’ll clamor for

Happened to Wigglesworth” by W. 0.
Fuller, “Andy Dodge, the posthumous
novel by M. P. Pendleton, and many othvalued alike for their contents and

The season prompts us to express to you our
appreaa.
tion of that intangible and invaluable asset,

|

MACKEREL COMING BACK.
chairmanships through
length of service in the upper branch of Maine Fishermen Look for an
Unusually
the National Legislature.
Good Season Along the Coast Next Y ear.
Senator Bacon, who is senior on both
Unless all signs fail the coming year
the judiciary and foreign affairs commit- will
show a return of mackerel to the

“GOOD-WILL,”

tees, has been elected to take the chair- Maine coast and thus revive an
industry
manship of foreign affairs and will quit that has been on the decline for years.
the
on
committee
entirely,
the judiciary
Fishermen say that the outlook is un-

that he will not be able to give
that very important committee the time
With
or the consideration it deserves.
Senator Bacon at the head of foreign affairs, Senator Culbertson, of Texas, will

ground

become the hi ad of the

judiciary

usually bright.
As an industry mackereling has not
been a success along the Maine coast fot

ties—Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Cumberland and York.
According to the
latest report of the Commissioner of S«=a
and Shore Fisheries the year 1908 was
the most profitable of the decade, when
302,800 pounds were caught, at a value

com-

mittee.

; AiT

rxf

Vifrrinia

A crripilltil 1*P

of

$22,449.

following year the catch
was
greater, amounting to 345,200
pounds, but the value was less, amounting to o Iy $21,905.
That the mackerel fishery of Maine has
declined is unquestioned. But mackerel
possess odd habits and no two years ever

Thom-

that you have so kindly bestowed on
year and which we fully reciprocate.

|
g
g

several decades.
It is confined almost
wholly to the coasts of these five coun-

Other committee chairmanships
their associations.
will go to the following: Finance, Sena“The Poets of Maine,” a collec- tor Simmons, of North Carolina; Navy,
from over Senator Tillman, of South Carolina;
tion of specimen poems
4.0 verse-makers of the Pine Tree Military Affairs, Senator Jos. F. JohnsState, compiled by George Bancroft ton, of Alabama; Post Offices and Post
Griffith, was published by Elwell, Pick- Roads, Senator John H. Bankhead, of
ard &
It Alabama; Appropriations, Thomas S.
Co., Portland, in 1888.
ers

was a volume of 856 pages, and while
many of the verse-makers would be
classed among the minor poets the collection includes much good verse and
Later
many poems that will endure.

more.

1

1912-3.-

1

who have earned

all.

one

|

Mood’s SarsapariSla
Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sersatc-bu.

will take up the task of parcelling out
the desirable committee places to those

having personal acquaintance with oththey were made the subject of an

ers,

| The Season’s Greeting

ease.

Obadtah

Gardner

during the

We extend to you all the

Wishing

i

you

a

compliments of the
Happy, Prosperous New Year.

past

season

The

I

JAMES H. HOWES.

I rtift
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snow tnem the same,
in the old days all
as P. Gore, of Oklahoma; Commerce,
certainly
Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada; Public the mackerel men fished with handlines,
did his best to turn the recent meeting
for seines were unknown.
A mackerel
A Bangor Engagement.
Buildings and Grounds, Senator Claude schooner would carry several dories and
of the Maine State Grange into a politiA. Swanson, of Virginia; Rules, Lee S. when a school of fish was
sighted the
Col. and Mrs. Frederick H. Strickland
cal gathering to further his personal in- !
Hon. Joseph Williamson published “A Overman, of North Carolina.
dories would be slipped overboard and
entertained at dinner at their home on
terests, and his language was unparliamanned by their crews.
Each man used
Bibliography of Maine”from the earliest
to
the
for
extwo lines, and it has often been told that Broadway, Monday evening, the feature
least, as,
mentary,
say
to
It
is
a
1891.
monumental
work
period
One of the world’s best collections of the fish would bite without having the of the occasion being the announcement
ample, when he called a brother Granger in two handsome volumes,
aggregating books on Turkey and the Balkan States hooks baited. The mackerel always used of the
“a dirty, nasty sneak and a liar.”
engagement of their daughter,
1407 pages. These two books are evi- is in an American
Library. It is the to be considered free-biting, but those Miss Eleanor Strickland, and Mr. Irving
have
days
passed.
dence
of
Maine’s
artistic
and
A very dainty,
literary activity in the famous Riant collection, now in Harvard
literary
According to history, the mackert 1 G. Stetson of Bangor. The guests were
Christmas greeting comes to us from VV. past; but in the nearly twenty-five years
University Library. It was acquired by fishery reached the highest figure it had Mr. and Mrs. Henry Guild, Miss Striek0. Fuller of the Rockland Courier-Ga- that have elapsed since Mr. Williamson Harvard in 1899 and has since been added ever attained in 1831 up to that time. In
1 land, Miss Savage, Miss Marion White,
zette; a man of letters in a double sense, completed his bibliography many new to,until,today the section on the Ottoman that year the catch of Maine reached the Miss Louise
Cushman, Miss Margaret
of
unprecedented figures
383,548 barrels,
writers have come to the front.
a journalist, author and lecturer of reIn
Empire comprises about 4,000 volumes. i That catch marked the high tide in figures Wood, Mr. Stetson, Percival Cushman,
disAshmead
these
as
White, Charles Bartlett and
nown; and, notwithstanding
book-making, as well
book-writing, American libraries have a very large ! for many years to follow, as the fish be- |
Frank Smith. Following the dinner the
tinctions, a rare good fellow. Here’s to Maine has made commendable progress. number of valuable
to go elsewhere. A decline of 20
collections.
gan
special
! party of young people attended tie
We recently had occasion to speak in the
years was experiened and then there dance at
you, Brother Fuller.
What is probably the most important came
Society hall where warm cor.a .hange, with an increase in the
highest terms of praise of the typo- Dante collection in existence is at Corgratulations were extended.
; catch, until the year 1880,when the larg- I
In an editorial on the right of the
Miss Strickland is the only daughter
grapy, etc., of a book from the press of nell. The most remarkable setof Bibles est catch of mackerel in the
history of |
ar.d Mrs. Strickland and is a
United States to exempt American coast- Smith &
Sale, Portland, and the latest in the World, comprising a large number the State was secured, amounting to of Col. and
I bright
accomplished young woman.
wise shipping from the payment of Pana- Maine book to come to our
table, “Back- of first editions and unique copies, is in 400,000 barrels. Since then there has Mr. Stetson, who is the son of Hon. and
been a falling off in the catch until the
ma canal tolls the Los Angeles Times woods
Mrs.
I.
K. Stetson, was educated at
Sketches, by Hon. John Francis the library of the General Theological
past four years when there has been a Harvard and the Yale
finds a possible explanation of the sud- Sprague of Dover, from the press of BurForestry schot 1
Seminary in New York. One of the tendency of the fish to come back
and is of I. G. Stetson & Co., foresters.
den demand for the repeal of the recent
The seiners which have made the big
leigh & Flynt, Augusta, is a no less cred- finest libraries on Japanese m&terial to
| He is a talented young man, prominent
act of Congress in the fact that if coast- itable
specimen of bookmaking. With its be found anywhere is at Yale Univer- hauls of the fish along the coast in the socially and in athletic pursuits,as is also
two seasons have been those which
past
wise shipping must pay $1.20 a ton on clear bold
Miss Strickland.
The young people are
tpye, half-tone illustrations,
In works on mystic subjects it seined for all kinds of fish.
Most of 1
freight carried through the canal, the neat binding, with the graceful white sity.
representatives of two of the oldest and
would be difficult to duplicate in Europe | these boats are large, schooner-rigged most
highly respected families of Bantrans-eontinental roads would be able to birches on the front cover, it is a very
the great collection in the Masonic Li- power craft, carrying gasolene engines gor. It is a source of much pleasure to
able to drive them against a head tide at
charge just that much more per ton on dainty volume. The contents are redoa
the
large number of friends that they probrary at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, or in
a lively rate.
freight carried by rail between the At- lent of the Maine woods, deal with
pose to make their future home in this
this
of
Scottish
These
Rite
seiners
cruise
and
down
the
city.
Library
up
Commercial.
lantic and the Pacific. It is, of course, ancient lore and with woodcraft, and apcoast and head for a school of fish, what- city.— Bangor
well known that the big railroads have peal to both the hunter and the fisherever it may be, as soon as sighted.
As
The last report of Secretary Wilson,
the school is approached the dories are CENTER MONTVILLE.
representatives in Washington during men. It is a real Maine book, written, as head of tne
Charles Perry of Alberta was a recent guest
Department of Agricul- launched and surround the fish with the
the session of Congress to influence legprinted and published by Maine men and ture, which covers the achievements of seine and then it is hauled up and its load of his uncle, C. H. Clement.Mr. and Mrs.
islation in their behalf, and to block depicting Maine scenes and incidents.
Belsixteen years, the time “Tama Jim” has dumped on the deck of the vessel. While R. M. Carter and C. Pembroke Carter of
measures adverse to their interests. The
the catch may be bigger than under the
fast passed Christmas with relatives here.
of
branch
served as chief of this great
old system the work has nothing of the
railroads are also represented in both SCH. HENRY R. TILTON DERELICT.
W. J. Bean was in Union Saturday and Sunday.
the government service, is crowded with element of sport such as wasexperiencec
....Mrs. E. F. Banton was in Portland last
Houses of Congress.
the
handliners.
a
marwhat
by
and
shows
Crew Saved.
Schooner Towed in by a interesting facts
week visiting her sister, Mrs. Burton Lamb,
The last big schools of mackerel which
velous growth the country has had since
Steam Trawler.
Senator Joseph W. A'sop of Avon,
struck in on the Maine coast hung about and attending the State grange ...Benjamin
Boston, Dec. 23. With the fate of Mr. Wilson came to the chiefship of the Monhegan Island in the latter part oi Wentworth of Waldo is at W. J. Bean's...
Ct., who came back from the P.ull Moose
The dairy cow is one of July, 1911, and were about there for sev- Twenty-three of Alien R. Dyer's friends made
conclave in Chicago with Frank A. the captain and five members of the department.
the Belfast. Maine, schooner
cr. w of
the
of wealth on the eral days, while they loitered along the a chopping bee for him Friday and cut some
as
Mr.
principal
producers
having
Munsey
Munsey, quotes
Henry R. Tilton, a mystery, the aban- farm
and the value of her products in entire Maine coast for several weeks, ten cords of wood.... Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
said that his support cf the Progressive doned and waterlogged vessel was
sighted
During that time the seine boats devotee Howard were in Belfast and Waldo a part of
off Cape Cod Monday in tow of the steam 1912 is estimated at about $830,900,000, their time
cause in the newstjaters and magazines
entirely to mackereling, as a this week_E. A. Ramsay was at home from
will cost him $500,000 loss in magazine trawler Swell, which picked up the dere- an amount which exceeds the value of good catch of those fish was worth sevlict Sunday 95 miles southeast of HicrP.
Pittsfield for over Christmas.... Miss Mary
the cotton lint and is nearly equal to the eral hauls of herring for the sardine facadvertising in 1913. Mr. Munsey re land Light.
Wentworth, who has been ill with tonsilitis, is
tories.
marked that he was glad to have given
Although there was a stiff head-on combined value of lint and seed.
recovering,.. .E. E. Tasker went to Boston
ine lowly nen is anotner oi tne wonthe support, however, because he had no breeze blowing off the Cape Monday it
Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas Monday_Mrs. Hazel A. MacPherson was in
that the Swell would land
was
derful producers, it being estimated that Eclectic Oil For burns, scalds, cuts and emer- Belfast Friday and Saturday ...Miss Belva T.
family and did not care for money, ex- her expected
in this harbor and that her
prize
All druggists sell it. 25c. and 50c.
cept for what he could accomplish with ; crew of 15 men would share in one of she laid during the year 1912, 1,700,000,- gencies.
j Davis is in Searsmont at Mrs. Isaac Paul’s.... 1|
000
is
working in
an
dozen
only
it. Harper’s Weekly comments as fol- the biggest Christmas presents, through
egg
eggs and if
j! \. R. and F. G. Boyntonmillare...C.
PARCELS POST PRICES.
A. BoynCharles Abbott's portable
]
lows: “The sentiment is noble and worthy salvage money, that has been divided worth a cent and three-quarters it gives
fishermen for several years.
ton has sold his lumber lot to Isaac and Harry
among
this
if
and
the
sum
of
our
altruistic brother.
$350,000,000,
But how
tidy
The Parcels Post system will be put in
tof
It was thought that the crew of the
was
a
re!
Paul_Miss Della Cook of Liberty
perplexing it all is! Here is Mr. Per- Tilton may have been rescued by some is added to the value of the fowls raised, operation in every postoffice and on all { cent guest of her sister, Mrs. J. L. Boynton...
kins still hanging to the unresponsive passing vessel as her boat was gone. the products of the poultry industry on R. F. D. routes Jan. 1, 1913. Packages A. H.
Dyer and family were in Freedom last j
may be sent at prices given in the followband-wagon with impassioned grip be- The capture of the Tilton was reported farms amount to about $570,000,000. ing table:
! week... George L. Edmunds bought a cow last
the steam trawler Spray, which pass- This is
by
cause he has a brood, and Brother MunFlat rate of 1 cent per ounce up to four i week of Henry Rogers of Morrill-W. P.
nearly the value of the wheat
ed the Swell Sunday afternoon.
ounces, regardless of distance.
I Jones is building an ice house and will enlarge
sey because he has none.
The Tilton had lost all her sails, her crop.
Happily,
Above four ounces rates are by the
The animals sold from the farm and
his tieup so as to keep a! out twelve cows and
neither eaies for money ‘except for deckload of lumber was shifted forward,
pound or fraction thereof, and varying sell cream to the creamery... A. D. Ramsay
what it will'accomplish.
That must be her stern was smashed and in her water- the animals slaughtered on it together 1 with distances as follows:
logged condition the seas were sweeping number about 111,000,000, and the farm
went to Jefferson last Saturday to visit Leslie
the key of the riddle.”
(
Each

Senator

us

Live and Boiled

i

Lofi

sc- AT^e-

Bramhall’s

Market

FRIDAY and SATURDAY.

1

1

At a recent

meeting
Society in New York, Gov. Wilson declared that he would hang on a gibbet of
public disgrace any man who utilized the
machinery of business tp bring about a
panic. That no doubt sounds well—to
the unthinking. But is Gov. Wilson justified in assuming that panics are startof the Southern

The

ed with malicious intent?
that there is to be

mere

fact

revision of the tariff
lessens importations and clogs the wheels
a

of industry.
Orders are not placed
abroad for goods when there is a prospect of like goods coming into the country a little later under a lower tariff.
When mills and factories are shut down
because

cannot be

they

operated

at a

it is not with the intent to promote
a
panic, which brings disaster to all
classes, while the wage earner is the

profit

greatest sufferer.
and a

period

panic
depression it

If we have

of industrial

a

will be because the party which elected
Gov. Wilson to the Presidency has carried out its free trade

policy.

—

The papers, especially the Democratic
papers,and their ally, the Lewiston Journal, have had a great deal to say for |
weeks past concerning the election of a j
Uinieu omifs

OCU41U1

lowing editorial
seems

cue

turning

legislature.

sion of the Maine

Record

ai

from

the

ssea-

The folBrunswick

to say all that is neces-

sary on the subject.
The remarkable controversy among
members of the Progressive party in
Maine as to the duty of members of the
Legislature in voting for a United states
Senator is important only in the possibility that the principle of the primary

her decks.
When the fishermen on the Swell sighted the schooner they realized that there
was a chance of towing the derelict into
port. A dory with a light heaving line
was sent aboard and one of the
biggest
hawsers on the trawler was made fast
to the foremast.
The Swell and her tow were 70 miles
from Highland Light when sighted by
the Spray. During the night the northwester piped up to 40 miles an hour and
towing proved slow work.
The Henry R. Tilton was built at Wilmington, Del., in 1874 and is owned by
the Pendleton Brothers of Belfast and
New York. She left Windsor, N. S., on
Nov. 28th, with lumber for New York.
She was commanded by Capt. J. H. Gray
and carried six men. She is 468 tons
net, 152 feet over all, 35 feet beam and
16 feet depth of hold.
CAPTAIN AND CREW SAFE.

Lunenburg, N. S., Dec. 23.

of the American
schooner Henry R. Tilton are safe in
port here. They arrived tonight on the
schooner W. M. Zwicker, which picked
them up last Friday night after their
vessel had been w: terlogged in a heavy
blow. The crew of the Tilton had been
lashed to the masts for many hours
when the Zwicker. bound from Gitv Island, N. Y., for this port came to the

Sprague

and the

Captain

crew

rescue.

THE LIFE
982

SAVING

SERVICE.

Motor Boat Accidents.

Rescued

7,177

Persons

Life Savers

During Last

Fiscal Year.

Washington, Dec. 13.

There was a
increase in the number of motor
in
the
last
fiscal
accidents
boat
year, according to the annual report of S. L.
Kimball, general superintendent of the
lifesaving service in his annual report
made public here this week. A total of

steady

982 accidents of this kind were reported
There was no Pro- from life-saving stations last year. The
gressive party when the Senatorial pri- boats involved carried 3,221 persons and
were valued at $1,525,887.
mary was held, and none of the members
While a much larger number of disasof the Legislature were elected as Proters were reported last year than in any
g ssives. They were elected either as
sixteen lives were
Re, ublicans or Democrats, and as such previous year, only of
lost out of a total
7,193 persons on
are ,ound to carry out the will of the
voters as expressed in the primaries. If board the 1.780 vessels which suffered
All these vessels except fiftya member elected as a Republican finds accident.
that he can no longer act with that nine were aided by the life-saving serestimated value of the
party, and wishes to become identified vice. The total
with a new party, v ^yldn’t it be more vessels and cargoes was $13,248,305, of
honorable for him to fesign and stand which amount $2,093,135 represents the
for re-election than to change his politics value of property lost.
Mr. Kimball attributes a large measwhile in office? The excuses offered for
of his service to the
going back on th. primary nominations ure of the success boat
Of
now used.
are based on the November election, but motor life-saving
that had no effect on the complexion of 3,678 persons brought ashore 2,669 were
The
net
expendithe Maine Legislature, nor did it remove carried in power boats.
tures for tne maintenance of the Bervice
any obligations incurred in the State
last year amounted to $2,346,861.
may be defeated.

campaign.

value of these animals is estimated at

$1,930,000,000.
Most

Rural

productive

of

all

agricultural

years in this country has been 1912, declares the report. The earth has produced its greatest annual dividend. The
sun and the rain and the fertility of the

soil paid no heed to human controversies,
but Kept on working in cooperation with
the farmers’ efforts to utilize them.
The reward is a high general level of
The

production.

man

behind the plow

has filled the Nation’s larder, crammed
the storehouses, and will send liberal

supplies

to

foreign

First

countries.

FINANCING THE GREAT EASTERN.

Although the Great Eastern was deready for launching in November, 1857, she was not got afloat until the 31st of January, 1858, and in May
clared to be

pound

route

and

city delivery.05
Fifty mile zone.05

additional Eleven

pound

pounds

.01
.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.09
.10
12

.15
.35
.46

mile zone.06
mile zone.07
.57
mile zone.08
68
.79
1,000 mile zone.09
1.00
1,400 mile zone.10
1.11
1,800 mile zone.11
1.32
Over 1,800 miles.12
A chart giving the distance and rates
will be placed in the lobby of the postoffice as soon as it is received by the
150
300
600

postmaster.
Parcels Post stamps must be used on
all parcels post packages. The depart-

ment insists upon this in order that they
may be able to determine how much
revenue is received from Parcels Post.
The limit of maximum weight is 11

January 2, 1913.

The Republican Journal
Enters Upon its 85th Year and Yolim

has reason to be proud of, and is duly gr.
the commendation and patronage it h;
in the past, and in the coming year
merit its continuance.

IT

aim has been to present the news of
county in readable form, to encourage
enterprise in wi ich Maine men and wo
engaged, to promote all movements for i
as material advancement—in brief, to pro
per worthy of Maine homes.

IT’S

Friday night. Thirty-four guests
present... Mr. Allen Penny has moved
his family into his father’s house-MrGeorge Edmunds went to Belfast Saturday in
Place’s

were

3b

a

|

automobile, making a very quick tripThe sewing circle did not hold its meeting last
Thursday on account of the storm, but will
meet this Thursday.
his

-NOW—*

IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE

CORNER, (Wiuterport.)
Edna Harquail and the Misses Gertrude
Conant and Catherine Blaisdell from the E. S.
pounds.
! N. S. and the Misses Margelia and Ellen BartAll parcels mu3t bear the return card
Laura Bickford and Louise Libby, stuof the sender and will not be accepted lett,
are spending the
without it. This is done as a safe-guard dents of Bucksport seminary,
Christmas holidays at their several homesagainst packages being lest.
It is expected that there will be an in- Mrs. Julia White spent last week with her son,
L. E. White, at West Winterport-Mr. and
surance feature connected with the Parcels Post, but nothing definite has been Mrs. Elisha Whitney of Hampden Highlands
WHITES’
Mrs.

OVER NIGHT

membrane.
Breathe HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me)
in the daytime through the little hard rubber
inhaler; and just before going to bed at night
do this: Pour a scant teaspoonful of HYOMEI
into a kitchen bowl of boiling water, cover
head and bowl with towel and breathe for
several minutes the soothing, healing vapor
that arises. .This treatment is also fine for sore
throat and catarrh. Complete HYOMEI outfit
including inhaler, $1.00; extra bottles if needed, 60c. A. A. Howes & Co. are authorized to
refund your money if dissatisfied.

JOURNAL has a reliable and indu
of correspondents to furnish the new
County, and occasional contributors
abroad whose articles are not surpassed
merit and interest by those appearing in m
tious publications.

THE

Wentworth has been ill the past week with
tonsilitis_A party was held at Mr. Samuel

COLDS GO

ment between the two roads.

WITH ITS ISSUE OF

Sylvester and family-Miss Della Cook of j
Liberty passed five days last week with her j
sister, Mrs. John Boynton... Eugene Adams;
and wife are spending Christmas in Palermo I
with his cousin, Mrs. John Parmeter-Mary !

of that year her owners, the Eastern
Steam Navigation Company, found them- given out as yet.
| were guests of C. H. Libbey and family Sun- :
This Parcels Post will be of the greatselves $459,000 in debt. An attempt to
day....Miss Elmira Porter, teacher, and the j
est
to the public, particularly to I
benefit
raise something over a million dollars by
of the Martin school had an entertainon
R. F. D. routes, of anything pupils
people
after- !
means of annuities was unsuccessful, so
the postofficedepartment ment and Christmas tree on Tuesday
by
inaugurated
a meeting was called in August of that
noon, to which the parents and friends were j
year to consider selling the vessel at auc- The department expects the public to 1 invited.C. H. Libby and family spent j
tion. This plan however was not adopt- take hold and make the Parcels Post a rVu-iatmao
.Qornnvillp. trilPSf.S of MrS. !
ed. At that time the cost of the ship success from the start.
Viola Conant was the
Miss
Parsons....
Emily
had reached $3,160,000; the cost of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffof
her
guest
grandparents,
exceeded
by $400,- The Penobscot Closed to Navigation.
launching her having
erson
Nealey, in Hampden, recently.
000 the estimate for that ceremony. It
Friends of Fred Barden of Monroe, formerly
was then that the Great Ship Company,
Bangor, Dec. 22. Ice an inch thick formed
Ltd., was forme! with a capital of over in the Penobscot river Saturday night and of this town, extend congratulations to him
a million and a half dollars to purchase
Brathe only vessel remaining in the port of Banupon his recent marriage to Miss Mildred
Camden, ailed today for
complete and send this vessel to sea. gor, the steamer
of Monroe.... Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Bean of
ley
she
will
whence
leave,
Monday
The Great Ship Company also had a plan Winterport,
Dixmont were guests of their daughter, Mr?.
Boston. The temperature continues beto construct three other vessels similar for
low the freezing point and navigation on the M. A. Haley, for a few days recentlyto the Great Eastern, which, however, Penobscot above
Winterport is now closed. Winterport was well represented at the meetnever was realized. It was further plan- The river
opened, April 2nd.
ing of the State grange in Portland last week.
ned to operate this vessel between England and New York or Portland, Maine,
North'Waldo Pomona was represented by Mr.
and the first-class fare was to be fixed
and Mrs. G. H. York; Sunrise Grange by Mr.
at $105, second-class fare at $75, and
and Mrs. Roscoe Littlefield,and Northern Light
third-class at $35. Outward cargo was
by Jesse Ritchie. Others attending were Mr.
to be taken at $15 a ton and homeward
and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett; Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
were
of
course
at $7.50. These plans
If your head is stuffed up and you have a Blaisdell, Mrs. F. T* Bussey and Mrs. L. E.
never realized, due to the failure of the
hard cold you can quickly get rid of the misery.
White_Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements entervessel.
First, look after the bowels; any good cathartic will do; then breathe Booth’s HYOMEI tained the following guests on Christmas day:
Railroad Officials Indicted.
which promptly kills germ life and heals the Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden of Monroe; Mr. and
New York, Dec. 23th. Charles S.
Mellen, president of the N. Y., N. H. &
H. railroad, E. J. Chamberlin, president
of the Grand Trunk railway of Canada,
and Alfred W. Smithers, chairman of
the Grand Trunk board of directors were
indicted by the Federal grand jury here
Monday afternoon charged with violating the Sherman anti-trust law in connection with the alleged monopoly agree-

VOLUME 85.

Mrs. S. J. Fish; Mrs. A. D. Godsoe and
Anna White.

Mrs.

Portland Press Changes Hands.
Portland, Me., Dec., 23. It is understood in
Portland newspaper circles that on Saturday
the control of the Portland Daily Press was
sold by its present holders to a group of men
including John S. Hyde of Bath, Col. Fred
Hale of Portland and Mr. Liggett of Augusta,
■on of Mrs. John F. Hill.

$2.00

a

Year, $1.00

for Six Mon

50 cents for Three Months.

:0

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
BELFAST, MAINE.

DR. E. H. BOYINGTOK
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
itting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
\\ South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE

SALE

FOR
High class sporting.
dogs; puppies of all
receipt of 10 cents w. !

■

illustrated catalogue, w!
tion

of 49 breeds o(

cattle, sheep, swine, far
price list of poultry an*
CHAi:
>

.•

Dept

4w52

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

THANKS

CARD OF

I WILL BE AT

We wish to thank all
kindness in our late her-.
Workers' Union and f
Leonard & Barrows’ fai
floral tributes.
MRS. ^v
AND KAMI
>

Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m., January 1st.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, January 2nd.
The Hocel, Thorndike, Friday a. m., January 3d.
Central House, Unity, Friday p m., January 3d.
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday a. m.t January 4th.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all who were kind to us in
late bereavement, particularly the members of Brower Circle.
MR. and MRS. WARREN B. PIERCE.
our

CARD OF

THANKS

to thank th«
for their assist*

We wish

neighbors

ness and death of our w
beautiful flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman

l*

vtv'*

,

I

of BELFAST.

tTeWWS

ALMOST

CONSOLATION.

tp/ves, itnotmay bewelltrue do

•"

Poor de®r-

tinds

....

to

so

us

perhaps

Ti''..

we

may not

needless for
thing about

own

d in ages long since flown,
mei) kinder in her roughest way
a dreary day;
een for many

iju'W

able to invest
when we were more
that we are denied;

...

w

blest;

us to

say any-

steamer

’stockings this week. For it
trees are

f the

would seem from our recent sales that Everybody
must have given Everybody
Else a box for Christmas.

bare

atmosphere?

ir autumn tinted leaves
the forest

in

grieves?

iliat on yesterday

>

A.uds, have passed unsung
smiles when they

that

tli

So this is to let you know
—if the size wasn’t just
right—or if you want a dif-

and heart forlorn?
upon the rich man’s door—

...

gone, to

come no

more;
i-rs
p
t>r. that, despite Dame 111,
;,ie, have each other still!
„..n in National Magazine for
1

monument in the harbor
p.

ferent color
we will gladly

is

weight—
exchange to

and Circle will
irshall
-illation Jan. 7th.
Tost

.•

auto

bells and evergreens.

sand

heir

:it
;

the Belfast tsoaru oi

of

,me

SfteSbimmore*

truck decoratedwith

rooms

Monday even-

—

.’clock.

■'

ason

the Episcopal parish will
their Christmas exercises and have their
tree at the home of Mrs. A. C. Hopkins, Congress street, next Saturday afternoon from 3
to 5 o’clock.
The children of

is over; but evident-

hold

thing doing there, judging
of the Ba^ Harbor

dooms

December number of Yachting containfirst installment of Mr. Alfred Johnson’s
interesting account of his trip from Nassau
N. P
to New York in a catboat, which recently appeared in The Journal. It has been
The

bools Wm. B. Woodbury
Kimball house,

ed the

from the

It. Conner

K

house,

corner

at 5

p.

m.

record

m.-a,

yesterday for

Penobscot river ports, and will
leave on her
trip as soon after her arrival at Winterport as possible, Thursday.

Owing to the small attendance at the
regular meeting of the North church
Guild held
last Monday night at the
parsonage a special
meeting was called for next Monday night,
when it is hoped there will be a
large attendance, as business of importance will be transacted.

At

a

special meeting

last week of

do not

a

few

days

last week

RED

LIDS,
HEADACHES,

u

STOMACH DISORDERS
in most cases can be traced to

imperfections
We

do

of the eyes.

above kinds with glasses.

with theii

Mrs. Riel ard Merriam-Mrs. J,
Hartshorn passed the week-end with her
daughter, Mrs. Delbert Rolerson.... The
school closed last Friday. The teacher had a
Christmas tree but quite a number of the
pupils were sick and could not go to enjoy it
with the others_There are a number sick
with bad colds, especially among the older ones,
A.

Washing-

!

ii i1 rr i

s/¥c/>u/sr

Up Stairs,

Odd Fellows’ Block

At a joint meeting of the school committee
and the special committee appointed
the

by
city government, held last Thursday evening,
the proposition to erect a
building on the common to accommodate all the schools in
the city
was unanimously voted
down, although the
school committee had
previously adopted the
plans for such a building by a Portland architect. This action is in accord with
public sentiWhile

ment.

no

definite action

this meeting the matter
ed and the

consensus

building should
the

schools

Townsend, Washington Territory.

|

January

f]

o

n

Very truly

on

occupying

the

common

the two

I

for

present

yours,

CARLE & JONES.

buildings and the North and South primary
step ed about 9 a. m. and
The J. B. K. Co. barge, which has been layschools continued as at present. Those who
they were all in place before 3 p. m. It would
=301
here loaded wi h plaster, leaking, for somt
Circle, Ladies of the G.
ing
';Z
had advocated selling the South primary lot
have taken several days to do the work by !
revise : for publication in the magazine and is
•lie dinner Wednesday
time, has left for New York in tow.
and
and
received
a
shears_Sch.
building
setback
Flora
when
setting
up
shifting
fully illustrated with beautiful half-tone cuts.
i muary 8th. All the sisMr. David Malonsom, who cut the end of his
EAST BELFAST.
Condon discharged a cargo of coal at Lubee
j they learned that this property revertChristmas in the Schools. In the High
end and to help furnish
thumb oft’ some time ago while splitting kindlast week and was loading lumber at Machias
ed to the heirs of the original donors when it
j
school and upper grades the regular school
Mrs. Everett Smith of Waltham, Mass., aris having a serious time. He was
Dec. 19th
The Portland Company has con- ling wood,
i ceased to be used for school purposes. Staterived Monday to spend Christmas with her
■r~ remained
uncalled for ; exercises were held, but in the lower grades tracted to build another porgie steamer for H. obliged to have an operation and anothei ; ments made at this
the
meeting
concerning
and outlying districts the children brought
-•
for the week ending
j C. Sickler and T C. Meadows of New York, piece taken off, and now the physician thinks present condition of the building were wholly mother, Mrs. T. L. Shute.
and with the assistance of teachers j
bone must be removed.
Mrs. Susie Wheeler of Farmington arrived
Annie L. Decker, Miss I evergreens
which is to cost $95,000 and will be the largest i another piece of the
unwarranted. The building was in a bad conin providing bells, etc., the rooms were deco- ;
The fishermen report good cod fishing ir j
tlemen—Fk. D. Larrabee,
boat of the kind on the Atlantic coast. The
dition some years ago. It was built on a trench j iast Saturday night to attend the funeral of
rated and brightened.
In the South school the j
are taken.
hull will be built by the Cobh Butler Co. 1 Somes Sound and good fares
‘r.ers).
| wall, with no cellar under it, and the southeast Mrs. Anne Taylor.
teachers of Grades three and four invited the !
Mrs Wm. Gray has gone to the Bar Harboi
of
Rockland
is
to
and
be
delivered
at
Mr. Herbert Davis arrived last Saturdaya
winPortmake certainly
the
i corner had settled badly. Five stoves were
j first and second grades to their rooms for ex- !
for an operation.
land Co. by May 15
The new steamer will hospital
j used to heat the building, the pipes running morning from Boston to spend the holidays
daily as grouped in the ercises, which consisted of school
Tremor.t Lodge, F. & A. M„ held their insongs and measure 176 feet in
! the length of the school rooms over the pupils’ with his father, Frank Davis, of Swan Lake
length, 26 6 feet beam, 12.9
; he Dinner Beli,” that is
stallation of officers Dec. 21st.
The following
memory gems. Later they returned to their feet
heads, and there was no provision for ventila- avenue.
Hood’s Calendar for
deep, and her engines will be 900 horse
rooms and each teacher provided
officers wore installed by Past Master Eber
confectionery
tion. The school committee get an
-t for a copy,
power.
appropriaMisses Rena and Bessie Black arrived Dec.
and pop-corn.
The C-itypoint school house
Richardson; Henry Gray, W. M.; Fred Walls
tion from the city government and with the
to spend
Christmas at the Girls’ Home. The la- S. W.; Earl Gott, J. W.; George R. Fuller |
21st from Chestnut Hill, Mass
dancing party was given was decorated, a tree provided,and the teacher
of Mayor Poor made many imi
Christmas with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday evening, Dec. furnished peanuts for a hunt, a box of candy dies of the Unitarian Alliance provided a Treasurer; Joseph Robinson, S. D ; Clarence cooperation
A
cellar
was dug under half of
provements.
Christmas tree for the inmates of the Girls’ I Gott, J. D ; Warren Dow, S. S.; John Carter, J |
Roscoe Black.
pices of Aurora Rebekah
for each pupil and a Christmas card. The recithe building, in which a Kelsey furnace was
Home on Northport avenue, and it was well S.; James Fernald, Mar-hal; Everton Gott j
1-Wgg, Miss Caroline G. | tations pertained to Christmas.
Miss Isabelle Towle arrived home last week
installed that heats all the rooms in the coldest
M. Seavey were the comladen with gifts from Belfast people, and conwhere she is a teacher
Tyler; Eben Richardson, Chaplain. The of- weather.
The Parcels Post. The printed ins tructions
1
Ventilators were put in, hardwood j from Danbury, Conn.,
furnishorchestra
Keyes
tributions including severa money gifts, came fice of secretary is still open, as W. R. Keene
in a Model Training School, and will spend the
in connection with the parcel post lawhave been
floors laid in all the rooms, and toilets
providby mail and express from all over the State. At who has been the secretary for twenty years ed in the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
received by Postmaster Carleton at the Belfast
building. The dirt taken out in dig- holidays with her parents,
4 p. m yesterday the exercises began, the lit- resigned at the annual meeting and Harr}
to be given by the social
the cellar was used in grading the Towle.
ging
postoffice. There is no end to the instructions, tle
girls furnishing an entertainment with Miss Brown, who was elected, decided’ not to stanc
First Parish, Monday eventheir
and as one carrier said, it will take a man two
grounds. The building itself is a substantial
The Ladies of Trinity church held
Carrie M. Greenlaw as pianist.
and a new secretary will be balloted on at the
The little
in, in Memorial Hall, with
one and with the expenditure of a few thouweeks to go through the printed matter.
The
Christmas concert last Sunday night and the
ones
to
their
next
made
one
own
stated
seanother,
Mr.
Keene
be
a
will
fill
the
gifts
meeting.
.rchestra, promises to
sand dollars could be made equal to all
Parcels Post stamps have been received. They
require- church was elaborately decorated for the oclections and it was a very happy occasion for
office until his successor is installed.
aar.
Mrs. Ii. W. Clark is
ments. The North primary building was remeasure H inches, and all denominations are
casion. There were two huge Christmas trees
all concerned. The exercises were as follow’s:
mmittee of arrangements.
red in color.
In a curved panel across the top
ported as well adapted to present needs, but laden with remembrances for the children and
Wake
Children, by the children
song, Wake,
the playground is insufficient, and it
the older ones.
!ub will meet with Mrs. supported by a panel perpendicular column at
may be
recitation, ;Santa Claus Petition, Bessie Allen;
each end, appear the words: "U. S. Parcels
^ found necessary to buy a lot and build elseCourt street, Friday Dec.
David F., Walter L. and George Carter arrecitation, Hurrah for Old Santa Claus, Bertha
where.
Post,” in Roman capital letters. Triangular
Comparatively few citizens, even rived last Saturday from Levant, called here
per, “Buddhism,” by Miss
Hannin; dialogue, Belle’s Christmas Lesson,
those who have children in the schools, take
ornaments occupy both upper corners. The de
Mrs. Anne M. Tayig. The Place of Great InBertha Allen, Alberta Allen, Hazel Reynolds,
by the death of their sister,
the interest in them they should, or realize the
nominations are in large numerals in each
and WilMi > s Annie V. Field; reading
Millie Whitcomb. Mildred French with Georpia
lor, and Frank L. Carter of Bangor
ower corner, with the title of the subject and
importance of providing sanitary school rooms bur T. Rowell of Brewer, nephews of Mrs.
of Asia” by Mrs. F. W.
as
Santa
StockClaus;
recitation,
Knight
My
for the children of today, the men and women
:he word "cents” or "dollars” between. The
the funeral.
Taylor, arrived Saturday to attend
ing, Martha Allen; song, Little Children Can
of tomorrow. Impaired health and
subjects of these stamps are unusually attr^c. You
impaired
•lie white poodle owned by
Two
the
Little
Christmas
children;
Tell,
M.
died, Dec
Anne
Mrs.
Taylor
in
are
as
adults
are
and
follows
for
the
Obituary.
too
several deoften due to experieyesight
:ive,
n.and the pet of everybody,
Dolls, Jane Tuttle and lrva Allen; song, Why
Mrs. Warences of their school days, and care for the
nominations: lc., Postoffice Clerk; 2c., City
20th, at the home of her daughter,
He
last
g hospital
Monday.
do Bells at Christmas Ring, Georgia Knight
after an illness
health of the young is of no less
barrier; dc., Kail way rostal Clerk; 4c Rural and Mildred
importance ren Pierce, from heart failure,
-■•me time and had received
French; recitation, Christmas Day
Mrs. Taylor was.
of five days with the grip.
Mail
Steamer
and
Carrier;
5c.,
Train;
10c.,
ariu mgni, at name ana at
Has Come at Last, Millie Whitcomb; song,
born in Etna, Me., a daughter of Nelson and
Mail Tender; 15c., Automobile service; 20c.
He was a bright little dog
Santa Claus Birds, Georgia Knight and AlGave His Life for Another.
78
mail;
25c.,
Mary (Friend) Carter, and her age was
Areoplane carrying
Manufacturing, berta Allen; Kitty’s Christmas, Florence Mcnis mistress.
I years, 4 monms ana
uap.
50c., Dairying; 75c., Harvesting, and $1, Fruit
Dec. 22.
Fairfield,
James
Me.,
Santa
Claus
Has
Come
to
the
Nickerson,
j
Town,
Neil;
song,
lfast of the Eastern SteamHer first husband was Philip 1.
; Jr., 24 years old, was drowned after breaking married.
Crowing. The Parcels Post due stamps are the j children.
s row running on the winter
the ice today with Miss Christine
same size, but are green in color, with large
j througn while
Eastman, to whom she was married June 2i,
they were skating on the Ken- 1860. After his death she married Thomas
; Vaughn
rips per week, leaving Bel- numerals expressing the denominations in
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones make
i nebec river.
Other skat rs rescued Miss
: p. m., Mondays and Thurs- i
cents.
Vaughn with difficulty, but were unable to Taylor, June 16, 1871. Mr. Taylor died several
announcements this week.
two
Her streets.

The

first mast

1

was

|C~

—

rni

Margaret S. Wentworth died Dee. 17th
home of her son, Freeman T. Wentworth, after an illness of three weeks. Death
was caused by cerebral
apoplexy. She was
the wife of the late Albion K.
Wentwrrth, and
is survived by one
daughter, Ahbie E. West of
Elkins, N. H.; one son, Freeman T. Wentworth
Mrs.

at the

..

1

Belfast, and four grandchddren: Orrin LJ
Wentworth of Brooksville and Myra E., Adrian
F. and Herbert E. West of Elkins, N. H.

of

1

BURNHAM.
The farm buildings of U. S.
Perry, located
about one-half mile from this
village on the
Clinton road, were totally
destroyed by tire
last
early
Sunday morning, with most of their

1

Only asmall portion of the household
goods were saved. The fire was caused
by a
defective chimney, and Mr. and Mrs.
contents.

were awakened
by the smoke and fire.
stock and most of the
farming tools

1

saved.

There

the

on

Perry

The

insurance of about $1200

was an

v

t..

0

Remember Day and Date.

U

generally discussof opinion is that a new

9o clock

CONTINUES 9 DAYS.

was

be erected

now

I

taken at

was

9th ANNUAL

o

jj-OPENS-[
9th

|

THE PROPOSED SCHOOL PUILDING.

MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.

alongside,

1

f* ITT

|

9c. SALE i

troubles of the

cure

Carle & Jones’

|

NERVOUSNESS,

Manset, Me., Dec. 23, 1912. Mr. Melvir
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Moore’s remains arrived here Dec. 21st frorr
Circle will be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4 White Head, Me., for interment, and fu..era
Park street, Monday afternoon, December 30th. 1 services were held Sunday. Mr. Moore was
The lesson will be chapter five from the C. L.
about 77 years of age and had lived here al
S. C. book, “The Spirit of French Letters.” his life
except for the last few years, wher
Roll-call, select quotations. A full attendance he went to Isle of Shoals, where his son Fairis desired.
field Moore had a position as light-keeper, anc
Head Light Statior
Shipping Items. A lighter from Rockland later lived at the White
with his son,who is first assistant keeper there
stepped the three masts in the schooner FredMr. Moore died after a long and painful illness
erick Roessner last Friday.
The schooner,
which had been laying in the dock, was hauled ! He leaves two brothers, John S. Moore of SeWall, thi' place, and William Moore, Pori
into the stream and the
laid

pres-

daughter,

Hose company. I. T. Clouirh and Hcm-v
Brown, committee on hall and music, were instructed to hire the Belfast
opera house for
Jan. 24th, and Keyes’ full orchestra for music.
Roscoe Arey will cater at intermission.

lighter

always make their

known by failing sight.

ence

Dec. 16.

K. I., spent

0. Titherington has moved his machine
shop
from the former D. Bane
building to the brass
foundry building on Federal street. The building vacated will m w be fitted up for offices for
the Consumer's Fuel Co. and C. E.
McIntyre,
a very convenient location for
both parties.
ton

Eye Symptoms

Poor’s Mills. Mr. C. Whiteof Boston, whe
has been visiting his sister, Mrs. L. A. Payson.
returned home last Monday.... Mr. Orrin L
He
Wentworth returned home last Friday.
was called here to attend the funeral of his
grandmother, Mrs. Margaret S. Wentworth,
which was held Thursday Dec. 19th by Rev. D.
L. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Crockett oi
Worth Haven, will arrive to spend Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam.Carl
Cole of Camden visited his mothe.- last week.
...Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bunker of Howard,

return

or

your satisfaction.

mission,

northeast snowstorm the
Belfast did not leave
Boston, Tuesday

night, but sailed

tioleproof

s fully panoplied;
Ugii deep be this distress,
are who have, child, even

■

__

Arrangement, ere in progrees
whereby the
The steamer Marjorie is now tied op at the
Waldo Telephone
company will take over n railroad wharf for the winter, with the steam*
January the local business of the Western
era Silver Star and Castine.
Union Telegraph Co. The same
operators wi 1
The Maine Central directors have declare:
be employed and the business
continued
a
before.
regular quarterly dividend of $1.50 pei
share, payable Jan. 1st, to stockholders ol
On account of the

building.

Andrew Myrick of Unity has excelled the
by Col. Charles H. Osgood of
Lewiston for standing behind a counter as a
merchant, as Mr. Myrick, who is SO years of
age, had occupied such a position 50
years on
Christmas day.
record made

Feel languid, weak, run down'.'
Headache?
Stomach “off?" A good
remedy is Burdock
Blood Bitters.
Ask your druggist. Price
$1.00

rr

Ciias.R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,

one

he:e from Boston at 7.30

Fridays.

Fare

to

interesting

a*

Boston

i

dueed to $2.25.
the agency for Waldo
adillac automobile and has
s

1

Last Saturday
Concert.
evening brought to Belfast the musical event
af the season—perhaps of many seasons—in
The

Chapman

long anticipated Chapman concert. A
k
a;ood-sized audience, and an expectant one,
Sherman
car
to
Elmer
A.
ger
greeted the artists, who were given almost
r.gvr car to Charles N. Black. ;
areathless attention from the first note to the
the

formerly

held the agency,
introduce the car into Waldo
■

of the most

ne

The

ns.;.

Vunty

last.

Association

Searsport, January 2,
the next fair day. Should the
we shall expect a large
occasion. The people of this
they can to make the meeting
Bring your picnic baskets.
North

’.heir busy day,” all right, at
The letter carriers had their
sacks full, and then had to
:askets to carry their loads of
D. carriers
ages. The R. F.
N down with Christmas
goods.
a busy day at Uncle Sam’s
the amount of mail matter
us Christmas records were

to convince the world that

is

it

this direction

were outdone.
liberally and effectively
tractive displays of goods,

lights

i'

were

also used

ality.

on

The

formers
a

most

of

of the most
was

the

and appreciaenjoyable fea-

little air of inform-

charming personality

seemed to reach

over

of the perthe footlights in

delightful

the concert,

way, and when, at the close
Mr. Chapman, in a thoroughly

at once, then in no direc- ! helD Dlease the audience. Mr. ChaDman also
-s "as before
he used Hall’s thanked Mr. Pitcher and the members of the
"■er. Now his hair looks well- chorus for making the concert possible for
n

place.

The scalp is clean
growing faster. No
hair.
Not the slightfalling
•f
coloring the hair.
'n

Hair is

EDISON

Monograph.
$1

one

!

thing

t:.

thoroughly sympathetic

strings characteristic little speech, s4ked for a show
‘f lights, furnished by the
of hands of those who enjoyed the annual
Nli ctric Co.
concerts it was surely a unanimous vote. The
Director’s compliment to the Colonial was as
had unruly hair.
sincere as it was enthusiastic, and could but
a
with it. Stood in
'■

&

a

tures of the affair

Main street had

■

was

tive one, and

oenix Row was fairly ablaze,
>’le, Opera House block and

f

Giordano sang in

Belfast. A Belfast audience is never a wiidly
enthusiastic one, but it was very evident that

ere
at

fin

down and 50
per

week

cents

puts

an

Edison Phonograph
into your house.
1 (*urs

very

CARLE

truly,

& JONES.

o’clock and continue 9 days. It will he
bargain sale. Beginning Friday, Dec.
27th, Carle & Jones will make a great reduction on winter coats, suits, dresses and skirts.
at

a

9

real

heavy

The sale will include 25

just one-half price and

winter coats at

liberal

coats,

14th_Mrs. Simon Jellison and family publish
a card of thanks.... Mr. and Mrs. Warren B.
Pierce publish a card of thanks.... Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman T. Wentworth publish a card of

bag. A dark night :s selected and the
bag holder is carried as far from camp as possible, by a circuitous route, and having been
into the

Belfast, and they deserve the grateful thanks
of everyone, present for an evening which will
go down in Belfast’s musical history as ur.equaled. The artists kindly held an informal
reception on the stage after the concert. Fol-

given

lowing

ize

home.

his station the others strike for camp,or
How long the victim remains at his

upon the individual. Some realbefore the night is far advanced that th» y
Van Goens
h ive been sold, while others may stand guard
1. Scherzo,
Miss Winchell.
until daylight. Well, the boys had a snipe
Puccini
2. Aria—“La Boheme”
hunt. Then a bear hunt was planned. One of
Chev. Giordano.
Verdi the party was rigged up with fur coats so tha t
3. Aria—“Oh! Fora e lui” Traviata
Miss Otis.
at a distance he might be mistaken for a bear,
4.
Popper and before the alarm was given the shells were
Spanish Dances
Miss Winchell.
Thomas removed from all the guns for fear of acci5.
Romanza—“Mignon”
Chev. Giordano.
dent. Then the alarm was given and all rushed
6. (a) “Oh Come With me in the Summer out in pursuit of bruin. Mr.
Chenery was not
Vanderstucken
Night”
Salter in the secret, but suspected what was going on
(b) “Autumn Song”
Gomez and had slipped a few shells into his pocket,
(c) “Mia Piccirella”
Miss Otis
and when the chase was on loaded his gun and
Puccini
7. Duet—“La Boheme”
taking aim (?) at the bear fired, to the conMiss Otis and Chev. Giordano.
sternation of the on lookers. The result was
PART SECOND.
ludicrous. The “bear,” not relishing the whist8. “Tarantella”
Popper
ling of the bullet, threw up both arms ard
Miss Winchell.
Giordano shouted, “don’t shoot!” and the bear hunt wrs
9. (a) “Fedora”
Buzzi Peccia over. The “bear” meanwhile had
(b) “Lolita”
got mired
Chev. Giordano.
water of the pond and had to be
Arditi in the shallow
10. “Kiss Waltz”
minor
incidents
one of the
rescued. As
Miss Otis.
boys
Gounod had one side of a much prized black moustache
11. “Salve Dimora” Faust
Chev. Giordano.
off and others were treated to shower
Verdi shaved
12. Duet—“Rigoletto”
baths.
Miss Otis and Chev. Giordano.
is

the,program:

period.

save

Nickerson,

I

whose

later.
I

p*

body

was

recovered

Bucksport

terest

Hunt.

body, creates energy
prevents and relieves

jjjj

builds the
and vigor;

colds and fortifies the

lungs.

Millions of delicate and un
developed children have beer.
made strong, sturdy and hearty
with Scott’s Emulsion.
Insist

on

having SCOTT’S.

Big Snow

jy

Storm in New York.

New

York, Dec. 24. A blizzard, born at
midnight and growing each hour, was sweeping New York and the northern Atlantic seaboard today.
In 12 hours, the storm had
blanketed the city with ten inches of snow;
the wind had risen to a 40-mile gale, and had
driven two vessels on the treacherous sands of
the New Jersey coast. With the snow still

S

p

|

falling furiously at noon
coining snow-bound.

■

j

the

city

was

»■

health

was

F^ay, Dec. 27,

our

9 CENT SALE
Which

Opens January 9th

at

Nine

O'clock,

CONTINUES 9 DAYS.
Very truly

yours,

CARLE & JONES.
_

1

EASTERN

Bangor Line

The bearers

her three

were

Winter Schedule.

FARE REDUCED

the absence of Rev. D. B. Phelan of the M. E.

church.

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

funeral services weie held at her late home
Sunday at 3 o’clock p. m., Rev. C. B.
Ames of the Unitarian church officiating in

Belfast and Boston,

brothers

son-in-law, Warren Pierce. The interment was in the family lot in Grove ceme-

$2.25

and her

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston, Monand Thursdays.
For Winterport at 7.30 a. m..
Wednesdays
and Saturdays.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m., Tuesdays and

tery.

days,

LIBERTY

Boynton of Gardiner has been in
days, the guest of his son, Mr. Fridays.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
Perley Boynton_Walter Lutlwick, Master of
of steamer from Boston) Wednesdays, and
Georges River Grange, was in Portland the Saturdays.
past week attending the State Grange... The
FRED W. FOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
fall term of the Liberty High school closed
Mr. E. P.

town for

Dec.

a

few

This has been

20th.

successful

the

terms

Lathrop

Norman D.

one

school

of the most

has

ever

;

had.

The

City National Bank

of Richmond is the

of Belfast.

principal. He is a young man of high ideals
ANNUAL MEETING of the stockand well qualified for the position. The students
THEholders
of The City National Bank of
who were not absent one-half day during the Belfast for the choice of
directors and the
term are Miss Fannie M. Gilman, Miss Edna A, transaction ot any other business that may
Cook, Miss Grace Cox, Miss Rena Eastman anti legaiiy come before them, wii be hel at their
banking rooms on Tuesday, January U, 1913,
Mr. ClifTton Cummings. Miss Gliman was not

There

was

aLhristmas tree and concert

D.

Lathrop

of

one

left

week

o’clock

a.

rn.

C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, December 20, 1912. 1912.

|

24th, to which the public |
were
invited... The village schools closed!
Friday for a two weeks’vacation. Miss Ella I
Greeley is teacher in the village primary and
1
Mrs. Walter Ordway in the lower district. Bo'.h
at the church

Dec.

make an extended visit
Mrs. Harold Donnell_A
are being attracted to town
sale of the A. L. Batchelder

Liberal Discount on all Coats, Suits,
Dresses and Skirts.

48-3
48-4

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

;

both

will

time and space for

Telephone

1,. Carter of

have been very successful terms.... Mr. John
Ayer left last week for Jenesport, where he

25 HEAVY WINTER COATS AT
JUST ONE-HALF PRICE.

Burial

and Mrs. Adrian Bat-

at 10

post depends

us

Home

Office

during the term. The school will re-open
Tuesday, Dec. 31st, after a vacation of one

Dressesand Skirts

and

Suits.

late

Winter Coats, Suits

give

Caskets

of Addison, Me.; by two nephews, F.
Bangor, and W. T. Rowell of
Brewer, and by an adopted daughter, Mrs.
Warren Pierce of Swan Lake avenue, with
whom she made her home and who had given
her constant attention, and has the sympathy
The
of many friends in her bereavement.
son

week..

must be moved to

Her

possessed

ters, Mrs. John Batson

Mr.

THERE WILL BE A GREAT REDUCTION ON

goods

great in-

a

permit.

She is

ties.

The Sunday school class taught by Mrs. I. B.
Mower in the First Baptist church held a
Christmas party and 'sociable last Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. C. Blaisdeli.
The event proved to be a very enjoyable one
in every particular.—Waterville Sentinel.

ANNOUNCE THAT

These

would

EVERYTHING MODERN IX

last

CARLE & JONES I
Commoneing

as

0=0

member of the

of many admirable qualisurvived by four brothers—Dan.
F., Walter L. and George Carter of Levant
Me., and Win. W., of Toledo, Ohio; by two sis-

and

fast be-

.—■

1

long

as

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

known
many charitable deeds were never made
to the public. She was an exemplary woman,
ever ready to help the needy when possible,

A most exciting 'coon hunt took
place at
* North
Bucksport on the night of Dec 18th,
when
and
Jed Seavey,accompanied
I
Percy Arey
; by Mr Seavey’s famous coon dog Gyp, return; ed with eight racoons, all taken in the one
evi
ing. The largest weighed twenty-fivep< unds and the smallest fifteen.

if

M

was a

Methodist church,in which she took

Coon

Scott’s Emulsion
body- 3
builder has been proved for ij§ j
three generations. It strengthens
the bones, muscles and sinews:

Taylor

Mrs-

years ago.

_

A

will any one, who uses Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
It glorifies the face. Eczema or Salt Rheun
The regular services of the Episcopal church
vanish before it. It cures sore lips, chappec
hands, chilblains; heals burns, cuts and bruises will be held at the North Church next Sunday
unequalled for piles. Only 25c at all druggisti , i at 3.30 p. m.

College Boys’ Pranks.

snipe hunt is proposed and the destined victim is persuaded to hold a bag and lantern, and
is told that the others will drive up the snipe
and that attracted by the light, they will fly

growing U

FAMOUS STAGE BEAUTIES.
look with horror on Skin Eruptions, Blotches
Sores or Pimples. They don’t have them, noi

thanks.There were large sales of Holeproofs at The Dinsmore Store for Christmas
gifts and if the sizes were not right or a different color or weight is wanted they will be
exchanged to your satisfaction-See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyirgton, eye speThe students from
the University of Maine, who recenty visited
some of the farms in this vicinity and were
guests over night of Mr. Horace Chenery at
his camp on the shore of Tilden Pond, devoted
the evening to play; and, as some of the party
declared, had “the time of their lives.” We
supposed everyone had heard of the snipe and
bag trick, which has been played upon greenhorns for several generations; but some one
has said that a sucker is born every minute—
sometimes twins- so that there is apparently
The trick is this: A
no lack of fresh victims.

the

as a

discount on all
suits, dresses and skirts-James H. i
! Howes, Odd Fellows block, extends the sea
son’s greetings to his many patrons during the !
year now drawing to a close, and wishes them
one and all a Happy, Prosperous New Year_
See announcement of the grand New Year’s
;
of Bliss Business Col1 opening, Jan. 6, 1913,
lege, Lewiston. Send for the handsome illustrated catalogue-Annual meeting of stockholders of the City National bank at 10 a. m.,
Jan. 14th..- Annual meeting of stockholders
of the Searsport National bank at 2 p. m. Jan.
a

during

nature

The wonderful record of a

prophecy that in ten years from now, provid- cialist.
ing the singer keeps his health, it will be hard

paid year after year
ndow decorations, an effectadvertising, and this year all

<-

anticipation

were prepared, in part at least, for the treat in
store; but his wonderful tenor was beyond
adjectives and the generous number of appearances he made was fully appreciated. No
one found it hard to credit Mr. Chapman’s

outdone,

!ri

an

sensation of the Maine Musical Festival this
fall, had been heard by many present, and they

»

ition

went away with

lightful sweetness and flexibility of a voice as
pleasing as it was well-trained. Chevalier Salvatore Giordano, the acknowledged

sweethearts.—A. S.

ur

one

Wm. R. Qiapman at the piano is
a concert in himself, as all Maine music lovers
well know. Miss Winchell, too, is not unknown
in her native State, but had never been heard
n
Belfast before, and her winsome manner
and grace, as well as her complete mastery of
tier difficult instrument—the cellc—won her
audience at once.
The singing of Miss
Florence Anderson Otis, the s; prano, was also
a rare treat, her numbers displaying the de-

monthly meeting

Veteran

No

unrealized.

improved

j

Tiieir 9th annual 9 cent sale will open Jan 9th

LICENSED EMBALMER.

Saturday

with his

\OUNij WOMAN as housekeeper in a
of two or three; not very far
Address
away.
V. R. ELMS.
Iw52p
Thorndike, Me.. R. F. L). 2.
A

family

daughter,

good many people

by

the

closing

out

Co-Mr. Norman

to pass his vacation

with his parents in Richmond.

Manufacturing Presents.
Of presents stained and presents grained, I hear
my daughters chatter.
They’re busy making presents now and it’s a
dreadful matter.

There’s lots of class to beaten brass, some gifts
are stitched or knitted;
There’re presents drawn and presents sawn
and presents cut and fitted.
rushed into the room just now to find my
wife had fainted
’Mid gilded bows and furbelows and presents

I

dyed and painted
The thing had gotten on her nerves; she clawed the floor and yammered.
Of presents hewn ana presents sewn and
presents fired and hammered.
—

Louisville Courier-Journal.
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A
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Digests what you eat

Men and women—do you want a splendid
head of luxuriant hair free from scalp itch
and dandruff?
Do you want hair so bewitchingly radiant
that it comp
the admiration of all who see

it?

Do you want a scalp as immaculately clean
and bright as a newly minted coin?
If you do, get add cent bottle of PARISIAN
Sage today, at dealers everywhere. The girl
with the Auburn hair ,is on every carton and
bottle—Ask for PARISIAN Sage and see that
you get it. A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee it*

Agriculture of Maine.

Polly Rogers of the Prairie.
STORY OP A

nterestlng Lecture by Dean Merrill
University of Maine.

GfRL.

BRAVE

I

If you visit a certain village in a far
Western State you will hear the story
told of the girlhood of one of the residents there, a dear old lady who is now

1

known in the community as “Grandmother Smith,” but who was Polly Rogers
when

It

a

I

girl.

was

that
many, many years ago
to the wild front-

Polly’s parents moved

ier country, then called The Plains. Polly
and
was only 14 years old at the time,
which besne
up with the country

—the

■>’

B

grew
came her home.

Bj

moved the Rogers
a “claim”
family, which consisted of father, mothOnto

K.

The
two sons and one daughter.
names of the little ones were, respective-

er,

was
ly, Charlie, Glen and Polly. Glen
the baby of 3, Charlie was 11, and, as

Hi’

Hj

has been told, Polly was 14.
Like all the early settlers in that desert land, the Rogers family suffered
soon Polly bemany privations, and very
woman, assuming
came a real little
in the poor, new
many responsibilities
When her father and mother
home.
went to town, several miles distant, Poi;
for the
ly remained at home and cared
little brothers and looked- after the stock
One early autumn the
and chickens.
entire part of the world surrounding the
Rogers farm was menaced by a prairie
fire, that dread thing which sends terror
to the heart of the settlers of prairie
land. Many tales came to the Rogers’
home of farmers having been burnt out
all along the line of civilization, and in
their
some instances the poor people lost
But in most cases only the proplives.
erty, including cattle, horses and grain,

destroyed.
Although Mr. Rogers

was

busy

;

^B
Hi
■

H\

^B

H

plowing

and sowing

pairing

j
1

ing.

After their parents had disappeared
over the long range of low hills, Polly
turned her attention to the housework
and Charlie carried water to the pigs
and chickens. Glen played in the yard
with his toys, for although the weather
was exceedingly cool, the little Rogerses
did not mind it, and played out of doors

till the snow fell.
As Polly washed dishes she sang right
and
merrily. But suddenly she stopped
listened. The sound of a running horse’s ;
hoofs came to her distinctly. She dropyard,
ped her work and went out into the
A horseman was coming down the road
as the horse could carry him.
as fast
When almost opposite the Rogers’ house
he called out to Folly “Fire coming from
the West! Get to place of safety—no,
time u> lose.” Then was he past and
the farmers
gone, flying on to warn
along the road.
Polly turned pale with fear, but she
did not sit down and cry as some little
very
girls would have done. She stood
wonderquietly for half a minute, Then
she
make.
to
move
ing just what
arc! called to tnarne

to come

iiuiumj

coming!”

This
him to make
like
all
He,
him move like lightning.
children of the prairies in the early days,
knew what a prairie fire meant. He ran
to Polly, his eyes round with fear.
“Now, Charlie, let’s not get scared
We’ve got to act with good
nor excited.
judgment, but quickly. You run and
drive the pigs to the creek. The water
is shallow and they can cross to that
plowed field. I’d unpicket the cows and
We can’t save the
drive them across.
chickens. As soon as we get the stock
over, we’ll carry bedding and clothing
till we see the tire too near for us to
“A fire is
to the house.
was all she had to say to

work any longer.’
Little Charlie said not

a word, but ran
to the pig pen and tore off a lower board
three
pigs. He
from it and let out th^
had some difficulty in driving the rambling fellows, but after some time got
them to the creek, where they w re
driven across to a corn field on the opposite side. There he left them to root
about in the soft, plowed earth, and
went oack to the house to assist

quickly
Polly.
Polly had already untied the cows’
picket ropes from the pins and was driv-

ing them down to the creek. Charlie
Little Glen
assisted her with this work.
still sat playing with his toys in the yard,
for he was yet too small to know anything about prairie fires.
The cows safely picketed on the field
of safety, Polly and Charlie returned
to the house for the baby and some clothing. They could now get the smell of
smoke from the West, and the wind was
bringing the fire at a good rate.
Pollv <.nd Charlie carried armloads of
bedclothes to the field, Polly also carrying little Glen on her back across the

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-
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William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nuttitive

Bp
Bfl

Tell your grocer that
will suit you but

Atwood’s Medicine.
“My husband in years back always had a
very bad stomach, but in the four years that
be has taken “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine he is
able to eat anything that he wants without any
bad effects. I give it to my children also.’’
Mrs. Fred McComb,
Foxcroft, Maine.

to the attitude of the

85 cents for large bottle at the store.
A sample free by mail if you have never
used it.
f‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

few Bimple crops needed for sustenance.
His methods were crude; his home was a
log cabin; his farm, a few acres of land,
surrounding his cabin. As the lone settler
was joined by other settlers, settlements
were established which grew into towns
of the popula1 and a considerable portion
tion became engaged in occupations dis-

;H[
'H

!

'BB

nothing

A serene mental condition and time to thor-

farmer toward his vocation. The farmers have been of three types, the pioneer,
the home-maker and the business farmer.
The first of these was primarily a
pioneer, and a farmer not so much from
choice as from necessity. He raised the

|B

—cake and biscuits and
else you bake

according

Kj

for
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Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater now. and be
comfortable all the rest of the winter

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
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and McCm

place. Appropriate to the season
noteworthy articles. The Christos
Legend and its Meaning, by Gertrude
van Pelt,
M. D., and The Message of
Christmastide, by Charles Maxon. We

Fo

Wcr

0

1
Have
i niu.u'ar.i.ie or :
!■.. s 1 o
: eii;. ie
; one million cue
I.onvs. lit sine
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quote from the latter: “Were we to look
only at the outer picture of the world,

might well be appalled, vve might
proclaim the message of peace and
good will a failure and a mockery; but
we

! ol.-shp.-sof McCa.l

well

r
rimr.il of ■: vt
,md helpful inform.'.
is

i

inner fact in human nature,

forgotten, set at naught, profaned, defiled and denied, yet unconquerable, reasserting itself though rebuffed ten mil-

of his
Poorhouse” was the best
In 1884 Mr. Carleton
j >y the Democrats and the second the question larlier works.
a
for
and
number
of
noved to Brooklyn
if who was elected, the assumption being that
fears has been editor of an illustrated
he Democratic candidate was not properly
< ominated.
nagazine, Everywhere. From 1883 to
1896 he wrote many poems of farm and
Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas’ :ity life and travelled extensively as a
1 Eclectic Oil
For burns, scalds, cutB and emer- ; ecturer. Mr. Carleton was married in
i [encies. All druggists sell it. 25c. and 50c.
.881 to Miss Adora N. Niles.
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& Transient Stable

Washington street just off Main street. 1 have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones —stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
on
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Write Ideas for Moving Picture Plays
VAT T CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
1 v/U LARN $25
OR MORE WEEKLY

We Will Show You How!
I

ft you have ideas—if you can THINK—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating
experience or literary excellence necessary. No flowery language” is wanted.

new

profession.

T>(

The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film'manufacturers are “moving heaven and
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering $100 and
single scenarios, or written ideas.
We

have

received

many

letters

from

the

film

such

manufacturers,

as

\ I TAGRAPIL

■

EDL

ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX,IMP,REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET, MEL
ETC., urging us to send
We
for

are

photoplays

to

them.

We want

more

writers and

selling photoplays written by people

we

who

ll

gladly

teach you the secrets of

“never

before

wrote

a

publication.”

Perhaps we can do the same for you.
directed by us, and it sells for only $25, a

If you can think of only
low figure,

one

good idea every week, and will write

it

YOU WILL EAKN SI00 MONTHLY EOK SPAKE TIME WOKK.

1

her father’s books and private papers
from an old trunk where he kept them

only remaining sister,

means a

at a minute's notice.

A Perfection Heater
fort.

-11

A special meeting of the stockholders
: the Maine Central railroad is
to be
h aid Jan. Sth for the purpose of increasir g the capital stock of the company
f' om $15,000,000 to $25,000,000.
The
p ■oceeds of such an issue would be used
f< >r retiring the floating debt of tbe comp iny.

Miss Mary E. Saurn.
at the home of hir si?
Spear, in Rockland. M;
born in Belfast, but hn
er
part of her life
Ihomaston. She ha i a
illness, covering tl
She suffered constant.■,
patient and seldom
was loved by all who ki
kindly cared for all tl:.

Path (theofficial organ of the Theosophirnl Movement, edited by Katherine Tingey, Point Loma, Cal.,) takes a promi-
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Recent Deaths

awav rhill and damn in a hnrrv

Association

was

CARLE & JONi

A Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater is the very thing to drive

clean, glowing warmth

IT'D E'U'

F J\F/E/

nominated

Don’t hesitate.

SEND YOUR NAME
OUR

ILLUSTRATED

Don’t argue.

5ADDRESSAT iONCE FOR FREE COPY OF
BOOK, "MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING.’’

VND

Write NOW and learn just what

your future.

NATIONAL AUTHORS’

INSTITUTE,

this

new

hou*

Yours very truly,

lot to
your guests to find
a cosy, well-warmed room awaiting
them.

^

Phonogrj

into your

w

As one of the handsomest and most ineresting of the Christmas issues, the

Exhibit One of the

who

I

exhilarating

The fourth annual show of the

volving the question of

caima^

vhich accompany the articles clearly
lubstantiate his statements.
“Adrift
in the Ice Floes” relates how two Lake
iuron fishermen were driven out to sea
>n an ice-floe, and for fifty hours battled
'or life while brave men fought desperitely to reach and rescue them. Other
food stories and articles are “The ‘Wedling-Week’at Pontivy,” “Through the
Wilds of Asia,” “Mountaineering Mis
laps” and “Fighting the Rabbit in
Western Australia.” The contributors
o
this remarkable magazine include
irmy and navy officers, missionaries,
;ravellers, explorers and in fact every
ilass of person who goes into the world
ind sees things.
The photographic itinerations are as wonderful and instructive
is the text.

*

said the last word and Charlie did not
hear the last sentence. He kept a close
watch on Glen and the cows and his
heart fluttered with fear for his “big”
sister, whom h. knew to be the bravest
girl in the world.
Polly almost flew to the house and got

1

Edison

Will Heat
Your Spare
Room

1

A

iMOKEtCSi

Perfection
AH

profession

may mean for you
13w36

1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

cei

week puts
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A number of startling articles appear
this month’s Wide World Magazine
me of the most striking, perhaps,
being
ty a resident of Queensland, who deicribes how he and his companions inlulged in “turtle-riding” which he as-

SHOW.

'J

Per

n

December number of The

down and 3o

over

did all in her power

■-

T_

ber

ems.

Features.

Poultry

$1-00

last year. The members of the
faculty are: Walter Jamison, instructor
The publications included in our clubbing of- in English; Edna B. Manship, director of
fers may be sent to different addresses.
physical training for women and instructor in physiology; Theodora S. Root, inThe publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
structor iri household economy; Frances
have advised us of an increase in rheir sub- R.
Whitney, assistant to the dean for
and
a
scription price
consequent advance in women; Charles C. Knights, graduate
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s assistant in chemistry, and Ernest H.
Magazine are now $2.25.
Brunquist, graduate assistant in biology.
Under >h hesd of “The Public Service
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
of Bates,” some interesting statistics
*ent us this notice: “The subscribers may'
are given.
The number ol graduates is
select their free patterns w thin 30 days after
1740. Of this number 718, more than
:he receipt of their first magazine by making
4; percent, have become teachers, and
request on an ordinary post card, stating 177, nearly 11 percent, have become minhat the pattern desired is a free pattern to isters, the latter distributed
among 10
denomin ations.
vhich they are entitled

In the Strand Magazine for January,
Rider Haggard continues his story of
Egyptian exploration and romance under
the title of “Smith and the Pharaohs.”
It is as weird and wonderful as anything
this writer has yet given us.
Excellent
short fiction is supplied by E. M. Jameson, “Ole Luk-Oie,” C. C. Andrews,
Plevdell North, E. Nesbit and other
writers. The articles are numerous and
interesting. David Devant, the famous
conjurer, relates his “Experiences” and
incidently mentions that his first engagement brought him. in five dollars
while ten years later he received the
offer of $90,000 for a year's contract.
Lina Cavalieri, Sarah Bernhardt, and
others reveal the secrets of perpetual
youth. “Children’s Chatter,” by J. C.
Wright, contains some new and amusing
juvenile stories. In “Multum in Parvo”
a
number of interesting subjects are
iealt with such as straightline Pictures
from America, Chinese Word-Pictures,
Bridge Problems, How to Hold Animals,
Chess and Ancient Codes of Health.
Henry E. Dudeney contributes his usual
:ollection of clever Puzzles and Prob-

Bangor lion times. It is this fact, the central,
stupendous fact and reality in life,
opened in City Hall most
that at the very heart of things is DivinDec 18th with nearly 900 birds shown by
“Now we are safe,” said Charlie, as ^ oro.
ity itself, that at the very core and root
they placed their burdens on the ground.
William O. Stoutenburgh, Wappinger, farmers from all over Eastern Maine. of our being is the Divine essence, im“We must not stop yet, Brother,”
It was by far the largest show ever held mortal, unchangeable, sun-bright, glori“The fire isn’t in sight yet, I I. Y., to Arthur Ritchie, Belfast; land
said Polly.
pure: it is this fact that all unknowby the association. There were also ex- ous, we
and we can work till we see it over the e nd buildings in Belfast.
celebrate on Christmas morning; |
hibits of dressed poultry and eggs, be- ing
hills yonder. Then we’ll have time to
Frances L. Lazell, Saxon River, Vt.,
sides a large showing of foods, incubators, it is this gracious fact, that all unknown
Come we’ll
reach the field in safety.
to
1 d Jeffry R. Brackett, Boston; land in
ourselves, prevents us from the suibrooders and such.
A feature was the
return to the house for Papa’s best
exhibit from the University of Maine, cide of utter despair when we face the
clothes and Mamma’s silk dress and win- 1 slesboro.
awful picture of the world’s injustice,
ter cloak. We’ll also bring other things
Annie M. Frederic, Pittsfield, to J. which included models of the coops,
suffering and conflict.”
manests,
brooders,
that we can carry.”
trap
egg-testing
^ barren Frederic, do.; land and buildings
chines and samples of feed used, shown
Then Polly explained to Glen that he j 1 Burnham.
DRIVES OFF A TERROR.
by Prof. W. F. Schoppe of the College
must remain just where he was till they
The chief executioner of death in the winFrank P. Whittier, et als., Berwick, of Agriculture.
returned, for otherwise the Big Fire
E. C. Campbell, judge of the Plymouth ter and spring months is pneumonia. Its admight get him. So the little fellow, 1t d Charles A. Whittier, Searsport; land Rocks, announced
his awards at night as vance
Searsport.
agents are colds and grip. In any attaking from his apron pocket a top and a
George W. Fuller, Searsmont, to Clar- follows: Barred Plymouth Rocks, M. S. tack by one of these maladies no time should
rubber doll, fell to playing, and was
_*.-p nce E.
Fuller, do.; land and buildings in Arey of Bar Harbor, seven firsts, two oe lost in taking the best medicine obtainable
earsmont.
seconds, two thirds and a fourth; E. R.
the cows and pigs.
Polly and Charlie
Rhoda A. Benner, Liberty, to Albert Nealley of Brewer, second for exhibition to drive it off. Countless thousands have found
returned to the house and soon came ;
of Bangor, second on this to be Dr. King's New Discovery, “My husback laden with wearing apparel. They f l. Baker, Montville; land and buildings hen; F. T. Moore
cockerels: R. C. Bleeheu of Dexter, first aand believes it has kept him from having
had seen the heavy black smoke coming l: Liberty.
Harry E. Bangs, Searsport, to Calvin on breeding hen; C. W. Wilson of Ban- pneumonia three or four times," writes Mrs.
along a ten-mile range and knew that
gor, two seconds; F. J. Philbrook of
within ten minutes the red flames would ' V. Bangs, Freedom; land in Freedom.
Brewer, a third and L. W. Curtis of iGughs, colds and croup we have never found
come leaping over the crest of the hills.
rederick E, Leadbetter, do.; land and Brewer, fourth. For Rhode Island Reds, ts equal.'1 Guaranteed for all bronchial uffec“We’re safe, anyway,” said Polly,
C. S. Winch & Co. of Bangor took three ;ions. Price 50 cts. and $1.00. Trial bottle
1 uildings in Lincolnville.
taking Glen and carrying him to the very
'ree at all druggists.
Prescott D. H. Carter, Belfast, to firsts.
“But
center of the twenty-acre field.
Awards were also made to Walter
the house and stables and fences will go. f- arrie M. Carter, do ; land and buildWill Carleton Dead.
in Belfast.
Witherly of Bangor, Glen wood Scripture
My, it will frighten Mother and Father 11 igs
>f Bangor, H. A. Greenwood of Ashland,
James 0. Bartlett, et als. California,
when they hear of the fire, for they’ll
) James S.
Will Carleton,
New York, Dec. 18.
Mason, Montville; land in E. G. Bishop of Bangor, F. T. Dearborn
I do
think we might have perished.
J lontville.
if Bangor, W. C. Miller of Bangor, C.
;he poet, newspaper man and lecturer,
wish we had some way of letting them
of Bangor, Ralph M.
W.
Wilson,
A.
Jr.,
C.
to
Charles
W.
at
his
home
in
lied
Morse,
Montville,
Brooklyn tonight of
know. The fire will sweep over-”
Braun of Bangor and Copeland & Rich- meumonia, after a short illness.
[ason, do.; land in Montville.
Suddenly Polly ceased speaking. She
irds of Dexter.
Oscar Cole, Winterport, toC4 H. ClemMr. Carleton was born in Hudson,
turned a shade paler.
“Charlie, keep
Mich., in 1845. He attended Hillsdale :
close watch on Glen and the cows. I’ve e it, do.; land in Winterport.
Oren P. Jackson, Searsmont, to A. W.
Election Case Argued.
College, Mich., and during his junior
got to rush back to the house for Fathrear wrote a political poem entitled Fax,
ackson, Freedom; land and buildings
er’s private papers—his books and in11
Freedom.
vhich he delivered at a town meeting
He would be in a bad
surance receipts.
18— Knox County’s
Augusta, Me., Dec.
Charles
E.
Gilman,
Braintree, Mass., nixup over the election of register of probate md won local fame, which soon gained
fix if those things got burned up. And
'or him a place as a lyceum speaker. In
v&b the subject today of the last oral arguhe has John Gregg’s note for fifty dol- " Westbra B. Bowley, Searsmont; land
lr
Searsmont.
nent before this term of the Maine Law
.870 he became editor of the Detroit
lars—and you know Gregg is dishonest.
-uurt.
rribune and a year later published his
I must save tho»e-”
In reality two cases, Beald vs Payson and
look of poems.
“Over the Hills to the
The Maine Central.
Polly was going on the run as she
tenner vs Payson, were argued, the tiret inknown
creek.

Phonograph

The faculty hjts undergone numerous
changes and an increase of one in num-

The Journal of Education says of “The
White Isles,” by Franklin F. Phillips:
"This is a clever story, well told, of love
and adventure from real life along the
Maine coast from the Kennebec to the
Penobscot rivers, a vivid recital of various experiences of intrigue and rascality, nobility and heroism. Mr. Phillips
knows every nook and corner of the
coast thereabouts, knows all classes of
people, native and vacationist, and has
had traditions without end rehearsed to
him. From a lifetime of observation,
with ardent devotion to the beauties of
shore and sea, with keen appreciation of
human nature, he has woven this attractive story.”

^ 912:
Rose E.

Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
Journal and McCall's Magazine. 2.10
Journal and Woman’s Magazine. 2.25

EDISON

ship.

j

ending Dec. 23,

Notes.

The
The
rhe
rhe

ber of years ago. These changes are
made solely because the editors and business
managers are agreed that the
changes will improve the magazine and
enlarge its usefulness. There will be no
change of consequence in the editorial
conduct of the magazine or in its owner-

■

f Deeds for the week

and

It is announced that beginning with
the January. 1913, number, the name of
Current Literature will be changed to
| Current
Opinion. The size of page will
J also be changed. The type-page will be
enlarged to seven inches by ten, about
farm
the dimensions of the magazine a num-

This condition marks the transition of
the settler to the farmer. The cheap and
fertiie lands around the towns began to
attract a class of people familiar with
experience, furnishing them with an opportunity to establish a farm home, and
this led to the second type of farmers.
With the home-maker farmer comfortable homes began to appear, radical
FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.
changes in farm practice and methods
were to be observed as new implements
The crops grown upon
came into use.
With
>cked away for safe-keeping.
the farm were those which could be used
t tiese she started to return to the field,
the farm as a rule.
t ut to her horror she saw the fire swbep- upon
Wheat, potatoes, corn, rye, barley and
ig down the creek bank where the grass beans were
commonly raised. In Maine,
Flames leapt high in
t ras very rank.
three of these, potatoes,
t tie air and she could feel the warmth practically
sweet corn and beans have survived and
her
them as
she ran along,
f rom
The farm aniare now cash products.
f recious papers and books in her hand. mals were
principally the kinds to which
“I’ve got to make that creek,” she
the food grown on the farm could be fed
But
t luttered, her Ups tightly closed.
to best advantage. Cattle, both beef
t he fire was coming madly, and the
and dairy, sheep, swine, horses, bees
c reek seemed to be a very long way off.
The beef type
and poultry were kept.
( )n and on went Polly, the smoke bliodof cattle disappeared as the industry
1 lg and chocking her, and the heat from
in the west.
Sheep were raised to
t he fire coming stronger and fiercer. ; grew
a great extent, but now other animals
( ’harlie and little Glen could see the race,
The
have been found more profitable.
< nd
Charlie’s heart stood still, while
of swine is now increasing and so
1 ,ttle Glen began to cry from fright, raising
Bees are nowis the raising of poultry.
is young as he was, he knew his sister
disappearing.
fas in some terrible danger and he loved
The time has now arrived when farm! er like a little mother.
ing must be treated as a business.
Charlie ran towards her, but she saw
in the distribution of popula1 im and screamed for him to keep on Changes
tion is the reason given by Dr. Merrill.
s afe ground.
Then, tvith eyes closed
According to the census of 1910 the popgainst the terrible smoke and her lungs ulation of the State was 742,371. The
s o lull of it that she was unable to get a
urban population was 381,443, or 54.4 per
t reath, she made one last, great effort
cent., and this was made up of 20 cities
Into it she
the creek.
t nd reached
and 35 towns. The increase of the urban
lunged, falling on her knees and population in the last ten years has been
t hrusting her head beneath the water.
12.39 per cent, and of the rural popula1 !ut all the time she held the books and I
tion 1.7.
Four hundred and seventy
f aper’s up above the water.
towns in Maine are reckoned as rural
Then she jumped up and made a plunge
towns, however, so there is probably not !
f or the opposite shore, catching her
aver 25 per cent, of the population now
t reath now, for a bend in the creek had
iving on farms.
1 ;d the fire away from her and allowed
In regard to the development of the
t te wind to reach her without smoke or
in the State Dr. Merrill told of
1
A few more steps and she industry
n itense heat.
the rising values of land, of the output
v •as on the plowed field, stumbling, then
af farm products and of the farm anif filing.
| mals.
Charlie was soon at her side, assisting
1 er to rise.
She was too exhausted to taken
up next by Dr. Merrill. The first l
s ;and, and remained sitting on the ground,
agricultural society was organized at htalt len, now quiet again, came and threw
lowell in 1787, and was called the Kenneh is baby arms about her, and kissed her I
aec Agricultural Society.
Other organic n the cheek.
“Little muver,’’ he said
sations include the MaineAgricuitural Sohis sweet baby way, “I wants big
ciety, incorporated in 1818, the Winthrop
iuver and daddy.”
Society, founded in 1818,
"Big muver and daddy will be herp Agricultural
the Bangor Horticultural Society, or\ ery Boon,”, replied Polly, hugging the
in
1848, the Maine Pomological
“And ganized
I ttle
her breast.
brother to
and Horticultural Society, formed in
t hey’ll
feel rich in having us, even
lc47, the Maine State Agricultural Sot hough everything else is gone.”
and the Maine State Grange, orAnd Polly, brave, capable Polly, spoke ciety
ganized in 1874.
t he truth.
When Mr. and Mrs. Rogers
Dean Merrill then spoke of the many
c ame hurrying home—for they had gotlewspapers and magazines devoted to
t en news of the fire while in town—they
:he interest of the tarmer and agricul1 ound their three
treasures safe and
ural pursuits.
They have been a big
s ound on the field, which had recently
'actor in the development of the mdust. een plowed for fall sowing. AH around
ryt hem lay a burnt waste of ground, and
Agricultural education soon came to
r ot a house or a shed or a fence was left
an
day
important part in the developt 0 tell where their habitation had been,
nent also.
The first college of agricul1 lut they both shed tears of joy as they
:ure in the country was the Gardiner
lasped their little ones to their breasts,
established in 1821 and opened
L nd when
Polly handed to her father his _,yceum,
n
1823, with Rev. Benjamin Hale as
I rivate papers and books, he took both
The College of Agriculture
tresident.
r er hands and said to her in unsteady
it Orono was established in 1868, the
t ones: “God bless my thoughtful Polly,
Vlaine Fertilizer Control and Agricultur^ he’s
truly a wonderful little girl I”
il Station was established in 1855.
The
And in a certain village in a Western
work has been taken up by normal
^ tale that same Polly Rogers, girl of the
schools, and there are now 14 secondary
\ rairie, still lives. And many times
schools in the State giving courses in
d oes she tell her grandchildren,
who
: igriculture.
£ ather about her knees, of that exciting
Dr. Merrill concluded his lecture by
c‘ ay when the prairie fire almost caught
quoting from the report of Hon. S. L.
h er by the creek, and how she was saved
Goodale in 1856, who said: “Agriculture
b y a hair’s breadth as one might say.
must be pursued as a business. We must
.nd to this day “old settlers” speak of
of scientific principles
nave application
£h er as “Polly Rogers of the Praise.”
to the practice of agriculture.
The art
of agriculture is as old as Adam, but as
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
such it never has yet and never can attain a high degree of perfection until it
The following transfers in real estate is pursued by the light which science affords or can be made to ; fford.
v fere recorc.ed in Waldo County
Registry
c

Meals—Dyspepsia Follows.

oughly chew your food is more important if
anything than the kind or quality of food.
Sufferers from indigestion should use “L. F.”

m

essarv to

rail

ifl

tangible markets
products.

had

some rego to town to have
done to a piece of machinery,
and Mrs. Rogers decided to accompany
him, having some shopping to do for the
children. School would begin the first
of November (only short winter terms of
the school were held during these pioneer days) and Polly and Charlie needed
some new shoes and jackets before start-

(H
/fl

time

put off making the firebreaks, which would be done by bring
the prairie grass all around the farm, or
about it. He
plowing broad strips of landthree sides of
had plowed a border round
the farm, which was protected on the
fourth side by a creek, but the plowed
w’idch to
strips were not of a sufficientwmd
from
prevent fire blown by a strong
“jumping” them.
it
necOne morning Mr. Rogers found
he

that

lightest, finest,

everything

^B,
^B

knew the need

oi nre-DreaKs auuuuiK
with the fall
so

I

whitest bread and
more loaves to every

At

The Agriculture of Maine from an
Historical Standpoint was ably presented to the students in the popular lecture
:ourse at the library Wednesday afterloon, Dec. 18th. by Dr. Leon S. Merrill, dean of the College of Agriculture.
The establishment of agriculture in
Maine, Dean Merrill stated, was nearly
:o-existent with the settlement. Progress has been promoted or hindered acrording as the vision of the farmer manifested itself and since the farmer has
controlled and directed the advancement
jf agriculture, the industry may be di-

I

Best Bread—
and More of It

HI lit HU MR

at the

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
BATES COLLEGE CATALOGUE.
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad*
▼ance; and when payment is made it should be
The annual catalogue of Bates College,
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
shows a total registration of
also necessary to say that none of these publi- just, issued,
a small ioss
from last year, when
cations are mailed with The Journal or from 450,
The students are dithis office. We have to pay for these publica- there were 483.
tions one year in advance, and they are *hen vided among the classes as follows: Sensent from their respective offices to our sub- iors, 81; junors, 106; sophomores,
115;
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows freshmen, 143; specials, five. The freshfor one year’s subscription paid in advance:
man class alone is iarger.

00'

CHILDREN AND THEIR SAYINGS.
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claims to actual
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why
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Is there any
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common-sense treatment
which are eaten like candy.
i- ounced, gen le and pleas-

he,
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purticularly agreeable
not

riping

diarrhoea,

cause

any inconveni-

or

Orderlies

particu-

are

aged and delicate

■

per-

Rexall Orderlies at our
Remember,
,,.v. and 25c.
Remedies in this communiRoxall Store—City Drug
Prop., 93 Main street.
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News of Brooks.
selling at 50 cents here
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a
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onw nnw

family will

e very much
Me Keen at

in

enjoyed the
the

Pomona

confined
•veeks, and who had a bad
who has been

r,

convalescent.

now

y, is

is extended
Stimpson at the loss of
I ibe a few months old,
Ter a short illness with

community

■

The misunderstanding of words fre- the order attended the
opening session.
quently causes strange answers. A child
In his annual address the State master
who had been taught that Socrates had a discussed the
Congressional legislation
wife who was unpleasant to him, and
concerning the Parcels Post. The law
that the great philosopher drank hemto go into effect Jan. 1, he said, is delock, when asked the cause of his death,
fective because the weight limit is too
replied:
“Socrates died from an overdose of low and the rate too
high, and he comwedlock.
mended the Gardner bill rather than the
Bourne
bill.
He
DR. HOLMES AND THE FORK.
strongly indorsed the
proposed election of United States Sena“Are you hungry, little girl,” said Dr.
tors by a popular vote and asserted that
Wendell Holmes to one whom he 6aw
the farmers of the country have had
looking with longing eyes at the good
“practically nothing to say about the
things before her.
choice of Senators,’’ and added that
“Yes, sir,” was the reply.
Senator Gardner of Maine is the one mar
“Then why don’t you take a sandin the Senate “whose chief
wich?”
interest,
from a personal point of view, is in agri“Because I haven’t any fork.”
“Fingers were made before forks.”
He said: “Briefly stated the grange
said the Doctor, smiling.
favors the following: A strict and imThe little girl looked, then said: “Not
j partial enforcement of all laws; direct
my fingers.
election of United States Senators; more
A child’s reply like a woman’s mind. J
equitable distribution of the school fund:
It has been said that the reply of a ! Federal aid for road improvement; an
child is very much akin to a woman’s ; adequate Parcels Post law; conservation
mind; you never quite know what turn it of natural resources; equal suffrage for

is going to take.
It is frequently dogmatic. A small girl was drawing a picture “out of her head.”
“What are
you drawing?” asked her mother.
the
“God,” replied
child, simply.
“But you can’t draw God,” protested
the mother, “because you have never
seen Him, and no one has ever seen Him,
and no one knows what He is like.”
The small child licked her pencil and
put on another touch.
“They will know when I’ve finished
it, she said.
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The

HUMOR.

WHAT SOCRATES REALLY DIED OF.

in

women; ’’extension of free rural

service.

ject

In the widest possible adoption of the
parcel post.
In better schools and better highways.
In the recall of inefficient officials.
In the rigid and impartial enforcement
of the Maine Prohibitory law.
In vocational training at all our com-

represented. The
worked by the Brooks
ere
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C. in the
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Tree State

ae

was

and
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u-ual interest.

Stimpson

v
1

and

mber loth very
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In lifting the country residents above
the ruts of drudgery.
In frequent appeals to the people concerning the control ot the State, the
county and the municipality over every
issue which concerns Maine, intellectually and morally.
Sec. E. H. Libby, in his annual report,
said that during the year ending Sept.
30 five subordinate granges had been or-

are

born

with

Penobscot is the banner county, with
52 granges and a total membership of

UNCONSCIOUS

6098.

a

taste

wife,
sud-

1'he young parents are
iimpson's brother, PhilH id, came on at once to,

have

curious

notions

At the opening of the afternoon session there was a discussion on the best
division of the sc' ooi fund. Those who
took part were Payson Smith, State
Superintendent of schools; Hon, Carl F.
Milliken of Island Falls, B. Walker McKeen, Edward Evans, E.. T, Cl’fford and
J. M. Doyle. The vote was practically
unanimous in favor of a distribution
according to the iUlmber of scholars.

religion sometimes.
“Mamma, 1 want some water to
>i wife $ave closed their christen
my doll,” exclaimed a little girl.
'.ll street and will spend
“No, dear," replied her mother; “you
w-inter in Belfast, where should not make fun of such things.”
“Well, then, I want some way to wax'•nient in Miles Jellison’s
inate her. She’s old enough to have
have engaged rooms on
something done.”
board close by.
Yet, as Professor Muirhead has said,
hying around town quite "The study of the child showed that
vie streets being Smooth
religion was the natural product of the
We have been highly human soul, and the interest in religion
was
shown by such questions as, ‘who
r man all the fall.
Wilmade God?’ 'Does God make some good
Hbt. and Miss Erma Baro

Stevens and his young
were out in their car, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens
Jones’ and attended

1 evi

n

the

evening.

Busum, Wash.,
t*

East fot

a

spending several
and old friends here,
eighbor and schoolThey were “born and
phrase it, in the same
ween

y

>-

is

enjoyed many hours
"Id boyhood days, refunny, and childish

ag",

most of

them

now

HAINES BANQUETED,

“My only

ambi-

State of Maine the
: -i can
give it. I have
■c peculiar circumstanpl( Iges to anyone. I

"si, last and all of the
rvice.” Such was the
'ernor-elect William T.
tinner given in his
"V 'he Kennebec Bar As-

tlosir ."
B

'Ww f.-'her

speakers

were

Chief

aT !' Whitehouse of this
'a'r of
'Ft*i
Waterville, Judge
a"c of Hallowell,
fi*,.
Judge
Maher of Augusta, Lewis A.
Warren
Philbrook
C.
^ Attn.n
“General William R. Patfenga
“
of nearly all these
fcthme,, remarks
TOrge W ue informal in character.
“Jt Waociat, Heselt°n, president of the
Presided at the exercises.
Chief ju.t;‘on’
e
"hitehouse in his speech
the fact that six memr.in
of
tit;,}.,

?MtMV fj
""iWa
beerj

''

tehee bar have become
senators and six Governors
1
,a'so said that of the 32
"'-'r: Maine has
had, 27 have
3 of
the legal profession.

^Ocio!

For indigestion
Hi eves sour stomacJ.
*tpuati0ao.h
heart.

XJifl'esiswiiat you Ml

now

Farm.

of

sorrow.

e

The total

for der in Maine is

ideals in concrete forms. There was a Postal bill. The report of the treasurer
time when they were regarded as imma- 1 showed a balance of $5,834, receipts of
ture adults; we have learned that the $17,467 and disbursements of $11,642.
main aim of a teacher must be to give 1
At the evening session there was an
the right tone to the feelings—goodness address by Mrs. Jenks of Concord, N.
in the abstract is of little avail; the H., on woman suffrage and a round table
discussion for the good of the order.
imagination must be stirred.
We are accustomed to believe that
there is little reflection on the part of
At the Wednesday- morninp* session a
children, and yet one cannot but see resolution was adopted protesting against
now and again gleams of
thought which the shipment of liquors into prohibition
suggest a hidden mental power working territory, and the members of the order
almost unconsciously. The little girl were
urged to do their best to induce the
who “gathered sunlight in her hands Maine
Congressional delegation to use
A
it- --1_-C-_» > 1__rL;_
their efforts to have pending legislation
of the effects of heat. And how full of to that effect
adopted.
humor are some of the sayings of chilGeorge Plummer of Charleston and
dren. It was Punch, we believe, who
Alden
of Gorham were re-electGeorge
depicted Tommy, after he had been ed members of the State executive comseverely corrected, as exclaiming, “I mittee. Others voted for were Julian
fink I’ll go back to heaven, where I
Emery of Salisbury Cove, Frank Blanchcame from.”
And what a fund of sug- ard of Lebanon, George W. Q. Perham
was
the
little
gestion
conveyed by
girl of Bryants Pond and E. T. Clifford of
who, on hearing a running tap, said that Winthrop.
“the water was coughing !”
A letter from the Bangor Chamber of
The poetry of life is frequently seen Commerce extending an invitation to
in childhood. We have this illustrated the State Grange to meet in that city
in the description
of butterflies as next year was read at the morning ses“pansies flying.” “A star is a cinder sion and referred to the executive comfrom God’s great star” has a wealth of j mittee.
unconscious meaning. But perhaps the
C. W. tirown of Dover read a report
linest approach to poetry was made by a favoring protection for insect-eating
tot
who
defined
dew
as
“the
He said the loss to the farmers
tiny
grass j birds.
crying.” “Oh, auntie!” said a little ; of the United States by insects is estigirl, “I’ve just seen a pencil walking.” mated at from $50,1)00,000 to $100,000,000
The nurse, who had grown out of fairy- annually.
land, explained that it was only an ordiGeorge H. Foster reported that the
nary worm.
order has raised $2801 out of a proposed
$3000 for a scholarship at Good Will
CHILDREN AND RELIGION.
Children

OLD TIMES IN CAMDEN.
If the accompanying final crop figures
Linneus Young brought to our offi<
are studied it will be seen that while the this
week an old copy of the C amden Ac
18 t®
that to my certain knoyr1
men from our
ledge several certif/
farmers are favored with crops this year vertiser
all. of whom
printed here in 1852. It wi 8
I know well and all of whomtown,
were heavy drinklarger than usual, they received much dated Oct. 1, Vol. 1, No. 39. It wi 8
**andin&- have been cured of tba
Srink
of three-davs’ treatlower prices for their farm produce than
the vy fTcourse
published by F. C. Messinger, who ah 0
? Hi.
p
*«*{ Institute.*’ From affidavit bw
a.
was paid a year ago.
u.-, M.D., proving that the
This suggests carried on a book and
variety store, j ^
that lower prices are on the way to the was a four
page paper and a great ties
ultimate consumer, unless it is gobbled
of miscellaneous, but
practically no loc:
up before he is reached.
news.
From the advertising, howevei
abundant the crops are this
| is How
year we
disclosed by the Government figures.
get some idea of the men who wer 5
in business at that time: G. L. Follan: I TRF^r-T.'i-l-im\-bs'uthe.N,5AI' 3-DAT
: It should be noted that the increase in
used. K®.
^9 hypodermics
AH deulings c.uttden! acreage devoted to crop raising is very bee had a dry goods store. Paul Steven 3
moderate, and in four instances there is was a merchant tailor, E. C. Daniel
Midsummer’s crimson moon
Above the hills like some night-opening rose
; a reduced acreage. With our popula- ! sold clothing, A. E. Sawyer was watch
tion steadily increasing by immigration ! maker, Joseph Miller was Judge of Prc
Uplifted, pours its beauty down the vale
Where broad Penobscot flows.
and through natural growth it can be bate and Charles Palmer, Register, T
1*? Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine.
S. Harbach ran the Camden Grist Mil
seen that we shall more and more
Telephone 4216.
The night is all in bloom
depend Dr. H. B. Eaton
was
outside
markets
!
the
in
for
from
upon
Rock
With subtle sweetness
skies distilled
practicing
grain, particuThe vesper wind in whispers steals along,
larly Canada and ev ntually South Amer- ! port and Carleton, Norw’ard & Co. wer
BELFAST
on Mme
! ica, unless we increase the yield
carrying
and shi
By the soft silence thrilled.
manufacturing
per
AM)
acre through intensive methods.
building in Rockport. E. M. Wood wa 1
Of old the fairy world
agent for Boston boat, Sanford line
Here are the statistics:
Held royal reveal on midsummer eve;
BURNHAM
Value per and also express agent, N. B. Jones wa 3
Once more along the moonbeams may thej
Increased
bush’l on agent for the Steamer Eastern Stat 3
come
On and after Sept. 30,
1912, trains connectIncreased
the farm
product
The twinkling dance to weave;
running to Boston, J. H. Jones was agen t ing at Burnham and
j
Waterville with through
| Product
bushels
acreage.
1912 1911
for the Portland line of steamers. Fror 1
Or by the moonlight spell
Corn. 1,258,000
trains for and from Bangor,
593,258,000 48c 61c the marine news it is evident that cor
1
Waterville, PortWinter
Entranced, and listening with attentive ear.
siderable shipping was going on, bot 1 l»nd and Boston will run as follows:
The drowsy whispers of the ripening leaves
wheat.12,591,000 130,737,000 81c 88c
I
here and at Rockport. J. W. K. Noj !
And harvests, I may hear.
FitOM KKU- t^T
Spring
J
wheat. t919,000
142,666,000 70c 86c wood announced in a notice that he ha I
Now on the field of night
A.M.
P. M.
p n
Oats..
154,000
just sold out his partnership interest i 1
496,000.100 32c
45c
t'tu luugei uiuuiiis uiic buiiioi
iwe,
dePart. 7 05
12 15
250
2S!faat».
t97.000
59,884,000 50c 87c the Camden Iron Foundry Co. to Bezea'
With counties** groups of silver-petalled stars Barley.
City Point. ,7 10 ,12 20
,2 66
Rye..
tio.ooo
66c
2,545,000
or
S3c
John F.
The infinite garden glows;
Knight.
Milliken
an i
”aldo.
20
17
112
30
,3
06
Buckwheat..
8,000
1,700.000 66c 72c Stephen Page carried on a boot
12 42
and sho 3 Brooks. 7 32
3 17
Rice.
And the transfigured moon.
26,000
2,120,000 93c 80c store in Centre
,7 44
,12 B4
*3 28
Potatoes.
Grown paler, clearer, like a lily white,
92,000
127,910,000 50c 80c lane advertised Lincolnville, R. McFai tk0XV,.
Thorndike. 7 50
100
3 36
Immaculate in beauty hangs above
daguerreotypes over J Unity...
7 58
1 08
H. Curtis’ store, Harbach and Kirk ad
3 48
tDecrease.
The starry wreath of night.
VVinnecook
,8
08
18
,1
,3 58
vertised woolen
J. H. Estabrook
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
1 30
A splendid glamor drowns
1 06
| We have no agricultural trust to hold Jr., sold familygoods,
medicines.
J. Jone 5 Clinton. 8 39
! 57
All sound in silence; even the lapping wave
5 go
I and control our cereals, and it therefore also advertised
Benton
patent medicines. R. K
8 48
looks as if most of the crops just raised
Just trembles to the shore, with stilly touch
5 30
Morse carried on a stove store in Rock
Wnterville. 8 54
2 13
The lonely rock to lave.
5 36
should reach the householder atareasonPortland. H 50
port, and N. T. Talbot was a lawye
4 60
8 26
able
Globe.
price.—Boston
And I remember now,
;
Boston. 3 15 pm 7 55
there.— Camden Herald.
That this is haunted ground. In ages past
Bangor. 11 45
3 00
9 26
Here stood the storied Norembega’s walls
TO It K I. FAST
Magnificent and vast.
The s reets were ivory-paved,
PM.
A.M.
A.M.
c
The stately walls were built of golden ore,
: Boston. 10 00
3 00
9 00
Its domes outshone the sunset, and full boughs
A M.
p m
feet
warm, dry and comfortKeep your
Portland. 12 00
Hesperian fruitage bore.
7 00
g)
12 36
Bangor. 7 00
able by wearing a pair of
1 60
And up this winding flood
Qy
VVaterviIle.
7 15
10 02
3 15
Has wandered many a sea-tossed, daring bark,
-Benton.
7
21
1018
3 22
GLOVE BRAND
While eager eyes have scanned the rugged
Clinton.
7 30
1017

J

ANOTHER DOCTOR SPEAKS:

DRINK HABIT

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

1

_

I Don’t

The fifth degree was conferred durthe afternoon on a class of 75 candidates. Mrs. Annie Deering, Miss Isabelle Osgood and Mrs. Addie Dyer of

Get Cold Feet

jfeiSP}

shore,
Or pierced the wildwood dark;

They
The

Burnham leave.
VVinnecook.

HEAVY ARCTICS

But watched in vain: afar
saw the spires gleam golden

They look well—feel well
wear well—and are made
the greatest variety of

on the sky.
distant drumbeat heard, or bugle note,
Wound wildly fitfully.

Banners of strange device
Beckon’d from distant heights; yet, as
stream
NarrowTed among the hills, the city fled,
A mystery, or a dream.

£"‘ty ..

—

to

Thorndike.

and
fit

Mere bulk does not give strength
crack and crumble are useless.

In the deep forest hid.

I

Like the enchanted princess of romance,
Wooing an endless search, yet still secure
In her unbroken trance.

or

'•'

£

wearing quality.

White sandalled
pale,

pass

|

A myth, it was a
In Norombega’s

4 20
30
4 39
4 45
,4 53
5 08
,5 18
fB28
5 35
t4

Flag station.

Limited tickets for Roston are now sold at
and a11 stations on Rranch.
ALDRON, General Passenger Agent
*
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & Genera!
Manager,
Portland. Maine.

u'S

j

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

barge

BANGOR

not all
prophecy as well:

LINE.

was

FARE REDUCED
Belfast and Boston,

Children
43*
should Have Good Light for

break,

Unveil the peerless city of the east.
The charmed princess wake?

*

Playing Politics.

19.—President
Washington, Dec.
today gave Congress his opinion of
the charge that he had been playing
politics in his recent executive order
putting 36,000 fourth-class postmasters

for

Boston. Mon-

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

!

71
f

|

platedj

of solid brass
nickel
Lighted without removing chimney cf f
shade. Easy to clean and rewick. Made in ^ariou#*
*
styles and for all purposes.
Dealers Everywhere
,•

L?mr)

X*

Jp ■>*

made

m.

days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m., Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.

Studying

The RAYO is constructed scientifically. It is the
best lamp made—yet inexpensive and economical.

THE PRESIDENTS THIRD MESSAGE

Taft

—

STANDARD GEL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Aibc-ny

Boston
Buf.'do

under the civil service. The President
made the counter-charge that his accusers on the floor of the House were telling
“untruths.”
“Criticism has been made of this

New /cwk

i “Smith and the Pharaohs”

the ground that the motive was
'said the President.
“Nothing could be further from the truth.
The order was made before election and
in the interest of efficient public service.
I have several times requested Congress
to give me authority to p t first, second
and third class postmasters, and all other
local officers, including internal revenue
officers, customs officers, U. S. marshals
and the local agents of the other departments under the classification of the
civil service law by taking away the

political,

A New

:

|If

;

World’s

5

IT"

Progress

winch you
any time, and
your interest forever.
at

303 PICTURES

The “Shop Notes” Department (20 pages)
gives easy ways to do things —howto make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.

Commences in the

“Amateur Mechanics” (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.

December

$1.50 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPIES 15 CENTS
Ask your newsdealer, or

;j Strand Magaziner
The Most Powerful

DM. H. B0YINGT0N
EYE

Ready November 21st I
Price 15 Cents
$1.50 a Year I
THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS

SAMPLE COPY TODAY

POPULAR MECHANICS CO.

|j

SPECIALIST

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free,

COHPany,

********••••*•••••••****♦♦

FREE

^^^318WMAta»hln^oi^t^CHICAG^^^^i

||

Story

of the Year

t

CAN UNDERSTAND

2C0 ARTICLES OF GENERAL INTEREST

WRITE FOR

ing

YOU

5 zrj PAGES EACH MONTH

Author of "She,” “King Solomon's Mines," Etc. 1

necessity for confirming such appointments by the Senate.
I deeply regret
the failure of Congress to follow these
recommendations. The change would
have taken out of politics practically

SO

\ GREAT Continued Story of the

may begin reading
| which
will hold

H. Rider Haggard

:

"WRITTEN

||

[T

Story By

Popular Mechanics
Magazine

I
I

.......

on

every local officer and would have entirely cured the evils growing out of
what, under the present law, must
Pleasantdale Grange at South Portland always remain a remnant of the spoils
and others bad?’
We are so accussystem.
as a committee of arrangements,
tomed to regard the child of a past age acted
The President’s advice to Congress
and the degree was conferred by the
as abnormally pious that we feel inclined
officers of Cumberland Pomona. In the was contained in his third message of
to be shocked with the modern little girl
evening the sixth degree was conferred the year sent in today. It was devoted
who, after a month spent with Tier on 600 candidates,
largely to a review of the accomplishmother in a remote country cottage,
ments of several government departwalking through the fields one evening,
The meeting, Which closed Thursday I ments pot touched in previous messages
suddenly exclaimed,—
and to recommendations for legislation.
was one of the most important in
“I do wish God was with me now, night,
The President advocated:
the organization’s history, and every
; mummy.”
Legislation which would permit memwas attended by at least 2500
session
“Whv. dariiim?” replied her mother.
;
and members of the order who bers of the cabinet to sit in either House
delegates
The child heaved a sigh. “I’m
of Congress, with the right to enter into
j a little bit tired of you, mummy.”getting were not a part of the voting strength. debate
and answer questions, but withA feature at the close of the morning
There is a straightforwardness about
session was a heated colloquy between out vote.
a child which,
he
as
lose3
j U. S. Senator Obadiah Gardner and E.
The adoption of the postmaster-genunfortunately
he grows older. The story of the boy,
M. Frye of Harrington relative to the eral’s plan for a readjustment of comwho was heroically trying to save his
of funds collected by the pensation to railways carrying mails,
the conditions which
pennies, put into concrete form the disposition
to promote the paicels post.
In especially in view of
grange
petition in the Lord’s Prayer when one the afternoon a memorial service was will exist under the parcels post law.
!
night he began, “O Lord, help me to held for Jt,x-Gov. Frederick Robie of
A revision of the land laws to secure
save my money.”
Along with this trait Gorham, Z. A. Gilbert of Greene and proper conservation and at the same
there is an element of reasoning in the
Edward Wiggin.of Presque Isle. One time assure prompt disposition of land
following story, told by Mr. H. K. Lew- important resolution adonted favorpd the that should be turned over to private
is, A little girl was not pleased with direct election or United States
senators. ownership.
her brothers because they were in the E. A.
Legislation affecting Alaska, which
Rogers ot Brunswick, reporting
habit of setting traps to catch birds. for the committee on
leases of coal lands
claimed ! would provide for
telephones,
“I
Asked what she did, she replied:
that the small telephone companies in j and in respect to mining claims, the disprayed that the traps might not catch the State are discriminated against by position of oil, phosphate and potash
the birds.
the New England company and he urged lands in the United States.
An act of Congress which would legal“Anything else?”
that the legislature create a
to review decisions
“Yes,” she said. “I then prayed that commission, whose duties wouldtelephone
be sim- ize a court authorized
God would prevent the birds getting into ilar to those of the railroad
law such as are now
commission- on the pure food
the traps,” and, as if to illustrate the ers. The
In this
made by the Remsen board.
report was adopted.
doctrine of faith and works, she added:
Resolutions urging the passage of connection the President approved the
to
board by former
"I went and kicked the traps all
laws forbidding the destruction
insect- creation of the Remsen
but said that the
pieces.”
eating birds, endorsing equal suffrage President Roosevelt,
time
had
come
for
Congress to recognize
and recommending that the legislature
Primaries for Postmasters.
the necessity for "a tribunal of appeal’’
pass a constitutional amendment providing for the same in this State, and en- in pure food cases.
Senator Bristow of Kansas has introduc- dorsing the Page bill
providing for vocaWatervllle Personals.
ed a bill providing for a preference prim- tional education in
secondary schools
ary for the appointment of postmasters, were adopted.
of
which would affect the appointment
Raymond P. Luce, a former student ir
One of the most important committee
and now principal of the Belgrade
Colby
every postmaster in the United States reports presented was one
the
favoring
is spending a few days ir
who receives $300 or more a year. Sen. division of the
State bond High school,
$2,000,000
Bristow’s plan is to hold a nominating issue for good roads so that half the the city with friends.
election for postmasters hereafter where amount will be devoted to trunk lines
C. Libby of Burnham, whose bungavacancies occur for the purpose of filling and the other half to shorter sections of low on
College avenue is nearing comthe office by the voice of the people. roads built by towns with the aid of
was in this city yesterday overpletion,
numThe candidate receiving the largest
State funds.
seeing the final work on the building.
ber of votes cast in the nominating disOfficers are elected biennially and
Father Kealy, rector of the Sacrec
trict would be appointed by the post- there was no election this
year.
Heart church, is having the roof of the
master general and would serve for a
For any itchiness of the skin, for skin rashes edifice treated to a good coat of tar, ir
term of five years. Only after full hearpimples, etc., try Doan's Ointment. 60c preparation for the winter storms.—Sen
ing. on written charges could a post- chap,
all drug stores.
at
tinei.
master be removed.

AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p.

A poor light strains the
eyes, and the injurious effects may
last for life. An oil lamp is best. The
light from the Rayo
Lamp is soft and mellow. You can read or work under ifc'
tor hours without
hurting your eyes.

Till then, O River, tell
To none but dreaming bards the Future’s boon;
Till then guard thou the mystery of the vale,
Midsummer midnight moon!
—Frances Laughton Mace, “Legends, Lyrics
and Sonnets.”

to the Charge of

$2.25

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST

Where tarries till the hour
When the true knight shall the enchantment

order

10 30
110 40
10 55
11 05
,11 15
11 35
111 45
,ll65
12 01

H. D. \\

DEALER—WM. A. SWIFT, BELFAST.

Fed by its hundred lakes,
Here shall the river run o’er golden sands;
These hills in burnished tower and temple
shine
Beneath the builder's hands!

Reply

332

8 35
+8 45
8 54
9 02
19 10
9 25
*9 35
,945
9 10
AM
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cloud-wrapt palaces
The living yet shall dwell.

His

1.

arrive

moonbeams

Yon shadow -wave may be some lordly
Drifting with phantom sail.

The legend

Belfast,

Heavy rubbers that

slumbering

feet.
amid the

Citydo
Point...

shoe

^etter materials in cloth and rubber can be obtained than are used
in the
manufacture of GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS —made in all
styles and
Sizes but only one
grade—the BEST.

0 City of the Past!

Perhaps invisible

£no5i.
5r°°ks.

1

models.

the

ganized, and since that date Elmbrook No mirage of ihe wilderness wert thou!
unfreed from the mysterious spell,
Grange at Wells has come into existence. ! Though 1yet
deem thee
now.

r-

business,

good

OF

SOME CROP DEDUCTIONS.

NOBOMBEGA.
[The earliest maps and narratives indicate f
cky called Norombega on the banks of the
Penobscot. The pilot, Jean Alphonse, of Xaintonge, says that this fabulous city is fifteen 01
twenty leagues from the sea, and that its inhabitants are of small stature and dark complexion. As late as 1607 the fable was rej peated in the Histoire Universelle des Indes
Occidentales.—Note in Parkman’s “Pioneers
of France in the New World." The following
i beautiful poem may serve as a companior
i piece to Whittier's ballad of Norembega.]

schools.

membership of the or57,764.
Edward Evans, George Plummer, L.
knowledge. They want to know, and
they want to know the right things. E. Tuttle, George Alden, C. S. Stetson
They ask questions, and are not easily and E. H. Libby, the executive commitsatisfied.
They are fond of imitating tee, made their annual report through
what they see around them. They are Chairman Evans. The committee stronghighly imaginative. They clothe their ly favored the adoption of the Gardner
Children

with her

holidays

nd the

mon

POETRY.

Thorndike has been
and in Belfast.

f
•a

s

CHILDREN ARE FULL

Fred 11. Brown.

r

was

The little Levite, kept.
Now came the child’s turn.
“Please, teacher, doesn’t that mean
that Samuel kept the old man’s watch
for himself?”

Jackson have been

f

was

BORDER STATE BALLADS.

■

livery.

the Scripture lesson.
The subthe call of Samuel. The children had sung, “Hushed was the evening hymn,” which describes the call.
The teacher then asked a few questions,
one being.
“What did Samuel do while
Eli was asleep?”
“Stole his watch.” was the prompt reply from one of the girls.
The teacher, somewhat annoyed at
such an apparently senseless answer,
called for the second verse:
His watch the Temple child,
It

of the K. of P., held
lodge, Dec. 12th, was
About
.urial occasion.
in attendance
were
n

delivery

He gave the following as the “faith of
the Maine Grange, “which an honest
citizen of Maine may live to maintain,
and gladly die in the maintaining:”
The Maine Grange believes in an equitable division of the school taxes.
In heavier taxation upon the trusts
and corporations.
In the wider adoption of rural free de-

THOUGHT SAMUEL WAS A THIEF.

n

Grange.

Annual Meeting In Portland
Largely Attended.
The 39th annual session of the
Maine
State Grange opened at the
City Hall,
Portland, Tuesday, morning Dec. 17th.
State Master C. S. Stetson
presided
and announced the
standing committees.
The committee on credentials
reported
the presence of nearly all the
delegates,
and it is believed that 2700 members of

Humor is constantly revealing itself in
the conversation of young childre n, and
the humor is always distinguished by its
quaintness. A small girl, espying a dead
cat lying on the dust-heap, remarked.
“Oh, mamma, what waste! They’ve
thrown away quite a good cat.”

used during the
,11 the medicine
o.iv fails to completely relieve
We tatt! all the risk.
\ .rated to us in any way whatCould anything
:
p. t our olter.
■

s-av

Maine State

[From the January Strand.]

and Money is Back o»
O.nutation
K‘p

U4S Duane St
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i
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Office

Day9, Mondays

and
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IHere

Is

a

Genuine

Bargain!

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,
j

McCALL’S

l

l

Is the

MAGAZINE

Leading

Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

By special advertising
lishers of McCall’s
known

|

ful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short

stories,

and scores of

labor-saving

and money ideas

for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is

a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.

j

I

arrangem ?nt with the pubable to offer y >u this well-

an

1

Fashion

Journal

together

paper for only a few cents more than
the regular price of our paper alone.
own

The above extraordinary offer may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
The only retime ahead for the time mentioned.

quisite

is that you pay in advance.
our big McCall bargain
made—you may select free of

Remember, if you accept
the best

we

have ever

—

one of the celebrated 15c. McCall Patterns from your first copy of McCall’s by sending a
postcard request to The McCall Company.

charge any

prises.

scribe

Journal

fxtfurJhary Of for

we are

popular Home

The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications.
Every issue will be full of delightful sur-

Republican

j

^7 1A

Don’t Miss this

with our

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brim-

AL()NI, Y)R

j

Call at this office

or

send your order by mail. Sub-

1
I

today.

Publishing Co., Belfast,

Me.

|

WEST W1NTERPORT.

SKARSPORT.
Capt. A. B. Pendleton
on

was

business.

The schools
weeks’ vacation.

in town

closed Friday for

J. F. Spellman of Bangor
week on business.

was

a

two

in town last

Mrs. John Kelley returned Saturday from
extended visit in Woodland’s.

an

Miss Annie Whittier is visiting her uncle,
Mr. Frank Morrow, in Camden.
Miss Inez Buker, who had a serious ill turn
last week, is able to be out again.
The skating

on

Opeechee

stream

is the fin-

est for years—a clear, smooth freeze.
Earl Verrill has opened a meat market at
the Cash Grocery store on the Mount Ephraim

Royal

BakingPowder
AbsdutflyPire

road.
All the stores in town are very tastefully
and artistically decorated for the Christmas
trade.
Mr. Bradford Webber of Monroe is the guest
of his brother, Sidney M. Webber, on West
Main street.

Barge Greenwood arrived Dec. 19th from
Perth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Miss Proneli Gilkey, who is teaching in the
in Miliinocket, is spending a two
weeks’ vacation at home.

public schools

Miss Ethel Carr arrived Saturday from Waltham, Mass., to spend Christmas with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Carr.
Mrs. Clifton Whittum and grandson, Daniel
Brown, left Thursday for Waltham, Mass., to
spend Christmas with relatives.
Mrs. Blanche Walker and family of Monroe
have moved into the D. Y. Mitchell house on
East Main street for the winter,

Mr. G. H. Clements recently bought a very
desirable house lot on Main street of Mr. Oscar Cole and
expects to bnild a bungalow in the
spring, for a heme. His son Harold will then
be proprietor of the homestead farm here....
Messrs. Curtis and Chandler expect to have
their steam saw mill at McKenney’s wharf in
running order in a few days. The industry
will give employment to most of the village
men, who have been out of work since the Mt.
Waldo Granite Works ceased operations.
Most of the large lumber owners in the village
have crews of woodmen at work and large
quantities of lumber will be manufactured....
Mr. Roy E. Chandler, formerly of this place,
has moved his household effects into one of the
Rankin houses on lower Main street. Mrs.
Chandler arrived from East Millinocket on
Thursday's train.. .Mr. Leonard Fields haa had
a telephone installed at his new home near
Boyd's Corner.Mrs. Lucy J Dyer returned
on Thursday from a
shopping trip of several
days duration in Bangor... The dance at O.
Gardner hall Dec. 19th was well attended despite the bad weather... There will be a dance
in O. Gardner hall Christmas
day. Supper
will be served at 6.30. Dancing will begin
at
8
o’clock
and
again
refreshments will be

HARD COLDS

in Bangor Friday

The Woman Makes the Home
She makes it best who,

culinary department,
ly upon unhealthful,

looking after

the

turns her back resolute01

even

suspicious, food

She is economical; she knows
accessories.
that true economy does net consist in the use
of inferior meat, flour, or baking powder. She
is an earnest advocate of home made, home
baked food, and has proved the truth of the
Statements of the experts that the best cooking in the world today is done with Royal

BakingPowder.

j

When they first come, the best time to
break them up. One standard remedy—
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
Sold for TO years.

AsJ^ourJDoctor^^^^tSjsnf^^j

arrived towing Rockland & Rockport barge.
No. 7, to load paper. Dec. 21st, barge No. 7,
sailed with paper for Boston. Dec. 23rd,
steamer Millinocket arrived from New York
with a general cargo to load paper.
The jolly masquerade in Denslow hall Thursday evening, Dec. lflth, was greatly enjoyed
by all lovers of the Terpsichorean art whether
disguised or otherwise. Many costumes were
original and particularly amusing to the spectators while all participants entered into the
spirit of the occasion with an apparent zest.
Many of the masquers were not recognized by
their immediate friends; others were betrayed
by the gait or personal carriage of the bodjT.
"I suffered habitually from constipation
Doan’s Regulets relieved and strengthened
the bowels so that they have been regular
ever
since.”—E. Davis, Grocer, Sulphur
Springs, Texas.

enjoying

EUrold Cobb is at home for the holidays.
Mrs. Lucy Bean went to Houlton Dec. 23rd
to sperd the winter.... Helen Cobb sang a

with her

an
son

solo

at.

CURRICULUM
rnMMPDrm

The funeral of Mr. Ledo Flye was held at
bookkeeping forms, chemistry note-books and
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
the home of his mother, Mrs. Susan J. Flye,
and
Lai
in
English, French
composition open
The service
on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 22nd.
at the desks. Quite a few visited the laboraMrs. Harry Kearney, Sylvan street, spent was conducted by the Rev. Mr. Kent from AlMrs. Grace Wentworth and daughter Gertory and inspected the physical and chemical Dec. 16th in
for
Bangor
shopping.
bion. Mr. Fred Flye received a letter from
trude left last week for a two weeks’ visit apparatus.
The visitors appeared especially
The Current Events Club met Dec. 16th in the undertaker at White Haven, Pa., where
with relatives in Boston and vicinity.
interested in the writing exhibitions in the
session with Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, his brother Ledo was killed, giving these par
C. R. Yerxa of Old Town was at the Sears- grade rooms, and the “busy-work” of the first regular
ticulars: “Mr. Ledo Flye and a friend were
Middle street.
business
with
the
Penoband
on
visitors
After
the
this
House
grade.
Friday
port
inspection
the railroad track when the train,
crossing
The
of
Miss
the
orchestra.
Eva
was
scot Coal and W harf Co. at Mack’s Point.
to
hear
the
pupils gathered
Hooper
Bucksport
guest
which was one-half hour late, came along killof
of
her
a
Mrs.
sister,
Harry Kearney, Sylvan
piano to the High school made possiCapt. J. F. Peterson left last week for Need- gift
ing both instantly. “Mr. Flye was identified
street, last week. She returned home Friday.
ham and Rockland, Mass., where he will spend ble this part of the program, and will give opby a letter in his pocket which he had received
The Congregationalist parish had
anthe winter with his sons,Ferdinand and Frank. portunity for music instruction during the refrom**his mother only a day or two before.
thojr
mainder
of
the
seemed
Everybody
nual
year.
Christmas
tree
for
the
school
on
Sunday
Fred Zalenski of the U. S. coast artillery arMrs. Flye and family wish to thank their
with this exhibition and enthusiastic Christmas eve in the new' chapel, recently
rived Saturday to spend Christmas with his pleased
neighbors, the Samoset Club, and friends, for
in planning another Parents Day with a more dedicated.
the help so kindly given them in their trouble
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Zalenski, on Elm street.
pretentious program.
Young Mr. Ralph Long, who is employed by and for the beautiful flowers sent by the Sam
Miss Mabel McElhiney, a student at the
Church Notes. Christmas was fittingly Dr. C. E. Britto, West Main street, is spend- oset Club and other friends.
Boston Latin school, is spending the holidays
observed at the First Congregational church ing his Christmas vacation with his parents in
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs. C. H. McElSWANVILLE CENTER.
last Sunday. As one came in from the bright, Rockland.
hiney.
Mr. Shaber Robertson of Oregon has been
cool air the effective decoration of dark pine
Mr.
is at home from Kent's
“Jack”
Flanders
Miss Ethel M. Nichols arrived Saturday trees
the guest of his brothers, Martin and Watson,
and brilliant poinsettias gave a greeting
Hill
Seminary to enjoy his school recess, with for the first time in 36 years, and he finds a
from Worcester, Mass., to spend the holidays of
holiday cheer. Following is the order of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East great
with her mother, Mrs. C. M. Nichols, Water the
many changes-Ray Robertson and
morning service:
Main street.
street.
Maurice Nickerson returned to Waterville to
Processional, “Hail! Hail! the Christmas Day,”
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lewis A. Barrett began house- work last; Saturday... Mrs. Barden has
Warren
gone
Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey, has
Invocation.
keeping, Dec. 15th, in Mrs. Maria Blanchard’s to New Jersey to spend the winter with her
arrived at Barbadoes and received orders to
Anthem, “The Hush of Night Hath Fallen,”
house, Sylvan street. They will occupy it daughter-Mr. and Mrs. David Moody reproceed to Gulfport, Miss., to load for the
Spence
through the winter.
River Platte.
Responsive Reading.
cently entertained at dinner Mr. and Mrs. E.
Carol, “Who is This so W’eak and Helpless,”
The Ladies Aid Society of the Universalist A. Robertson and family and Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Thomas Day of Brookline, Mass., arFord
parish was entertained Thursday afternoon, E. Clements and family of Searsport_Mrs.
rived Saturday to spend Christmas with her Scripture Lesson. The Nativity Luke II.
Dec. 19th, socially, by Mrs Annie K. Harri- Caroline Marr and Mrs. Flora Littlefield spent
“While
Watched,”
on
Anthem,
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
Shepherds
Mr.
Wentworth,
parents,
Shackley man, East Main street.
Christmas at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mount Ephraim avenue.
Violin ad. lib, Mr. Charles Greeley.
The Season’s Greetings we ext. nd to ail Grant in Frankfort.... Mr. Fred Barden and
“All through the night,”
Carol,
19th
from
Ryder
Dec.
arrived
WeyBoylston
Barge
Miss Mildred Braley were quietly married
Sermon.
Journal readers!
mouth, Mass., with 900 tons of fertilizer to Anthem, “Behold I
Dec. 18th.
Their many friends wish them
Bring You Good Tidings.”
“Our iriends and we, though far away,
loaded
and
Mack’s
the A. A. C. Co. at
Point,
Churchill
much happiness through life....The IndusAre one in heart on Christmas Day.”
Recessional
“Tell
Me
Ye
Shepherds True,”
barrel staves for Weymouth.
Stanton
Mr. Fercie Kneeland, only son of Mr. and trial Club met with Mrs. McKeen Dec. 18th
WIB. 11.
uuwfliUB, nuu
The text was Luke 2:25-34-35, and the sermon Mrs. Charles Kneeland, Cape Jellison, is with and will meet with Mrs. H. P. White Jan. 8th.
of Miss L. W. Edwards on Water street, left
All members are to be prepared with somehis parents for the Christmas recess at Bucksuiuugnt, was uie mree pnases oi me portraytowards the program, bring their ow^n
Saturday for a short visit in Belfast previous ed in these
verses—infancy, righteous parent- port Seminary, where is a member of the sen- thing
to returning to her home in Jackson.
work, and pay 5 cents each.... Miss Grace Mchood and holy age. Jesus, the innocent babe
ior class.
Keen of Woburn, Mass., is the guest of her
Mrs. H. B. Whittier, daughter Mariam and
with unknown future. His little life, still but
The Universalist Sunday school children enMcKeen-Mr. Hollis
father, Mr. Isaac
son Charles, arrived Saturday from Everett, ! a promise, is in striking contrast to Simeon,
ea
a tine Christmas tree in the church early
joy
Robertson of Massachusetts is visiting his
Mass., and will reside here in the Capt. C. A. The aged prophet had completed his work
Tuesday evening. Nothing affords more juve- brother Wilmot in Monroe_Miss Nellie
Whittier homestead on Reservoir street.
| and waited only to welcome the Holy child. ] nile pleasure than visits and gifts of “Old
Marr is at home for two weeks_E. H. Little! Now that his eyes beheld the promise he was
Steamer Belfast began the winter schedule
Santa Claus.”
field bought a fine span of team horses in Banto depart in peace. Mary and Joseph
Monday of two trips per week, leaving Sears- ready
Mrs. John M. Ames, School street, suffering
gor last Saturday.
the poor and humble parents, gave to their
port Mondays and Thursdays for Boston, and
from a combined attack of erysipelas and the
well loved child the greatest of all gifts, j
SWANVILLE.
from
Boston
and
Saturarriving
Wednesdays
grip, is more comfortable. Hei anxious son,
the richest of all
home
Mr.Edwin Small,a life-long resident of Swaninheritances, a
days.
Mr. Albert M. Ames, and his wife, are still
where God is feared and loved.
They
ville, died at his home Dec. 18th, aged 76 years
rather
had
a
worried
Putnan
severe
attack
about
N.
her.
Capt. Joseph
fulfilled the sacred duty given them and formand 8 months. He had been in poor health for
of heart trouble last week, but is now recover- ed in t'he
Capt. Horace M. Griffin has been rather un- several years, but the immediate cause of his
piastic mind of the child character.
Putnam
is
ed and able io be out again. Capt.
fitted for his duties as an R. F. D. carrier durAnnouncement was made of the regular
death was cerebral hemorrhage. He leaves
in his 89th year and has always enjoyed good annual
parish meeting next Saturday p. m. ing the rough traveling of the past week. He two sons, Mr. Charles E. Small of Swanville
health.
is improving steadily. Our three R. F. D. men
in the Conference Rocm at 2 o’clock.
and Mr. Bert Small of Brooks. Rev H. G.
S. M. Webber has one of the old-fashioned
Following is the order of the evening ser- must be sighing for snow!
Booth of Brooks preached the funeral sermon
was
last
week
which
at
dug up
vice:
copper cents,
No “jingling sleighbehs” for Christmas time at the late home of the deceased, and the inhomestead
on
East Main Processional,
the Elisha Lamphor
this year in Stockton,
apparently, at date of terment was in the family lot at Greenlawn
“It Came Upon the Midnight Clear,”
street. The date is ISIS and the coin is well
writing these items, Monday evening! Hun- cemetery.... Miss Julia Chase, a teacher in
Ryder dreds are
preserved.
wishing for snow; yet all are pleased the Everett, Mass., schools, arrived Saturday
Anthem,
“God from on High Hath Heard.”
with the warmth of our season thus far.
for a week’s visit with her parents. Mr. and
Miss Marguerite Butman, who is attending
Violin ad. lib, Mr. Greeley.
Turner
M iss Fannie Muugett is offering a line of Mrs. H. M. Chase ...Mr. and Mrs. Rawson
the N. E. Conservatory of Music in Boston, is
“The Lord’s Prayer,” in Unison.
Invocation,
at home for the holidays, the guest of her pa- Carol, “Angels from the Ream of Glory,”
especially choice candies for sale at her rooms Lufkin and children are guests of her parents,
|
Mrs. H. F. M.
Martin in Hopkins' block, lower Church street. Test Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson
rents, Capt. and Mrs, J. P. Butman, on West I
First Scripture Lesson
Phillips went to Unity last Tuesday for an in
the samples of this New York
Main street.
confectionery
Anthem,
definite stay with her sister, Mrs. John Brown.
when in want of such sweets.
Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels and sister, Miss Lyda “While Shepherds Watched their Flocks by
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nickerson and Mr. and
Night,”
Smart
Miss
Grace Calkin arrived home last week
J. Curtis, left Monday to spend Christmas
Second Scripture.
Mrs. A. T. Nickerson returned home from
to spend the Christmas vacation at Bucksport
with their niece, Mrs. E. S. Calderwood, in
Leave
Your
Portland last Thursday night. Miss Harriet
Old French Carols
( “Shepherds
S minary with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Behind.”
Roxbury, Mass., and later will take a trip up
1876
i .Flocks
and Mr. Ira Veazie returned Friday.... Missses
( “Naught is so Sweet.”
Charles Calkin, School street. She will rethe Mediterranean.
Carrie Seeley of Bar Harbor and Flora Seeley
Anthem, “Cairn on the Listening Ear of Night,”
sume her studying after the holidays.
The Guild of the Congregational church
Violin ad. lib, Mr. Greeley,
Manney
of Augusta are at home far the Christmas
“In
Softest
Slumber
will hold the first meeting of the New Year Carol,
Rest,”
Mrs. C. E. britto, in response to a telegram vacation with their
Ryder
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
from her husband, Dr. C. Edward Biitto, who Robert
with Mrs. B. F. Colcord Tuesday, Jan. 7th. Prayer. “Arise: Shine for
is Come”
Anthem,
Seeley-Miss Grace McKeen of Wo
Thy
Light
has been in Boston for some time with a paplans are underway for the mid-summer sale,
Rogers
burn, Mass., is visiting her father, Mr. Isaac
Recessional,
tient for a surgical operation, left last Satur- McKeen ...Mr. and Mrs. Albert
which will take place on July 17th.
Cunningham
“The Son of God Goes Forth to War,”
to
in
Rockland and spend Christday
join him
spent the week-end in Prospect.
Mrs. W. V. Nichols was hostess last week
Whitney mas with his
parents.
All fortunate enough to attend the services
for the Friday club, and although the ChristMiss Marion Kneeland, who is teaching in NORTH UNITY
of a Sunday thus spent are highly privileged.
mas preparations interfered and prevented
Monday, Dec. 16th, Mr.William J. Moulton of
Chelsea, Mass., reached home Christinas mornmany from attending it was a most pleasant Music of this character is not rendered withthe first train to remain with her fath- Unity, aged 72 years, passed to a higher life.
party. Those present wTere Mrs. James Parse, out much sacrifice of the time of director, ing by
He leaves to mourn their loss two sons, Eli
Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs. W. H. Good ell, Mrs. choir and accompanists. The gratitude of the er and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kneeand William, both of Unity, and two daughD. W7. Nickels, Mrs. Amos Nichols and Mrs. parish is heartily extended to Mr. McElhiney, land, Cape Jelli8on, during her holiday vacaters, Mrs. Clara Mussey of Unity and Mrs.
tion.
Henrietta Young.
Miss Shute and Mr. Greeley, also to Miss RoulMr. Moulton
Sarah Twitchell of Burnham.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair delivered an excellent
Mrs. J. C. Nickerson, Miss Nickerson, Mrs.
was
a man of integrity, with a high moral
care of the Junior choir.
is due
vmieiuios bciuiuu mat
uiguij
ojjpcuonu
Appreciation
Mrs.
Flora
Dr.
Daniel Nichols,
Roulestone,
character, and had served his town in many
both choirs for their many hours of willing
bunday in the Universalist pulpit. “All his
and Mrs.F.K.Sawyer, Miss Mildred Bowen,Miss
ways. He was on the board of selectmen for
service
at this busy season. The following
discourses
are
excellent!”
exclaimed
one
genFlorence Colcord, Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood, H.
many years, acting as chairman a greater part
members
of the Senior choir were present.
tleman
on
words
of
commendation
uthearing
R. Dyer, Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, Neof the time,and was always pleasant and agreeMiss Roulstone, Mrs. F. K. Sawyer, Mrs. Col- tered, bunday.
hananh Roulstone, Miss Margaret Pendleton
able to meet. On retiring from business he
Miss
Mrs.
H.
cord,
Cleaves, soprano,
C.
Last week’s weather report was as follows: built for himself and wife a beautiful home in
and Miss Emma Hichborn were among the
Mrs.
also
Dr. F. K. Sawyer,
Holmes,
Mowry;
Sunday, fine day, very mild; Monday, dull
Searsport people to attend the Chapman conMr. McElhiney and Mr. Wm. WheatoD,
cert in the Colonial theatre in Belfast last Sat- tenor,
morning, quiet rainstorm in afternoo:.; Tues- which was a great blow to him, and from that
bass. Junior choir, Kathryn McElhiney,Velma
urday night.
day, clear, lovely day, quite cool; Wednesday, time he began to fail in health. He went to
Webber, Edith Parse, Lilia Shute, Eleanor overcast sky, threatening rain; Thursday,
live with his son Eli on the old home farm not
The following pupils of the Union school Closson, Alma
Russell, Bernice McCaslin, mild rainstorm; Friday, blight, mild day; Sat- far from the
village and notwithstanding the
were not ab-ent during the fall term: High
Evelyn Young, Clifford Stuart, Austin Shute, urday, beautiful day, very mild, for December.
best of care he continued to fail to the end
school, Bernice McCaslin, Carl Carlson, Harry James Lombard, Gordon Butman, Harold WhitThere will be no meeting of the Ladies’ Aid and went peacefully to me:t the loved one
Carlson, Frank Hall, Raymond Lord, Archer tum, Clair Shute, Maynard Carr.
society the present week, Christmas celebra- who had passed on before. His familiar face
Gilkey and Fulton McElhiney; Grammar,
tions and company engaging peoples’ atten- will be greatly missed by both young and old.
Myrtle Closson, Austin Shute and Alma Rus- PROSPECT FERRY.
Willard Harding arrived home from North
tion and time. Thuisaay afternoon, Jan. 2, Funeral services were held at his old home,
sell; Intermediate Maynard Carr, Izora Irving
last Saturday to spend Christmas with his
1913, Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main Rev. James Ainslie officiating, and interment
and Pearl Swift; Primary, Ernest Carr, Charles Jay
Jennie Clifford of Stockton street, will entertain the ladies for sewing. was in the Farwell Cemetery, Unity_News
Nickerson, Theodore Monroe, Ethel Pierce, family....Miss
visited at Mrs. Jessie Harding’s several days
Come one and all interested in the good work, of the death of Azuba Myrick BagleyCraig.Dec.
Laurance Patterson and Gordon Patterson.
last week....Mrs. W. C. Harding and Mr.
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle 18th, aged 70 years, reached Troy Dec. 19th.
The services at the Methodist Episcopal
Jerry Harding were in Bangor shopping last street, are
feeling greatly relieved by the in- The cause of death was Bright’s disease. She
church last Sunday morning were unusually Saturday.... Capt. W. H. liarriman is at home
formation from their daughter, Mrs. G. A. had been in failing health for some years. She
fine and appropriate to the Christmas season. from New York to
spend Christmas with his Foster of Sacramento, Calif., that she has suf- was the daughter of Dennis and Emeline MyThe order of service was as follows: Organ pre- family....Miss Addie M. Ginn arrived from
ficiently gained in strength to spend a part of rick of Troy. She first married Sewell Bagley
lude by the organist, Hannah Colcord. “There Worcester, Mass., last Saturday and will
spend j each day down stairs with her husband, Dr. of Troy and they moved to Lewiston, and after
were Shepherds”by Morrison; opening anthem,
the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P.
Foster. A wonderful restoration from a dan- the death of Mr. Bagley she married Mr.
“The Angel’s Songs” by Wilson; invocation; M. Ginn... .Eivanaer narriman is
visiting his gerous sickness, for which all friends are most James Craig of Lewiston, who survives to
“Portugese hymn;” prayer; anthem, “Baby of sisters, Mrs. M. B. Grant and Mrs. J. A. Pierce,
mourn his loss; also three brothers, Andrew of
thankful.
Bethlehem, Lorenz; responsive service, Gloria in Sandypoint.
Edward and Freeman of Troy, and two
Mrs. J. Frank Frye took the early train Tues- Unity,
Patria;, scripture lesson, Matt. 2, 10; offertory,
sisters, Mrs. Martha Jane Colby of Auburn
“Poet and Peasant;” hymn,“Joy to the World;”
day morning to join her husband in Boston on
Kindergartens in Maine.
and Mrs. Inzetta Small of Lewiston, who have
his arrival from New York to spend Christmas
sermon, subject, “The World’s Christ;” closing
the sympathy of their friends in their bereaveThere are nine cities and towns in Maine
Mr.
and Mrs.
and
with
their
husband,
daughter
Postlude,
hymn, “Morning Star;”
“Hallelujah which
ment.... Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Whitney accomsupport kindergartens in connection
at
their
home.
Luther
Glover
Mass.,
Quincy,
Handel.
Chorus,”
Mrs. Annie# Morse of Unity to Boston
with their public school systems. Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Frye, after a day or two there, panied
On Friday, the last day of the fall term, the with nine public kindergartens and Bangor
Dec. 18th, to the Massachusetts General hospiwill return to their present home in Montteachers and pupils of the Union school ar- with eight are considerably in the lead in the
tal, to have an operation performed on a large
clair, N. J. Mr. Frye’s business is in New
ranged a Parent’s Day. Many parents and number of such institutions maintained out of
goiter
by Drs. Harrington and Soaper. Mrs.
York city.
citizens took this opportunity to hear the chil- the total of thirty-one. In all cases pupils are
Morse has been an assistant in the postoflice
dren recite, and to see specimens of their admitted to these kindergartens prior to the
From Cape Jellison piers, the' following at Unity for the past year and has gained
work. Some of the visitors remained in one fifth year.
1,315 children attended Maine shipping report was telephoned Monday even- many friends who hope for har a speedy reroom, while others spent a short time in each kindergartens during the year covered by the ing: Dec. 17th, steamer Millinocket sailed covery. The goiter was successfully removed
In the High school room there were report of the State superintendent.
room.
with paper for New York. Dec. 20th, tug Orion Friday.

Spelling.
Business-Correspondence,
Penmanship (business and ornamental)

extended visit in Massachusetts
Everett.

Ranking.
Pill Clerking,
Wholesale Accounting,
Civil Service,

....

---MV.

n Via

CM3

OVIUlBli

bile

Indexing,
Model Office

Teachers’ Course.

Work,

Teachers' Course.

If interested fill in the following coupon,
mail it to us and we will forward to you our
handsome illustrated catalogue:

Christmas sermon from Luke 2:7, “There
for them in the inn.”.F. W.
Kelly, Esq., passed away very suddenly at his
hom ? Thursday, Dec. 19th. The funeral was
held on Sunday, Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating. The W interport band escorted the procession to the cemetery-Mrs. Clementine
Stubbs died Dec. 20th at her home after a long
and painful illness.... The remains of Alfred
Stubbs, a former well known resident, were
brought here for burial_Mrs. Walter Haley,
who his been very ill, is improving.... Miss
Esther Ford is recovering from her recent illness-Mr. and Mrs. Percy N. Hall of Brewer are visiting Mrs.Hall’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. D. Eaton.
a

I

Name.

was no room

$100
that science has

City.
R. F. D.State.
_

Address:
BLISS BUSINESS

COLLEGE
Lewiston, Maine

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

$100
will be pleased

REWARD,

to
The readers of this paper
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
been able to
is Catarrh.

cure

in all its

Hall’s Catarrh
stages, and that
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
Catarrh
the medical fraternity.
being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

SHIP

PRODUCE MARKET.

In

PAID PRODUCER.

nbl, 75al.09 Hay,
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,

Apples,

17.00al8 00

per

In

\

the Hon. Clarence Hale
District Court of the Cm ted
Maine.

District of

The partnership of W. H. j
individual co-partners in wfii:

j

dividually

Seed,

New York, Dec 17.
Ar, schs Edward H
Blake, Brunswick; Hattie Dunn, Wiggins, S C;
Eva May, Bangor, via Sag Harbor; 18. ar, schs
L A Plummer Bangor; Annie P Chase, do;
Crescent, do.; Haro'd C Beecher, do; Henrietta
Simmons, Gardiner, via New Rochelle; John S
Beacham, Frankfort; Laura M Lunt, Hillsboro,
N B, for Newburgh, N Y; James Rothwell,
Long Cove, for Philadelphia; 19, ar, schs Met

_3

1.75 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
12 Shorts,
28 Sugar,
6.00a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
4.50 Sweet Potatoes,
1C HU_*

1M

folly

aforesaid under the

Wherefore they pray,that
the Court to have a full
debts provable against the
ally and as such co-partner.'
luptcy Acts, except such
ed by law from such disc burp
Dated this 10th day <>■'
WILFRED. E
LEROY F. CO PEL

by

1.13

3^
1.35
6
46
5c
4 1

District

<

J

d. Evans. Civil War veteran.
Gray. In Orland, December 9, Mrs. Anna
5. Gray, aged 79 years and 4 months.
Grant. In Rockland, December 16, Nellie
C Fickett, wife of Lemuel A. Grant, aged 38
ears and 7 months.
Dec. 24, Mrs.
JEPSON. In Howard, R. I
lattie Woodsum Jepson, aged 72 years.
J ELLISON. In Belfast, December 19, Simon
elliaon, aged 59 years, 3 months and 11 days.
Merrithew. In East Belfast, December 22,
Ibyrum Merrithew, aged 92 years, 3 months
,nd 22 days.
Merchant. In Vinalhaven, Andrew Merhant, aged 82 years.
Morin. In Charlestown, Mass., December 20,
(ennie Lena, wife of Herbert H. Morin, aged
6 months and 20 days. Burial at
:1

Southwest Harbor, Dec 20. In port, sch Peni dleton Brothers, from Nova Scotia, bound west.
Pueito Mexico, Dec 16, noon.
Sid, str
Texan, Stenelin, New York; 18, 6 pm, ar, str
Hawaiian, Dow, New York.
Hamilton, Bermuda, Dec. 21. Sid, sch Lew-

iston, Jacksonville and Boston.

indigestion

course

Nervousness,

you do.

If your food doesn’t digest, but lays heavily

in your stomach, it has started to ferment
When it ferments it sejts loose in the. stomach poisonous gases which irritate the great
nerve that leads directly to the brain from the

stomach,
That irritation

nightsweats,

causes

heartburn, dizziness,

years,

landypoint Monday, December 23rd.

Rackliffe. In Rockland, December 18,
S. Romer, widow of Oliver Rackliffe, aged
l 8ie
years, 5 months and 14 days.
Robbins. In Union, December 18, Charles
L Robbins, aged 64 years.
Smith. In Lamoine, December 12, Captain
J idward B. Smith, aged 85 years.
Staples. In Sandypoint, Dec. 19, Samuel G.
Itaples, aged 64 years and 9 months. Mrs. MarStevens. In Unity, December 13,
1 ha C. Stevens, aged 99 years and 8 months.

gists everywhere.

Liz-

<

In East Belfast, December 20,
Taylor.
M., widow of Thomas Taylor, aged 78

a innie

j

nervousness.

MI-O-NA will end all stomach misery, or
money back. A large box costs only 60 cents
and is sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and drug-

of

Maine,

un this 2lst

reading

In Brooksville, December 9, to
Bowden.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Bowden, a son.
Lowell. In Orland, December 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph VV. Lowell, a daughter.
Morong. In Everett, Mass., December 15,
;o
Mr. and Mrs Fred Morong, formerly of

News.

^

ears.

Twitchell. In Dixmont, December 16, Calin M. Twitchell, aged 65 years, 10 months and

S days.
Young.
i 8 years.

In Vinalhaven, James Young, aged

(

....

j

Mi-O-NA STOMACH TABLETS BANISH ALL
MISERY, GAS AND SOURNESS
You know that most of the ailments namedf
above come from an out of order stomach ; o

the

to bankruptcy; that they hav.
all their property and righthave fully complied with
of said Acts and of the t>rd
ing their bankruptcy.

Levensaler, Penobscot; bark Matanzas, Wilmington; stmr Millinocket, Stockton; 20, ar,
Benedict, Stockton; R P Pendle| ton,St Andrewshay;Mary E H G Dow,Wilmington, N C; stmr Kentuckian, Puerto Mexico; 21,
/inalhaven, a daughter.
ar, schs WE & W L Tuck, South Amboy, lor
I Stonington; R B White, Stockton; 22, sld, sch
ItEAIilil KI>
Lizzie Lane, South Amboy, for Bucksport; 23,
ar, schs John Bracewell, St George, Me: Ira B
Barden-Braley. In Brooks. December 18,
sch Humarock, PhilaEllems,
Cove;
sld,
Long
1
deb hia; 24, ar, schs Normandy, Stockton; Lot- ■>y Rev. H G. Booth, Fred S. Barden and MilIred M. Braley, both of Monroe.
tie Jeard, Bangor; Margaret M Ford, StoningIn Winterport, December
Bowden Nado
j Lon.
Wm
E
Litchfield, ; L7, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Myron L. Bowden
Boston, Dec 20. Sld, schs
both of Winterport.
ind
Eliza
Baltimore
and
Nado,
Ella
M
May
Jacksonville;
Wiley,
j
J
DaniEI.S-Fuller. In Warren, December 18,
j Fort de France; Alice Holbrook (from Calais)
of
Gardner
F
Daniels
East Union and Miss
schs
: Philadelphia and Jacksonville; 2, ar,
Mary
I Ann McCann, Bangor; Hume, Rockport, Me; Laura A. Fuller of Warren.
Edminster-Simpson
In Dixmont, December
i Nellie F Sawyer, Bangor; Catawamteak, do;
| 23, ar, schs Charlie and Willie, Sullivan, Me; 1, Levi Edminster and MabelleE. Simpson, both
»f Dixmont.
Herman F Kimball, Bangor; Wesley Abbott,
Higgins-Coffin. In Thomaston, December
do; John B Carrington, do; R L Tay, do; Annie
and Reuben, Stonington, Me; Omaha, Mil19, by Rev. W. A. New com be, Lewis F. Hig- |
bridge; Ella E Crowell, Rockport, Me; Ameri- tins ,of Rockhnl and Grace Viola Coffin of
Lincolnville.
can Team, Portland; Ida, do; 24, ar. schs Henry
Merchant-Getchell. In Belfast, Decern
i R Tilton, Windsor, N S, for New York (in tow); |
j
^ W R
)er 11, by Rev. Charles B. Ames, John Mer- !
Perkins, Milbridge; Lillian, Machias.
!
:hant
and Mrs. Helen R. Getchell, both of
Charleston, Dec 17. Ar, sch Lizzie B Willey, j
Belfast.
Portland.
Nickerson-Anderson. In Bangor, Decern| Georgetown, S C, Dec 23. Ar, sch John
>er 24, Arthur Nickerson of Frankfort and I
; Bossert, Whittier, New Y’ork.
Miss
G
Horatio
17.
sch
Dec
Sld,
Dorothy Anderson of Bangor.
Foss,
Mayaguez,
Webstbr-Page. In Winterport, December
! Boston.
r, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Ferdinand N. WebMobile, Dec 17. Ar, schs Clifford N Carver,
ter and Lizzie Page, both of Frankfort.
Caibarien.
In Fairfield, November 20,
York-Harvey.
Fernandina, Fla, Dec 18. Ar, schr Adelaide
>y George M. Chapman, J. P., Milford P. York
j Barbour, Merritt, Caibaiien.
ind
Jessie
both of Belfast.
I.
LisF
J
18.
schr
Harvey
Dec
Ar,
j Newport News,
j man, Bangor.
PortNorfolk, Dec 20. Ar, sch Frontenac,
land; cld, stmr Kansan, Colcord (from GalvesIn Belmont, December 23, Ar- i
Andrews
ton) Brewer; 23, sld, sch Brina P Pendleton,
hur E. Andrews, aged 27 years, 5 months and !
Wilmington, N C; 24, ar, sch Northland, Sears15
:
port.
days.
Gloucester, Dec 24. Ar, sch Pendleton Bros,
Bowden. In West Penobscot, December 16,
Mrs. Dorothy Bowden, aged 84 years, 7 months
Weymouth, N S, for Newport News.
Port Reading, in J, Dec 18. Ar, schr Long- , ind 22 days.
fellow. New York (and cleared for Belfast).
Brown. In Ellsworth, December 11, Sarah
Ar, schr Edward B] M., widow of John H. Brown, aged 84 years
San Juan, P R, Dec 18.
Ed
schr
20,
sld,
5 days.
Farrow,
md
Philadelphia;
Briry,
ward H Cole, Rogers, Tampa (to load for NorBlaisdell. In East Orland, December 19,
Mrs. Htlen J. Blaisdell, aged 68 years.
folk).
Blackington. In Rockland, December 18,
Jacksonville, Dec 19. Sld, sch Wm E
lizzie Bisbee, widow of Nelson U. BlackingDownes, Fall River.
Port Tampa, Dec 20. Sld, sch Augustus H
on, aged 44 years, 10 months and 6 days.
Cummings. In Appleton, December 16, Susan,
Babcock, Baltimore.
Searsport, Dec 17. Sld, stm Kennebec, Nor- vife of David Cummings, aged 72 years.
Crockett. In North Haven, December 15,
folk; 19, ar, barge Greenwood, Elizabethport
Mrs. Emeline Crockett.
Stockton, Dec 17. Sld, stm Millinocket, New
In Little Deer Isle, December 6,
Eaton.
York; 20, ar, barge R & Bi L Co, No 7, Boston;
23, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York.
Mrs. Susan G, Eaton, aged 74 years, 4 months.
Eastport, Dec 17. Ar, and sld, sch Herald,
St. John, N B, for Philadelphia.
lolph H., son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Emmons, |
Machias, Me, Dec 18. Sld, sch Pendleton
igpd 6 months.
I Brothers (from Weymouth, N S,) Newport
Evans. In Weeks Mills, December 20, James

Sick Headache, Sleeplessness.

n

and
Acts of

ORDER OF NOTICE

| schs Helen E

Causes Dizziness,

that

represents,

December, 1912, they
bankrupts individually

BOHN

i

!

i.

of

State of Maine, in said lc-

and

RETAIL MARKET.
|
1.10
17|Lime,
leef, Corned,
5
lutter Salt, 141b., 18a22|Oat Meal,
, Corn,
3
72'Onions,
12al3
Cracked Corn,
67jOil, kerosene,
7
Corn Meal,
67iPollock,
24 Pork,
15
Cheese,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
^lour,
i. G. Seed,

Leroy F. Copeiai
Morrill, in

Jones and

RETAIL PRICE.

Cotton

Bankruptcy.

To

jj

PORTS.

Bankrupt’s Petition for Di.<,
the matter of The part erJones & Co, the indi\
which are Wilfred E. Jones
Copeland, and they individu
r.

10
2.85a3.00 Lamb,
12
leans, pea,
Lamb Skins,
Y.
2.50a2.75
40a60
leans,
E.,
:
28a30 Mutton,
7
lutter,
50
leef, sides,
7£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
50
leei.forequarters,
1 larley, bu,
10
60JRound Hog,
( Cheese,
6.00
19Straw,
1 Chicken,
26a28
20iTurkey,
2
18-Tallow,
! Calf Skins,
>ack,
20-Veal,
10al2
34 Wool, unwashed,
26
Cggs,
4.00a4.5t
16!Wood, hard,
•’owl,
1 leese,
IS Wood, soft,
3.00

NEWS.

AMERICAN

j

...

Press Copying,
Duplicating Processes.
Letter Filing,

Business Law,

vuc

|
j

Grammar,
Punctuation,
Business English,

Business Forms,

ture readings; response; solo by Miss Sophia
Chase; solo by Harold Taylor; speaking by
MissTorr.y and Frances Eldridge; speaking'
by Delia Parker; Christmas addre-s by Harold
Taylor; remarks by pastor and superintendent;
closing music by the choir. The pastor preach-

ed

cuaptuax^

Stenography (Gregg )
Typewriting, (Scientific tom
Business Correspondent c
Spelling,

Bookkeeping,
Arithmetic,
Rapid Calcination,

the church last Snnrtav

FREEDOM.

Greatest

Students admitted at any time.

in their work.

WINTERPORT.
A very harmonious Christmas service was !
no
There
were
services Sunday held at the Methodist Episcopal church last I
morning.
evening, as Mr. Taylor had to be in Lincoln- Sunday evening. The church was v ry precville to assist in the dedication of the church tily trimmed with evergreen. The
program !
there-The Grange did not meet Wednesday was as follows: Organ voluntary; singing by
night on account of the bad traveling_Bliss chorus choir; duet by Mr. Joshua Treat and
Marriner is at home for a two weeks’ vacation. : Mrs. Marie Archer; prayer
by pastor; Scrip- !
nrettv

thev

Business, where they will receive individual
instruction in any or all of the following subject*
Very low rrtes of tuition. All teachers are expert*

...

verv

as

Maine’s

to

School of

midnight. Everything is being done
make this an event long to be remembered
by the dancing public_Mrs. B. F. Bussey is

SEARSMONT.

daughter is not progressing

son or

should in their studies send them

to

Laura and Ruth Trundy are at home
from Boston to spend the holidays with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.

uccu

If your

served at

County Correspondence.

Misses

IIao

JANUARY 6, 1913.

!

j

M

ss.

day of th

the

foregoing pc :
Ordered by the Court, '11

upon the same on the31s;
D. 1913, before said Court
District, at ten o’clock in th

notice thereof he pub!
a newspaper |

Journal,

and that all known credit
in interest, may appeal
place, and show causi,
the prayer
said p:

granted.
And it is further Old.
the Clerk shall send
tors copies of saiu }
dressed to them at th.

stated.
Witness

■

the Ilonoral

Judge of the said ( « i.
Portland, in said InVti
December, A. I.). 1912.
JAMES
[L. S.]
A true copy of petit n

at

Attest: JAMES I

Bankrupt’s

Petition

In the matti^t
Amos P. Loi.i,

of

Bankrupt.
To the Hon. Claw m s
District Court of the

District of Maine.
AMOS P. LOUD
County of Waldo and
said District, respectful!;

«.

4th day of May. inadjudged bankrupt un i.
gress relating to bankn..
the

surrendered all his p>
property, and has fully

requirements of said
of Court touching his

At
bur
Wherefore he prays, i!
by the Court to have a fi.
debts provable against hi
bankruptcy Acts except
cepted by law from such
Dated this 10th dav of 1
AMOS P. i
order of

not.a

District of Maine, ss.
On this 21st day of I>o
reading the foregoing pc
Ordered by the Court.

upon the same on the 31c
D. 1913, before said Cour
District, at ten o’clock in
notice thereof be publish*
Journal, a newspaper pir
and that all known credit
in interest, may appear
nlas.0

the

on.l

ah our

prayer

millSP

of said

M

pet

granted.

And it is further Order*
the Clerk shall send by 1:
itors copies of said pel.'
dressed to them at then
stated.
Witness the Hone:. :
Judge of the said Cou
at Portland, in said Id.- t
December, A. 1>. 1912.
A

JAM!

[L. s.]
true

copy of
Attest:

petit.

JAM Id"

Jafll

Sears port Nad
ANNUAL
rHEholders
of the

MI
^e»

v
will be held at their bai.
aort, on Tuesday, the 14td
1
f*
2
at
o’clock
m.,
p
L913,
rectors for the ensuing
.action of such other bus"
:ome before the meeting.

A. H. M'

1

Searsport, Maine, Deccnd

'1'
CARLETON DO

Attorney at 1“"
a**
Office Comer of Main

3m51j

a

*

BELFAST, MAIM

H#

